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News In Brief
Sniper opens fire from campus
building; one wounded at UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A recently dismissed employee of
the University of Kentucky garbed like a Japanese warrior began
firing random shots with a .22-caliber rifle from a campus
building this morning, police said. One person in the building was
wounded in the leg, and others had been trapped.
The gunfire, which began at 6:15 a.m. EST, stopped between
7:30 and 8 a.m., but the man remained in the Peterson Services
Building, police said. At least 20 and perhaps as many as 50 shots
had been fired, police said.
Some officers managed to get into the building to talk to the
man, and police were also negotiating with him by phone,
authorities said. Other officers from the city and campus police
forces surrounded the cordoned-off area and Emergency
Responce Unit sharpshooters waited on rooftops.
There was an initial exchange of fire with university police, but
after that it was all one-sided shooting. He can't get out and he
has no target to fire at. It's a wait-and-see game," said
Patrolman Tom Baum.
Officer George Taylor said the man appeared to be dressed in
black like a Ninja, a practioner of a Japanese warrior tradition
that began in the 9th century, and was armed with the rifle, a
shotgun, a .38 pistol, a sword.and a hunting knife. He carried a
knapsack oh his back, and police did not know if he had more
weapons in it.
Spoktsmen for the university identified the man as Ulysses S.
Davis I, 25, an employee oil the utthty crew at the Peterson Services Building who was fired in July for fighting.
Omer Kirtley. a supervisor who hired Davis five years ago,
said Davis came in as the overnight shift was leaving.
Dutch Honaker, an electrician who works in the building, saw
Davis when he walked in at 6 a.m.
"I knew he wasn't supposed to be there. He looked out of
place," Honaker said. You couldn't tell he had a gun." He said
Davis was wearing dark fatigue-like clothing and had a
knapsack.
Honaker said he went to the third floor to get coffee and heard
two shots. He went to get his wife Shirley Blackburn, who also
works in the building, and stayed inside until 9 a.m., when police
got him out.

!44
Fiscal court
discusses road,
ambulance and
mortgage plan
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court accepted a road into the
county maintenance program,
approved a resolution allowing
participation in a housing program sponsored by the Purchase Area Development
District (PADD) and discussed
the prospect of purchasing a
new ambulance at its regular
meeting Tuesday.
Judge -executive George
Weaks told the magistrates that
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's ambulance service is
currently operating with one
good ambulance "and two
Junkers."
The good ambulance, which
has about 70,000 miles of use,
was recently involved in a wreck
which put it out of commission
for about a month forcing the
hospital to rent another ambulance to insure coverage for
county residents.
Weaks said a new ambulance
will cost about $28,000 and that
he expects to split that cost with
the Murray City Council as has
been done in the past. Weaks
also pointed out that grant funds
are being sought which, if ap(Cont'd on page 3)
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WASHINGTON — CIA Director William Casey is being asked
to spell out in closed-door House testimony exactly how much
the
spy agency knew about the alleged diversion of profits from the
sale of U.S. arms to Iran to aid Nicaragua's Contra rebels.
WASHINGTON — Congressional investigators say there are
growing signs that middlemen and brokers may have siphoned
off large amounts of the millions of dollars in profits from
the
Iran arms sales that were meant for Nicaragua's Contra rebels.
PARSIPPANY, N.J. — Just when President Reagan didn't
need a reminder of Watergate, along came Richard M. Nixon.
MANILA, Philippines — The first nationwide cease-fire of the
17-year Communist revolt began today amid fears by rebels of inadequate safeguards and apprehension by the army that the insurgents will use the truce to consolidate their power.
UNITED NATIONS — The U.N. Childrens Fund releases a
report on the success of efforts to save children in the world's
poor nations from starvation and disease.
PHILADELPHIA — Seven years of research by American,
British and Swedish scientists have allowed doctors to fashion
a
dog's own back muscles into a Pump that acts as an imlanted
auxiliary heart alongside the animal's own.
WOODBRIDGE, N.J. — Some children left Mass with tears in
their eyes after a priest told them Santa Claus is fake, there's
no
North Pole and Rudolph the Red-Nose Reindeer is fiction. The
pastor apologized for the cleric's "lack of sensitivity."
SPANISH FORK, Utah — Pat and Dan Carter vividly recall the
day 2-year-old Jeremiah moved in with them, with only his two
paper sacks and a dim memory of life on the Navajo Indian
Reservation. Now a decision by the Utah Supreme Court will
send the boy back to the reservation.
NEW YORK — Rambo and G.I. Joe. Cap grenades and
machine guns. Death traps and terror troops. In this season of
peace, war toys are everywhere, and many find it disturbing.
From today until Christmas Eve, more than 40 editorial cartoonists will urge parents to avoid such toys.

•

Toys for tots

Assistant Chief Joe Allbritten anti engineers Mike Farley and
Ronnie Barnett work on some of the t43i..
collected by the Murray Fire Department for their annual
Christmas party for underprivileged
children in Murray and Calloway County. In addition to toys,
the department is accepting cash donations for the party — they get a discount on toys purchased at
local stores. Anyone wanting to contributo
to the t!ze department's Christmas party may do so by calling
them at 753-1688.
Staff photo by lesatel 71, a

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP I —
Tolls will be taken off the
Western Kentucky Parkway in
January, Gov. Martha Layne
Collins' office said today.
Collins was making the formal
announcement in news conferences at the toll plazas near
Leitchfield and Princeton.

The 137-mile parkway runs
from Elizabethtown to
Eddyville.
The end of the tolls apparently
would coincide with the final
payment on the $118 million in
bonds issued in 1961 to finance
the original 127-mile segment
;rom Elizabethtown to

Princeton.
The bonds were scheduled to
mature in the year 2000, but The
Courier-Journal said in today's
editions that it was told an early
payoff had been under
consideration.
The original segment of the
parkway opened in 1963 A

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3.30 p en. Saturday
ore urged to coil 733-1016 bet
ween S30-1,311. and 6 p.m.;
Monday through Friitty, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Wortley.
Office Hours — a.m.-S p.m.
Monday thru friday, a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

15 shopping
days to Christmas

10-mile segment from Princeton
to near Eddyville was completed in 1968.
According to a Department of
Highways schedule, the existing
tolls for a trip on the parkway
are: Princeton. 20 cents.
(Cont'd on page 3)

Sounds of silence ring through Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
words have been spoken by
reputed mob bosses, suspected
labor racketeers and, in
yesteryear, by alleged members
of the Communist Party.
Now they were being intoned

by a U.S. Navy vice admiral
with over 30 years of active service and a Marine lieutenant colonel hailed by the commanderin-chief as "a genuine American
hero."
Vice Adm. John M. Poindex-

ter. until last month President
Reagan's national security
adviser:
"I'd like to answer that question and hope to be given the opportunity to do so at another
time However, on the advice of

.1 little angel

my attorneys, I must decline to
answer that question at this time
because of my constitutional
rights under the Fifth
Amendment."
(Cont'd on page 3

Poll says Ron
fibbing about
knowledge of
arms dealing

—Today's Index
AND IF I 6ET A FULL
5Toc,KIN6, IL!. TR r. NOT
TO BE SO CRABBY
NEXT YEAR
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Perspective
4A
Sports
12A, 13A
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14.

Forecast
Tonight: Partly sunny and
cold. Low In the lower 20s.
Light north wind.
Thursday: Partly sunny.
High around 40. Northwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Story-teller Helen Hodges, at far left, kept a group of youngsters entertained
Tuesday afternoon with
her rendition of the ehildren's Christmas story "The Littlest Angel." Hodges
presented the story at the
Calloway County Public library's Story Hour in the Library Annex.

Mall *Me by Meld rhea

4

WASHINGTON i AP — Pres)
dent Reagan received a strong
rating in honesty and integrity
in a public opinion poll whic h
also found that nearly half of ail
Americans believe he lied about
his knowledge of the Iran-Contra
affair
The CBS Nevis-The New York
Times poll of 1.036 Americans
which was released Tuesday
found that 47 percent believe
Reagan was lying when he said
he had no knowledge of the
diversion of profits from the
arms sales, while 37 percent
believe the president was telling
the truth.
However, when asked if
Reagan has more honesty and
Integrity than most people in
public office, 54 percent of those
polled said he did, while 35 percent said he did not. The 54 per.
cent figure was a drop of 5 percent from the CBS News-The
New York Times poll in
November.
The poll had a margin of error
of plus or minus 3 percentage
points.
Last week. an ABC News poll.
with a margin of error of plus or
(Cont'd on page 3)
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15%-20% off

15%-20% off

Dramatic Westwood Drapery

Jewel Tex drapery and panels

What a wonderful gift to give your home tor the holidays New
draperies that are soft and subtle with a distinctive leno weave that
filters the winter sun Polyester rayon acrylic lined with polyester cotton
Reg
Sale
30x84
45 pr. 34.99
75x84
.....$ 85 pr. 69.99
100x84
91.99
$109 pr

Draperies with a dobby-weave for formal and casual rooms Cotton
polyester or,rayon polyester acrylic Cotton lining Underneath. sheer
polyester panels
Reg
Sale
50x84
24.99
. $30 pr
75x84
$62 pr
51.99
100x84"
$79 pr
69.99
Patrice polyester panel 42x84"
$16 ea 12.80

.99 bath size

Towel sale
Reg. $8. The JCPenney Towel
Wraps you in colorful luxury.
Reg. Sale
Hand towel . . . 5.50 3.99
Washcloth . . . 2.75 1.99

jirs
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SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

Sale 6.99 or 9.99

15%-30% off

Sale 14.99

Soft, medium,firm pillows
Choose the density that will mean sleeping comfort for you-and it s a
great gift too Deeply filled with polyester. Easy-care polyester cotton
zip cover
Standard size. Reg 9 99 Sale 6.99
Queen size. Reg. 12 99 Sale 9.99

Laurie bed coordinates

Corduroy bed rest
Reg. $20. A gift for year long comfort. Soft corduroy with polyester
and cotton filling. Handy side pocket for magazines, paper-backs,
tissues and eyeglasses.

Delicate prints in a smooth blend of polyester and cotton Flat or fitted
Reg Sale
Reg Sale
Twin sheet
8.99 4.99 Standard cases. pr 9.99 6.99
Full sheet
10.99 10.99 Queen cases. pr
10 99 7.99
Queen sheet
. 16 99 12.99

re_=
r

(
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40% off
Brass lends a bright touch
Perfect for gifts, or Id brighten your own rooms, brass is a
distinctive decorating choice for all personal styles. Choose
from a wide selection of ornaments, like an apple ben or
peacock and practical obiects like candlesticks and timers,
in beautiful. shining brass Imported

Special Sims Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 to 8 p.m.

To Our Customers:
Our weekly circular
was lost in shipping.
Therefore these items
only represent a
sampling of the
savings offered from
each department
in our store.

,...-01411.104 ..
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25% off
Entire Line of Blankets
Cozy blankets to beat out the cold weather Choose from
electric Vellux• or acrylic style blankets

Penney

Prices Effective Wed.-Sat.

20% off
All Window Curtains
Choose colorful curtains to dress any window in the house
Includes Cape Cod.and Priscillas

Chestnut Hilts Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-42071
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161

THE MURRAY LEDGER
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Doctor honored for 25 years in practice

Reception planned for Dr. Austin
The public is cordially invited
to a special reception Sunday
afternoon honoring Dr. Clegg
Austin for his 25 years of practice in pediatrics. Sponsored by
the office staff and Ross
Laboratories, will be between
the hours of 1-4 p.m. in the Curris Center Banquet Room No.
One.

Murray pediatrician Dr. Clegg Austin stands next to a bulletin board covered with photos of
his patients. A reception Sunday afternoon in Murray State Universtty's Curris Center will honor
Dr. Austin
for his 25 years In children's medicine. The event is sponsored by Dr. Austin's office staff
and Ross
Laboratories.

TIMES

A Murray native, Dr. Austin is
a graduate of both Murray High
School and Murray State
University, receiving the
bachelor of science degree in
biology and chemistry in 1953.
In the fall of 1953, he entered
the University of Louisville
School of Medicine from which
he graduated in 1957. His internship and residency were completed at the University of
Louisville General Hospital and
Children's Hospital between''the
years of 1957-1960.
He began his private practice
of pediatrics at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic. His work was
interrupted, however, by a stint
in the U.S. Army when he was
drafted into the Army's Medical
Corps. He served as chief of

pediatric services at Darnall Army Hospital in Fort Hood.
Texas Drafted as a captain and
promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel, Dr. Austin
pitneered day camps for
mentally-retarded children at
Fort Hood and established the
first chapter for the Texas
Association for Mentally
Retarded Children.
Dr. Austin returned to Murray
In 1968 and has maintained a
private practice here since that
time. He is a Diplomat of the
American Board of Pediatrics
and a Fellow of the American
Academy of Pedtatrics.
In addition to the care of infants, children, and adolescents,
he has been active in the First
Christian Church where he has
served as a deacon, elder and
board member. Dr. Austin has
also helped the Boy Scouts for
years, providing physical examinations for camps.
Other activities have included
participation as a Head Start
consultant for more than 15
years and as a member of the
Calloway County Board of
Health for more than in years

He has also served as president
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital medical staff.
Dr. Austin's interests also extend into the field of education:
he serves as a trustee in the
Murray School District's Foundation for Excellence in Public
Schools, and is a life member of
the Murray State University
Alumni Association.
Dr. Austin is the son of the late
A.B Austin, a former dean of
men and history professor at
Murray State University. He
was co-founder of the CornAustin clothing stores
Dr Austin's mother, Lucille
Farmer Austin, is an MSU
graduate who taught French
and English at Murray High
School for more than 20 years.
Dr. Austin is the father of five
children: Brent Austin in Lex'
,,
ington: Jill Austin Shuler of Lexington: Mark Austin of New
York City and Paul Austin and
John Michael Austin. both of
Murray. His wife. Faye, is a
registered nurse and an assistant professor of pediatric nursing at Murray State University.

Caution urged against drinking, driving during holidays
The holiday season is a time of
celebration for many Kentuckians. But too much celebration can be deadly.
Many people attend business
and office parties and celebrate
with a few drinks — which can
turn into a few drinks more than
intended. And drivers with more
than a few drinks under their
belt can turn a joyous season into a disaster.
Drinking drivers in Kentucky
were responsible for 14 of 28
deaths during the traditional
Christmas-New Year's party
season in 1985. To help increase
awareness of the problem of
drunk drivers, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins has declared Dec.
14-20 as Drunk and Drugged
Driving Awareness Week in
Kentucky.
"Last year. four of every ten

persons who died on the state's
highways were involved in
alcohol-related accidents," said
Director Mike Townsend of the
Division of Substance Abuse in
the Department for Mental
Health and Mental Retardation
Services. "During the holiday
season, that figure increases.
"Overall, however, the
number of alcohol-related
deaths on the state's highways is
showing .a decline." said Townsend. "Last year. there were 11
oercent fewer deaths in
:idents whore4Slcohol was in„olved than in 1984, while the
slumber of injuries was down by
'he same margin — 11 percent.”
Townsend noted that the
number of fatalities during holiday periods dropped from 55 in
1984 to 36 in 1985. a decrease of
one-third.

,S.?veral positive steps are being taken to help reduce the
number of drunk drivers on Kentucky's highways, he said, including increased emphasis on
traffic surveillance during holiday periods.
'The stiffer penalities imposed by the 'Stammer Bill' passed
by the 1984 Kentucky General
Assembly hate made Kentuckians more cautious about
driving while intoxicated," said
Townsend. "Organizations such
.4s Mothers Against Drunk Driving ( MADD) and Students
Against Driving Drunk (SADD I
also have drawn national attention to the problem.
"But individuals and community groups are organizing
their own efforts too," he added.
Public forums are being held
that call for an end to such pro-

Lobbyist complains about delays
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Two transportation lobbyists
say that unless Congress acts
quickly to release federal
highway funds when it returns in
January, the 1987 construction
season is in jeopardy.
Lester P. Lamm, president of

Silence...
(Cont'd from page I)
Lt. Col. Oliver North: "On the
advice of counsel I respectfully
and regretfully decline to
answer the question based on
my constitutional rights."
Said Rep. Dante Fascell, DFla., chairman of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, "I
don't think he looked too
happy."
In fact. North might have
looked more comfortable had he
been taking on a half-dozen Viet
Cong, armed only with a shovel.
The decision to stand mute
came as no surprise.
Both North and Poindexter
previously had invoked their
Fifth amendment right to avoid
possibly self-incriminating
testimony in secret sessions of
the Senate Intelligence Commitee. They are likely to cite the
Fifth again before the House intelligence panel.
But their appearance Tuesday
was a public event, not only for
the few hundred people in the
packed House hearing room, but
also for a television and radio
audience of millions across the
country.
Although they may become
the targets of criminal investigations, both Poindexter
and North said they want eventually to spell out in public the
details of the process that led to
the indirect sale of U.S. arms to
Iran and the diversion of million
of dollars in profits from that
sale to aid Nicaragua's Contra
rebels.
North, wrapped neatly in his
olive green Marine uniform,
rows of ribbons on his chest, told
the committee: "I don't think
there's another person in
America who wants to tell their
story as much as I do."
"We will cooperate at the ap.
propriate time but not today,"
said Richard Heckler, Poindex.
ter's attorney.
Many committee members
defined the appropriate time as
sooner — rather than later.

the Highway Users Federation,
said Tuesday that Congress
should take care of the central
issue of releasing the funds and
leave controversial side issues
to other legislation.
Congress failed to agree on a
bill to extend federal highway
funding past Oct. 1. before it adjourned for the November
elections.
As a result, many states have
run out of federal funds. Kentucky, for example, had to

Reagan...

withdraw about 75 percent of the
construction projects that were
to be let for bids in November.
Work will continue on projects
that were previously authorized,
but Transportation Cabinet
figures show that about 100 construction projects worth $150
million scheduled to be let for
contract through March 1987
will be delayed.
The timing of congressional
action is crucial, Lamm said.
Once federal money becomes
available, it still takes about two
months for the state to go
through its bidding process and
another month to approve contracts to allow work to begin,
state officials said.

(Cont'd from page I)
minus 5 points, found that 48 percent of the 505 Americans polled
think Reagan should resign if
Jack Fish, president of Kenhe's lying about when he learned
tuckians for Better Transportaof the controversy. while 48 pertion, which sponsored Lamm's
cent believe Reagan should not
visit, said motorists here are beresign even if he has lied.
ing denied the use of their tax
The CBS News-The New York
money by the delays in congresTimes poll was conducted Sunsional action.
day and Monday in the wake of
Lamm, whose organization
Reagan's admission that
represents shippers and the rubmistakes were made in carrying
ber, petroleum and insurance inout his policies and testimony by
Secretary of State George P. dustries, said Congress must be
convinced that action on the
Shultz and former national
security adviser Robert higqway money is critical.
McFarlane to the House Foreign
Affairs Committee.
The survey found that 61 percent of those polled disapprove
of the president's handling of the
arms sales controversy, while 20
percent approve of his efforts.
The poll also found that the
president's overall approval
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
rating was 47 percent, with 42
Kentuckians who have relatives
percent disapproving of
in the military who cannot make
Reagan.
it home for the holidays can take
The ABC News poll showed
advantage of a special service
that the president's overall
from the Kentucky National
rating had dropped nearly 20
Guard.
points since September to 49
percent
According to Maj. Clyde
Thirty-eight percent of those
Wiseman, the 133rd Public Afpolled by CBS News and The
fairs Detachment will videotape
Times said they believed Vice
messages for any Kentucky
President George Bush was lyfamily this weekend at the
ing when he said he did not know
Boone National Guard Center in
of the Contra connection in the
Frankfort.
controversy, while 40 percent
Wiseman said people can brsaid he was telling the truth.
When asked which was worst ing their own half-inch VHS format videotape or purchase one
— selling arms to Iran, using
money to help the Contras or the from the guard at cost. Guard
Reagan admiriatrgtion's handl- officials will record the
messages and send-them to the
ingof the,,facts —.51 percent told
CBS News and The Times it-was troops.
the administration's handling of
Wiseman said interested famithe facts. Twenty-six percent ly members should call him for
said it Was the arms sales, while a reservation at (502) 564-8539
7 percent said it was using between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
money to aid the Contras,
• EST

Videotape service
offered for families
by National Guard

motions as 'happy hours,' two
drinks for the price of one' and
'all you can drink for one
price."
Programs that advocate serving non-alcoholic beverages or
limitirig the intake of alcoholic
drinks are quickly pining in
popularity. Townsend noted.
Many party hosts now insist on
getting a taxi for friends who
have had too much to drink or
having a non-drinleing friend to
drive them home.
Other programs such as the

KSP Post 1
activities
are released
Trooper Chuck Robertson,
public affairs officer for the
Kentucky State Police Post #1 in
Mayfield has released the activity for the month of November.
The activity includes:
Criminal investigations — 56;
criminal arrests — 27; crime
prevention contacts — 274; citations — 959: DUI arrests — 50;
courtesy notices — 1105;
And, vehicle inspections —
1640; accidents investigated —
124; motorist assists — 220,
complaints answered — 383:
special details — 122; victim
support contacts — 336.
The Post #1 area covers eleven
counties in western Kentucky.

Traffic Alcohol Patrol and tollfree telephone numbers to
report drunk drivers have sent a
message to the public that drunk
drivers will not be tolerated or
excused as they were in the past.
he added. Many employers and
businesses are limited the serving of alcohol at office parties.
and bartenders, waiters and
waitresses are being urged to
refrain from serving patrons
who have had too much to dring.
"By supporting programs that
keen drunk drivers off the road,

Ifs nottoo late
to shop the
JOPenney
Catalog for
Christmas.
Toys and last-minute gifts can still
be delivered to the store
nearest you for pick-up*
before Christmas...
Just place your order
on or before

Court...
(Cont'd from page 1)
proved, would provide about
$10,000 toward the purchase of
the new ambulance.
At the request of Ullis Woods,
the court accepted for
maintenance a road that runs
east from Third Street to the
railroad tracks, behind Black's
Decoration Center.
A portion of the roadway has
been used for sometime by TVA
for access to a power substation.
Woods plans to develop the area
pending approval of the Murray
Planning Commission.
The PADD program will allow
some first-time purchasers of
single-family homes in Calloway
County to qualify for loans bearing an interest rate of from nine
to 10 percent, according to Ann
Gorrell of PADD.
The county has participated in
the program for several years,
Judge Weaks said. Persons interested in learning more about
the program should contact the
PADD office in Mayfield by calling 753-8325

December 18
t.AJb;

For home delivery, please
order one to two days earlier

rfi*annei
f,1
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Parkway...
(Cont'd from page I)
Dawson Springs, 50 cents; Central City, 50 cents, and Leitchfield, $1.
The tolls on the 72-mile Bert T.
Combs Mountain Parkway from
Winchester to Salyersville in
eastern Kentucky were lifted in
1985

pushing for strict enforcement
of drunk driving laws, and calling for stiff penalties for persons
convicted of DUI, we can send a
message across the state - sober
driving is in; drunk driving is
out," said Townsend.
To report a suspected drunk
driver. call the Kentucky State
Police toll-free at 1-800-222-5555.
For information on how to keep
the 'life" in your holiday party.
call the Drug Information Service of Kentucky at
1-800-432-9337.

DIRE
CT
LINE
JCPtnn, y

CALL TOLL-FREE

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER

CATALOG SHOPPING

Shop-by-phone: 1-800-222-6161

The JCPenneyeCatalog
Read the'
want ads daily

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office 759-1400
'986JCPor
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PERSPECTIVE
Seller's market
Bill Bennett may raise the
educational establishment's
blood pressure with his pointed comments. but the provocative education secretary sets
a refreshing change of pace
from that of his passive
predecessors.
Mr. Bennett's most recent
foray into the lion's den was
at Catholic University in
Washington, D.C., where he
charged that the ready availability of federal aid to students has helped fuel skyrocketing college costs. His
address was particularly impressive because it was delivered before a hostile audience
of higher-education and financial professionals.
During the last 11 years,
college costs have increased
36 percent faster than inflation. The average cost at a
private college this year exceeds $10,000. while the average annual tab at a public
corege is just over $5,600.
Lat year. for example, the
average college bill increased
6 percent even though consumer prices rose less than 2
percenz during that time.
Clearly, many colleges and
universities are charging
what the market will bear. As
Mr. Bennett aptly concluded,
the federal - government has
made it a seller's market by
providing millions of 'dollars
in student assistance and
guaranteeing student loans.
The buyers, meanwhile, are
going deeper in debt in order
to pay for college degrees.
That trend is particularly
ominous for minority students who find themselves in-

Royko Says

creasingly priced out of the
market. Indeed, a national
commission, headed by former Education Secretary
Terrel Bell, urged states to
keep college tuitions as low
as possible to attract these
students.
California is setting a good
example. Tuition costs for
state residents rose by 1 percent this year at the Univeristy of California, while the
California State University
system held the line. Meanwhile, private schools such as
the University of Southern
California and Stanford are
raising private funds to help
their students offset rising
costs.
Such cost containment
seems unlikely nationwide so
long as the federal money
tree is ripe for the picking by
college financial officers.
Accordingly. Mr. Bennett
has proposed his own costcontainment program. Instead of including an entire
tuition increase when calculating student aid, the federal
government would subsidize
a tuition increase of no more
than inflation plus 1 percent.
Whereupon students would be
obliged to find financing elsewhere for the remaining
amount.
Such a reform, if applied
judiciously on a case-by-case
basis, mikht prompt many
colleges and universities to
pare their costs and therefore
make higher education more
affordable to the general public. That, in itself, is a goal
worth striving for.

Report
to Kentucky
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110111)11% -1141-: HUAI Risk ON ROAM AN%
he
season now upon us is supposed to he one of joy and
c- eiehtat:on.
But 11 urns instead to tragedy for hundreds of families whose lo‘ed
LITIO• arc killed in this period on the nation's highways. About half of
rPkItkr \ M16:1: !Luanne. -- during the holiday season or any other -- are
it alcohol-related traffic accidents. according to the National
And alcohol is also a factor in 40 percent of pedestriat
deaths increase o‘er this period because there is a lot of
• ;a.,ci. and because of drinking associated with Christmas and
..t•
....:lehration. It is a high risk period. Last rear 168 Amencan
ilieu o\ er the Christmas holiday, and 202 during New Year's.
ft ktitu.s there were 10 fatalities. ssith Ike over each holiday period
`sate Police sar that -- as is the national trend -- about
hal a his were alcohol related.
as .:ood news recemir when Go‘ernor Martha Layne Collins
I
the third consecutke "D-Day on Trafficways," an intensitieJ
;ra,:k down on drunken drikers and improve hieliwik sateare urging motorists to be cautious during the hoida
sc2.ts,`!1. .01J :clling them to designate a sober driver if ther know the
1.1) highw Lk crackdown begins at 4 p.m. Dec. 12 and con nines ifi!ow.zh 5 a.m. Dec. 13. They say the goal is not to arrest large
mor her • ot it tink &kers, hut to heighten awareness of the perils of
drink Hi.: and irk init. The weekend, in which many Christmas parties
are held. Is seen as the beginning of the holiday driking season.
1 he Ic%f) eiackdossn is also a prelude to the National Drunk and
Drugged Drking Awarness Week which begins Dec. 14. In the past
tour ears this special week, designated by Congress, has pros en ‘er
success? ul ru ncreasing public awareness of the dangers of driving AA hile
imputed H. drugs or alcohol. Activities during this week have included int
on ot new drunk driving legislation in ‘arious states; roadand 0: her increased enforcement efforts: candlelight ‘igils; and
olici!a! , e!:orts to pros ide rides from holiday parties.
continue to warn of the hazards of drinking and (Irk ine.
1
0.!
people think an accident simply will not happen to them,
hut
someone else. Onli hr heightening awareness of the risks can
our problem.
t:
I
.dl ri to keep the holidays festk e -- but in a responsible manlier V,
',OCT \ ti Mind.
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By Mike Royko

In this scene, the hero is...fired?
President Reagan, in defying
Imagine what it must be like
critics of his secret guns-forto come home from work and
Iran policy, says that Lt. Col. hear your wife say: "How'd it go
Oliver North is a "national today?"
hero."
"Well, there's good news and
I can't argue with that assess- bad news. The good news is that
ment. It's obvious that Col. the president says I'm a national
North, a square-jawed Texan, is hero."
a man of unusual qualities.
"Why, that's wonderful. The
An Annapolis graduate, he children will be so proud."
was a death-defying Marine of"Yeah, but the bad news is he
ficer in Vietnam, and a also said I'm a fired national
dedicated, loyal subordinate to hero."
the president on the National
It used to be that when soSecurity Council.
meone was declared a national
It's said that while working in
hero, there would be ticker-tape
the White House, he planned the
parades, the hero would be
aerial interception of the plane awarded the keys to a city, his
carrying the Achille Lauro hi- hometown would name a school
jackers, helped plot the Grenada after him, and Gary Cooper
invasion, and performed other would portray him in an inspiraswashbuckling chores. And, of tional movie.
course, he was in charge of the
But a movie wouldn't be very
day-to-day details of the guns-to- inspirational if it ended with the
Iran switcharoo.
hero being canned by the presiSome of his friends have been
dent and rushing off to hire a
quoted as saying that he's a defense attorney.
combination of Rambo, D'ArIt doesn't seem fair, North's
t gna n and the Scarlet boss, Vice Adm. John PoindexPimpernel, which means he ter was allowed to resign, even
could stare down Mike Ditka.
though he was not even describBut if the president is ac- ed as a local hero, much less a
curate in describing Col. North national hero. The most lavish
as "a national hero," then I description of Poindexter was
must ask an obvious question.
that he was a skilled yes-man.
Why did President Reagan
Everybody knows that a
fire him? Is that any way to resignation looks better on a job
treat a national hero'
resume. So what is North to say

when his Marine career ends
and he has to go look for other
work'
"Well, Colonel, it says here
that you were on the White
House staff until November
1986? What were your duties?"
"Uh, the president said I was
a national hero."
"Very good. But why did you
leave that position?"
"The president fired me."
"Uh, we'll let you know if
anything opens up."
It's often said that we don't
have as many heroes as we used
to. The reason usually givens
that when somebody becomes a
hero, the public's insatiable
hunger for every detail of a
celebrity's personal life soon
strips away the mystique, and
the heroes become mere mortals. Also, it's hard to remain
heroic while doing TV pitches
for crankcase oil or credit cards.
Presidents occasionally invite
heroes to the White house to give
them medals and pose for pictures. But after Col. North's experience, future heroes might be
reluctant to accept such honors.
"Hello, this is the White House
calling. Because of your heroic
deeds, the president requests
that you appear with him in the
Rose Garden next June 12."
"Oh, please, please, don't

make me do it. What's he going
to do — strip me of my
pension?"
The reason being leaked for
the firing of Col. North is that he
didn't keep the president informed of all the details of the
arms-for-Iran caper.
But that's ridiculous.
Everybody knows that Reagan
hates details, and facts just confuse him. That's one of the
secrets of his popularity.
Millions of Americans find it
reassuring that in a confusing,
rapidly-changing wthld, we
have a president who makes
everything seem simple and not
at all confusing. That's because
he really isn't confused. He
avoids confusion by not knowing
what's going on.
Of course Col. North didn't
give him all the details. If he
had, Reagan would probably
have said:
colonel, -this- -selling.
of arms to the Iranians — it's not
the same as selling repeating
rifles to the Apaches, is it?"
"No sir, it's not."
"Good. I was in a movie once,
where someone secretly sold
rifles to the Apaches. The settlers and ranchers got very
upset. By the way, we're not
selling the Iranians any
whiskey, are we? Firewater used to file up the Indians
something fierce."
"No, sir, no whiskey. Shall I
continue with this project"
"
"Sure. Keep going until I say
the secret word."
"What's that. sir""
"Cut"

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Alan Warner and Claude
Johnson were awarded Eagle
badges, highest rank in Boy
Scouting at city-wide court of
honor. They are members of
Troop 77.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rodney K.
Burkeen, Nov. 12; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Barry Johnson, Nov.
28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Brooks iButchi Harrison, Dec
2.
Volunteers at Murray Calloway County Hospital were
honored at a recognition dinner
at Holiday Inn by Commissioners of hospital. Volunteers
'OK, SLY STALLDNE AS COLONEL NORtH, LARRY HAGMAN AS PON REeAN,PON KNOVIS IS PERFECT AS REAGAN" last year served 3,161 hours.
Twenty years ago
Steve Knight and Edwin
Schmidt of Boy Scout Troop 77
and Jimmy Ramer of Boy Scout
Troop 45 have completed requirements for Eagle Badge in
scouting.
Dear Editor:
they all had a place for a
162 Maple Drive
Murray Woman's Club will
As a political Candidate I
political candidate; such was
Paducah, KY 42003
sponsor its Holiday Home Tour
thought I had prepared myself
the same for Cadiz, Paducah, December 7, 1986
on Dec. 15 at the homes of Mr.
for rejection sometimes along
and Benton.
Editor's Note: The Rotary club and Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor,
the way, but I found out I hadn't.
president said the Rotary Club, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Garland
If! am governor-elect by this
Calvert City is nearer my home
as a civic organization, is pro- and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Roberts.
time next year I think I will prothan Murray, but I thought since
hibited from taking part in
Births reported include a boy
bably take part in the Calvert CiI have spent more hours in Murpolitical activities, according to -"Ito Van and Linda Waugh, Dec. 5.
ty parade or in some other city
ray during my life so far than in
the bylaws of the organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S.
unless I find out ahead of time
any other city in Kentucky, that
The parade is set up for the Mohundro will observe their
that there is a place for me in the
both being at the same time I
spirit of Christmas holidays and 50th wedding anniversary on
Murray Rotary Club Christmas
would take part in the Murray
not only this candidate but other Dec. 18.
Parade. Best regards.
parade if possible, then on to
state political candidates were
Thirty years agc,
Mayfield and Princeton for
Mrs. Anne Moore
turned down for the parade.
Novel McReynolds has been
theirs
Democratic Candidate for
We are sorry but our board named as chief of Murray Police
Arriving at the parade site in
Governor
has deemed to prohibit political Department by Murray City
Murray I was told that there was
of the Commonwealth of
candidates in the parade, he Council
no place in that parade for
Kentucky
said.
Recent births reported at
political candidates. To me this
Murray Hospital include a boy
is some sort of discrimination. I
to Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Nichols.
thought the Rotary Club there
Mrs. A.O. Woods presented a
might want to work on this
program on "Flower Arbefore next year's parade. This
disabled child. Without your
Dear Editor:
rangements in Contrast" at a
didn't make me angry I much );
help the 22 Shrine Hospitals
In June of 1986, a Mini Clinic
meeting of Garden Dtpartment
it made me sad (very much). I
located throughout the United
was held at Rizpah Temple,
of Murray Woman's Club.
guess my feelings were a little
States
and Canada would not exMadisonville, Kentucky and
Edwin G. Miller, quarterlike those of the old man who
ist. There would be no free treatdisabled children with ormaster first class, has been serwas not allowed to sing in the
ment for an underprivileged
thopedic problems and those
ving past two years in Panama
choir because he might mess up.
child. At the present time there
who were burned victims were
Canal Zone. He is son of Mrs.
I drove on out in the country to
are 50 children from the Benton,
assembled for examination. Out
Pearl Miller of Murray.
our farm, past the church
Murray and Mayfield area who
of the Western Kentucky area
toward the cemetery and stopare
there were 43 children found to
undergoing treatment.
ped. I sat in the car and looked
So when next you see a
be in need of treatment. These
at the tombstone of my parents
shriner, whether dressed as a
children have since been
and at the withered flowers and
clown or driving one of those
scheduled for treatment at the
new gravesite of a long time
crazy little parade cars, think of
shrine hospitals in St. Louis,
him not as a man who seeks
friend who had told his son that
Missouri, Cincinnati, Ohio, or
he wanted to vote for me if he
financial support or higher
Lexington, Kentucky. The treatlived until the election I sat
social status for himself, but, as
ment is free and in the event
a compassionate person
there and cried.
transportation cannot be affordNext to my car in the Coles ed this. also is provided at no
dedicated to seeing a crippled
child stand erect and walk. For
('amp Ground churchyard was a
cost.
a shriner this is reward in itself.
little stable with a manger and
This is possible due to the
If you have a child or know of a
over a little ways, an inn, I
generous contributions by the
child who needs treatment call
guess. The people had built them
people of Murray and Calloway
on the stainers for we stand
in preparation for their County, Benton and Marshall
Christmas program.
ready to help and assist. It is our
County, and Mayfield and
belief that "No man stands so
By the time I got back home Graves County. Remember last
tall as when he stoops to help a.
that night, among other nice summer when you saw a shriner
things, I "had' been in the on the siaewalk outside a departcrippled Child." From the
Shriners may we wish you a hapMayfield parade, attended an ment store or super mafket
py holiday season.
open house at a friend's market, wearing a yellow aprong
George E. Poole
and was in the Princeton reading "Help a cripple or burnVice President
parade. I felt welcome and ed child?" All the monies colMurray Shrine Club
wanted in all these places, and lected went for treatment of a

Letters To The Editor

Club bylaws prohibit political participants in parade

Clinic helps crippled children
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Two Kentucky studeRts to participate .m Senate Youth Program
Two
high school
students from Kentucky
are among the 104
American high school
students selected to participate in the United
States Senate Youth Program in Washington

D.C. January 31 through Elizabeth L. Brother of government, and the
Every student receives a
February 7.
Montgomery County U.S. Senate in par- $2,000 college scholarThe students are Jason High School and Timothy ticular. Since 1982, two ship for
the further study
Slibeck from Russell E. Black of Calloway student body officers of American
government
High School and Lee G. County High School.
from each state and the and related subjects.
Branstetter of Glasgow
The program is a District of Columbia
While in Washington,
High School. Chosen as week-long, intensive have participated in the the
students will follow a
alternates
were study of the federal program each year. fast-paced
schedule, including a day with their
respective sejpitors,
briefings throughout the
week with senators,
leading
cabinet
against the six major million doses of vac- Algeria,
and
a
Bangladesh, members,
diseases — measles, cines to more than 100 Bolivia,
Brazil, Burkina Supreme Court justice.
tetanus, whooping developing countries in Faso,
Colombia, Also planned are a mock
cough, polio, diphtheria 1985 and is expected to Dominican
Republic, joint session of Congress,
and tuberculosis — and distribute 1 billion a Ecuador,
Egypt, El a visit to the White
the spread of basic year by 1990, it said.
Salvador, Honduras, In- House, and a meeting
health education on
Nations cited in the dia, Jordan, Mozambi- with the President.
weaning, Vitamin A and report as having launch- que, Senegal,
Thailand,
respiratory diseases.
ed campaigns to save Turkey, Peru and the
UNICEF supplied 377 children under 5 are Philippines.

Children saved through simple measures
UNITED NATIONS
(AP) — The lives of 4
million children in the
world's poor nations
have been saved in the
last five years through
simple, low-cost
measures, according to
a report of the U.N.
Children's Fund released today.
The "State of the
World's Children"
report said that poverty
will always be a factor
In meeting children's
health needs, "But even
within those limits a
new era in child health
can now begin."
In the past 12 months,
the annual report said,
1.5 million children
under the age of 5 have
been saved.
Advances in communications mean the
has the capacity to
reach the majority of its
people with low-cost
treatments and simple
health education which
could save the lives of.?
million children under
age 5 each year, said the
report by James Grant,
the director of UNICEF.
Of the more than 14
million deaths of
children under 5 each
year, about half could
be readily prevented by
Implementing the lowcost -solutions %ow
available, the report
said.
"The time has come
for governments and
peoples to decide that it
is just as unacceptable
for so many millions of
children to die every
year of needless
malnutrition and infection as it is for them to
die in sudden droughts
or famines," the report
said.
"It should frankly be
a matter of national
shame" if a country
doesn't institute campaigns for immunization against six killer
diseases or fails to encourage the use of oral
rehydration therapy to
combat often fatal
dehydration due to diarrhea, the report said.
Oral rehydration
therapy is the use of a
simple solution of water
and salts. It costs only
pennies.
Other low cost solutions are immunization

Higher fees
charged by
warehouses

•

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Some farmers
are being caught off
guard by burley auction
warehouses charging
them higher fees to help
offset skyrocketing insurance costs.
"I didn't notice it on
my check. I thought it
was the same fee as last
year," said William
Green, a Scott County
grower..
Hampton Henton Jr.
of Woodford County said
he was surprised when
receipts on the sale of
15,580 pounds at two
Lexington warehouses
noted a deduction of
$117.58 for insurance.
The additional fees
range from 25 cents to $1
for each 100 pounds sold.
Not all warehouses are
charging extra but
many probably are,
several warehouse officials said Monday.
The officials said they
posted notices of the
higher fees, as required
by law. But many
farmers are not
diacbvering the changes
until they receive their
paychecks, and some
are not noticing it at all.
Five of six farmers interviewed at, Lexington's 4th Street
Warehouse said they
were not aware the
warehduse was charging them a higher
commission.

Students are selected Also, the students take a
for outstanding ability test on government
and
demonstrated Issues and answer essay
qualities of leadership. questions. Kentucky's
They must be in their participants
were
junior or senior year, selected in cooperation
elected student body of- With State Superintenfipers, and U.S. citizens. dent of Public Instruc1011 students at East
Elementary School

entered posters in the
Fish and Wildlife Poster

1//,

Growers sell
17.9 million
pounds of leaf

By Abigail
Van Buren

Mother's Short Visit
-- Stretches Into Years_
DEAR ABBY: I'm 5vriting about a
problem I feared I would have
sooner or later.
My father-in-law died eight years
ago. My mother-in-law moved in
with my husband's sister and her
family immediately after the funeral, saying she needed some
family around her "for a couple of
months." Eight years later, she's
still there, and my poor sister-in-law
is at the end of her patience.
Last week Mom wrote to say that
she would like to come and stay
with us for a "couple of months."
(We live 600 miles from her.)
This could be another eight-year
visit. We have a boy, 13, and a girl,
11, and no guest room, but even if
we had one, it would not work out
here, as Mom is a very demanding,
bossy and interfering woman.
My husband knows how I feel,
and he doesn't want her living with
us any more than I do, but says he
"owes" it to his sister who has had
her for eight years. Mom rents her
own house out on a yearly basis.
I told him that I would gladly
work three jobs to keep a roof over
his mother's head, but if she lives
with us, we would be divorced in six
months, and I mean it!
Abby, his mother is 65, she's in
good health, has money of her own,
and could easily live alone if she
wanted to, but doesn't want to.
What should I do?
GETTING ULCERS
DEAR GETTING: Tell your
husband you will agree to having his mother "visit" for a
specified length of time. (A
month? Two months?) But it
should be clearly understood by
your mother-in-law before she
arrives that her stay will not be
indefinite.

your column a letter from a 27-yearold man who wrote that he had
always wanted to be a doctor, but it
would take him seven years, and in
seven years he would be 34 years
old.
You asked,"And how old will you
be in seven years if you don't go to
medical school?"
I enrolled in law school that fall
at age 42. Next month I will
graduate. Thanks, Abby. I may
have never done it without you!
PAUL IN LA MIRADA, CALIF.
DEAR PAUL: Congratulations, and good luck. I'm glad
you wrote. Your letter made my
day, and may encourage others.
S'S

I/EAR ABBY: Will you please
settle a long-standing argument my
husband and I have been having
with my sister, Clara? Clara is
single and the three of us have been
taking our vacations together. We
always take one motel room with
double beds in it.
We take our small poodle along
and Clara takes her basset hound
and a cat. My husband and I sleep
in one bed and Clara sleeps in the
other bed with her animals.
We always end up arguing about
how much each of us should pay for
the room. Clara says each person
should pay one-third of the cost, and
my husband says we should pay
half and Clara should pay the other
half. He figures that the two of us
are using one-half of the bed space
and Clara is using the other half.
We are planning another trip and
need to know what you think about
the way the room rent should be
figured.
LIKES TO TRAVEL

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)
— Kentucky burley
growers sold more than
17.9 million pounds of
leaf on Tuesday, for an
average price of $157.60
per hundred pounds.
The Federal-State
Market News Service
said the price was 48
cents down from the
previous day's sales.
.-Earmers....in .Gia.sgow..
had the hikhetiraverage
prise of $158.71 on
958,182 pounds. The
lowest average was in
Franklin, with $151.80
on 155,854 pounds.
For the first nine days
of the season, Kentucky
growers have sold more
than 209.3 million
pounds for an average
price of $157.80. For the
same period last year,
growers had sold 223.7
million pounds for an
averags of $160.39.

Contest. The top thrt
winners pictured at.
from left, Ronald 1
Hodges, Jeannie Ks
Erkman and Chart,
James Beane, wit
school principal JO
Feltner. The student
were presented the'
certificates and gifts s
the PTA meeting b
Marjorie Grady, r'
chairman of the PTA
Academic Excellent
Committee and Judy It
gersoll, president t,
East Calloway PTA
Their posters will
sent to the distrit
competition.
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Sweatshirts & Sweaters (One Rack)
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/
1
12 pi it t
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Dresses & 2 Piece Outfits
(One Rack)

One Rack Slacks
Sweaters (One Group)
Skirts and Sweaters (Large

Hand
Painted
Personalized

tion Alice McDonald at
high school principals
The program is COI'
pletely funded by V
William
Randoli
Hearst Foundation, wt'
no goJernment fun4
Involved.
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Free Gift Wrapping
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DEAR LIKES: I vote with
DEAR ABBY: I had wanted to go your husband. The cost of the
room should be divided by two.
to law school for years, first interviewing with a law school dean in
** *
1964 when I was about to graduate
from college. For various reasons. I
didn't go, and my dream went into
(To get Abby's booklet,"How to Be
Popular: You're Never Too Young or
cold storage.
In 1982, I was giving law school Too Old," send a check or money order
for $2.50 and a long, stamped (39
some serious thought again, but I cents),
self-addressed envelope to:
couldn't get up the courage to take Dear Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 447,
the first step. That is, until I read in Mount Morris, III. 61054.)

a

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed
•Double Wrapped
*Galvanized Shell
'Quiet Sound
*Original Equipment Type

$21.95*

Premium Muffler $29.95*
*Original equipment type *Double wrapped
*Aluminized shell •Whiper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
'Most American cars and pickups. Many foreign cars.
Clamps if needed $1.25 extra.
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BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER

Ohs('`,

We re ASO open on sund.i‘s

The First Christian Church

(1 Block Noeth
of the Court Square)
200 N. 4th St.

Guess what you're,getting
for Christmas.

North of the square on Fifth Street
DavitirJZ6o§,Minitter-

753-6001
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Kappa home tour to be Sunday
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will host its annual tour of homes on Sunday,
Dec. 14, from 1 to 4 p.m. This annual event is held to give the public an opportunity to visit and
view special homes in the city and county. Each one will be decorated in Christmas decor. Tickets
may be purchased from any Kappa member or at the door of the homes on the day of the tour.
Tickets are $4 per person. Proceeds from the tour will be used for worthy community projects.
Homes included on the tour are, top left photo, the English tudor style home of Dewayne and
Becky Smith at 1519 Beckett Dr.; bottom left photo, the contemporary style home of Maxine Cunningham,2213 Gatesborough Circle; and,top right photo, the two-story contemporary style home of
J.D. and Ann Williams, 1512 Story Ave. Kappa members expressed appreciation to each of the
home owners for allowing their homes to be opened for this annual tour. The public is urged to attend this special home tour on Sunday.

DATEBOOK
Concert on Sunday
A Christmas concert will be Sunday, Dec. 14,
at 5 p.m. at First United Methodist church, Second and Carr Sts., Fulton. Performing will be
Douglas Biggs, church organist; Charles Lewis,
flautist; church's Chancel Choir; and church's
handbell choir, the Joyful Ringers. A reception,
hosted by the United Methodist Women, will
follow in the church fellowship hall. There will be
no admisson charge and the public is invited, according to Thomas Fred Winter, church
spokesman.

ENTIRE COLLECTION OF

BASKETS and
HAMPERS

20%

OPEN NIGHTS
MONDAY-FRIDAY
TILL 8:00 P.M.
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Great Neck Black Hawk
Floor
Bench
Jack
Vise
•21/4 ton cap.
Professional Quality

$ 1477 .
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Mount

Brake Lite
'Install in rear window

Saturday, December 13
9 a.m.-?

Great Neck
3/8 Drive
Socket Set
•22 pieces in
steel box

399

*Refreshments
*Register for the $500 Shopping
Spree at Kentucky Oaks Mall
*Extra Low Prices

Heavy Duty
Fender
Covers
•Pro-Quality with

Unadvertised Items
Marked Down for this Event
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•Many
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Motor Oil
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Screwdriver
Set
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Booster Cables
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Xi Alpha Delta has
two recent meetings
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held its Thanksgiving delebration at
Golden Corral
Restaurant on Thursday, Nov. 20.
A short program was
presented by Renee
Doyle and Debbie
Villafor on "How To
Find Happiness." At the
end of the evening treats
were presented to each
person upon leaving.
Others present were
Kathy Wrye, Debbie
Lyons, Bonnie Bogart,
Laurie Rollins, Krista
Crass, Debbie Woods,
Susan Bogard, Joyce
Nunnally, Pam Collins,
Penny Dunn, Debbie

Aerosol

A

NO PAS8K8
7:10, 0:35
Pewit's Spialbarg's
First Animated Ntatur•

An
American Taii(0)
7:10, 3:45

Central Center 753-3314
:."

Fashion Motts• Zigzag
Machine Modal 217
Front drop-in bobbin •Wide zigzag
stitch 'Sews buttonholes, elastic and
stretch fabrics 'Three needle
positions-left, center and right
•Bobbin winder stop 'Needle-plate
guideline for perfect, straight seams
•Time-saying, snap-on pressure feet

Otruemii'

$399

egromAsiokr

THE VOYAGE
HOME
7:00, 0:30

$9950

Crimper Kit

$4"'‘-./

CLINT EASTWOOD
HEARTBREAK RIDGE

$399"

Terminal &

rit-/

MOVIES

eA.,z

Tts• Stylist' hleschln•
Attod•I 6235
17 %fiches from construction to
stretch to decorative 'Dial for
easy shch selection 'Exclusive
6-second threading •Free arm for
sewing cuffs and sleeves 'Built-inone step buttonholer

Auto Electrical

r
-- ?
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Green, JoAnn learwin,
Renatta Bogard and Anna Bailey.
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter held a regular
meeting on Thursday
Dec. 4, at the Ellis
Center with Krista
Crass presiding.
A program on "Hobbies" was presented by
Debbie Lyons, Sue
Smith and Anna Bailey.
Each member briefly
told and showed her
hobbies and interests.
Refreshments were
then served.
Others present were
Joyce Nunnally, Debbie
Woods, Debbie Villaflor,
Pam Collins, Renee
Doyle, Mary Ann Barrow, Laurie Rollins,
Susan Bogard, Bonnie
Bogart, Anna Bailey,
Debbie Green, Renatta
Bogard, Martha Ryan
and JoAnn Erwin.

BE AN
ANGEL
GIVE HER A
SINGER MACHINE

sewn in tool ridge

Iglo Starting
Fluid

7-Piece

The Bread of Life Singers from Hopkinsville
will sing at special services at Dexter Holiness
Church on Saturday, Dec. 13, at 6 p.m. The Rev.
Jimmy Renshaw will be speaker. The public is
invited to attend, according to the Rev. Elijah
Balentine, pastor.

(C,ont'd on page 7A)

$

This day is especially for the
ladies to shop for that special gift
for the mechanics or car en'0thusiasts in their family.

$

The December annual projects for Calloway
County High School Chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America are the "Adopt An Angel" at
Wal-Mart and the "Children's Tree" at K-Mart.
The project has been coordinated with community businesses and organizations so that
undeprivileged children in the community may
be remembered at Christmas. The trees are filled with angels which state if the child is a boy or
girl and the age of the child. Persons may make
the selection of their choice and return a gift to
the individual businesses or to the high school.
The angels may also be found on a bulletin board
at Calloway County High School. Students may
choose an "angel" from this. FBLA appreciates
the support of everyone of the community in
making this project a success, a FBLA
spokesman said.

Calloway County School Bands will present a
winter concert on Sunday, Dec. 14, at 2:30 p.m. in
the cafeteria of Calloway County High School.
Featured on the one-hour program will be
Calloway Sixth Grade Band, Calloway County
Middle School Band and Calloway County High
School Band. Admission is free and the public is
invited to attend, a school spokesman said

777

$777

In Dash
AM/FM
Stereo
Cassette
•by Sparkomatic
5

Calloway FBLA helping

Dexter program planned

Come To Our

4%744.-

Bands' concert Sunday

The IN•loute•••• ItIechlors•
Model 6212
5 popular stitches •Built-in
buttonholer •Drop-in-bobbin
•Adiusts to various fabric thicknesses
•Free arm for sewing sleeves •Builtin carrying handle
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Westwood bazaar Saturday
The Westwood 4-H Club will present its third annual community bazaar on
Saturday, Dec. 13,from 9 a.m.to 4 p.m. in the home of Mr.and Mrs. Michael
Todd, 1807 Wiswell Rd., Murray. The bazaar will feature handcrafted items
and home-baked goods made by the members of the club and interested
membars of the neighborhood. As an addii'd feature Vile girls will donate an
egg basket filled with a potpourri of items from the bazaar to be won by
drawing from those registered. Members shown with last year's door prize,
a "snow baby" crafted by the girls at one of their meetings, are, from left,
front row, Amanda Edwards, Amy Scott, Cammie Blalock, Laura Shouse,
Rebecca Todd, Kristina Todd, Jennifer Glassco, back row, Stephanie
Henderson and Mary Anne Todd. Not pictured are Shannon Shields, Lindy
Cathey and Elizabeth Harrington.

Hospital lists baby, dismissals
One newborn admission and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 9, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hart baby boy,
mother, Belinda, CR

Box 287, New Concord.
Dismissals
Mrs. Hazel Tarr, Rt.
1, Clinton; Pershing
Mitchuson, Rt. 1, Dexter; Paul Copeland, Rt.
2, Murray;
Charles Rohland, Rt.

1, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Patricia Tharpe, 409 Irvin St., Paris, Term.;
Mrs. Geraldine
Thomas, Rt. 6, Box 101,
Murray; Joseph
Shekell, Rt. 3, Box 94,
Murray.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6A)

Women plan party

Youth project planned

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Women will meet Thursday, Dec. 11, at 7 p.m.at
the church parsonage, located at 808 Broad St.
Extended, Murray. This will be the annual
Christmas party and members are urged to invite prospective members and guests_

Woodmen of the World Youth Lodge will have
a gift wrapping sectionbn Saturday and Sunday,
Dec. 13 and 14, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the lobby
of K-Mart. Any child in WOW under 18 can help
In this project to raise funds for a trip to
Opryland USA, Nashville, Tenn. "Persons are
urged to come to K-Mart to get their Christmas
gifts wrapped and to help the WOW Youth in this
special fund-raising project," said Jada
Johnson, secretary-reporter for the lodge.

Kelly Lee Brannon born
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Brannon of Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter, Kelly Lee,
weighing eight pounds one ounce, born on Friday, Nov. 28, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital The mother is the former Debbie Burk.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brannon
and Mr. and Mrs. Otis Burk, all of Puryear.

Party planned Thursday
The Women of Murray Chapter No. 1465 of
Loyal Order of Moose will have a Christmas party on Thursday, Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. This will be for members and their
husbands or escorts. Members are reminded
that husband/escort must be a member of the
Loydal Order of Moose. Each member is asked
to bring finer food. Coworkers desiring to exchange gifts are asked to bring a $5 exchange
gifts and these will be exchanged among those
who are interested in participating.

Calloway County
J.V. Speech Team
wins at meeting
The Calloway County
J.V. Speech Team won
an impressive victory at
the Franklin-Simpson
Invitational on Saturday, Dec. 6.
The team composed of
seventh, eighth and
ninth grader: ranked
No. 1 out of 12 schools.
Glasgow rated second
and MacDonald of Fort
Knox rated third.
Individual winners
were as follows:
Duo Acting — Lori
England and Krysta.1
Foley, first place;
Prose — Lori
England, first place;
Public Speaking —
Kim Shelton, first place,
April Erkman, second
place;
Interpretation of
Literature — Beth Henhinge, second place, Andrea Crick, third place;
Poetry — Andrea
Crick, first place;
Radio Broadcasting
— Beth Henninger, first
place, Johnny Phillips,
second place;
Extemporaneous
Speaking — Loren
Wisehart, second place,
Jon Rose, third place.
Other team members
qualifying for the final
round were as follows:
April Boswell, duo acting; r,aDawn Cook,
poetry and duo acting;
Christy Cummings and
Amy. Helm, public
speaking; Katy Hokans,
prose; Shelly Burnett,
Anita Gray and Jill
Cossey, interpretation
of literature; Joy Wyatt,

-
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Overby-Darnell vows solemnized

Grandfather
gives gift
in pennies
ERLANGER, Ky.
(AP) — Don't offer
Tami Kaeff a penny for
her thoughts this week.
She'll probably turn you
down.
Last week, Tami's
grandfather, Al
Holbrook, gave her pennies for her 16th birthday on Dec. 7. A lot of
pennies.
He loaded the back
seat of his station wagon
with 30 coffee cans, two
wine jugs, a fish bowl
and several potato chip
cans — all filled with
pennies.
Holbrook hadn't let go
of a penny since Tami
was born, figuring he
would save them for his
first grandchild.
The gift acme with
stipulations. Tami must
examine every penny
and save those with a
wheat design, which are
collector's items. She
also had to promise to
take her grandfather
bear hunting in Canada
in 15 years.
Tami began stuffing
the pennies into paper
rolls last week, but she
had barely puta dent in
the pile on the living.
room floor.
She said she may use
the money to buy "an
old Mustang convertible" or to enroll in acting school, or just bank
it.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, Mad

poetry; Mitzi McKinney, storytelling; April
Erkman, broadcasting;
Tracy Ross and Jon
Jackson, extemporaneous speaking.
The Calloway Middle
School team will travel
to Crittenden County on
Saturday, Dec. 13.
The middle school
coaches are Patricia
Lassiter and Elizabeth
Douglas.

Contest to be Saturday
Murray Optimist Club will hold its annual TriStar Basketball contest for both boys and girls on
Saturday, Dec. 13, at 1 p.m. at Calloway County
Middle School gym. The contests includes skills
in shooting, dribbling and passing for boys and
girls, ages 8 to 13. Trophies will be awarded to
first, second and third place for each age for a
total of 36 trophies awarded. First place winners
will advance to the next level of competition. Entry is free, according to Randy Dunn, chairman.
For information call 753-3037.

Club selling cookbooks
Members of Murray Woman's Club are at the
downtown branches of the Bank of Murray and
Peoples Bank this week selling their published
cookbooks. The "Murray Woman's Club Cook
book 1972" sells for $4 and the reprint of
"Favorite Recipes, Murray Woman's Club,
1967" sells for $5.95. "These would make excellent gifts for Christmas and for birthdays,"
said Mary Wells, finance chairman for the club.
These cookbooks are available throughout the
year from any club member, at Calloway Public
Library, and at various businesse places in the
area. Funds from these sales are used for the
upkeep of the club house and for various civic
projects of the club, Mrs. Wells added.

Miss Tina Carol Overby and Shane Darnell
were married on Sunday, Nov. 9, at the home
of Gary and Diana
Darnell on Rt. 5,
Murray.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Overby of
Murray. The groom is
the son of Mrs. Veiva
Maupin and James Lee
Darnell of Murray.
John Dale officiated
at the ceremony said at
noon.
The ceremony was
said in front of the
fireplace. The mantle
was centered with an arrangement of peach and
blue flowers flanked by
blue candles in silver
holders.
The bride was given in
marriage by her father.
She wore a tea length
dress of lace and chiffon
Over taffeta designed
with full short length
sleeves and special
neckline. Her jewelry'
included a strand of
white pearls and pearl
earrings.
The bride carried a
bouquet of silk peach
and white roses with
baby's breath and
pearls.
Mrs. Diana Darnell,
sister-in-law of the
groom, served as
matron of honor. She
wore a blue polished cotton dress with lace collar and carried a silk
peach glamellia with
baby's breath.
Gary Darnell, brother
of the groom, served as
best man.
The groom and his
best man had peach
boutonnieres.
The mothers of the
bride and ;groom had
consages of silk peach
roses and baby's breath.
A reception followed

Mr. and Mrs. Shane Darnell
at the Darnell home
The bride's table was
overlaid with a lace
cloth and centered with
an arrangement of dried
blue gladioli and peach
carnations in a peach
vase
The two-tiered wedding cake was
decorated with peach,.

Thomas ordered by judge
MIAMI IAP
—
"Miami Vice" star
Philip Michael.Thomas
has been ordered to pay
his ex-girlfriend $900 a
month in temporary
support for a 2-year-old
girl arid a 9-week-old
boy, he admitted were
his children after first
denying it.
Dade County Circuit
Judge David Levy on
Monday also ordered
Thomas to pay Dhairra
Matthews, the
children's mother,
$13,500 for her legal expenses as well as the
children's dental and
medical bills.
The order for monthly
support will be in effect
until a ruling in Ms
Matthews' "palimony"
lawsuit, which seeks
custody of the children
and a substantial part of
the actor's earnings.
Thomas first denied
he was the children's

father but admitted it
after blood tests showed

/NM
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roses and green leaves
and topped with wedding bells.
Assisting in serving
were LeeAnn Darnell
and Shannon Farley.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Darnell are residing on
Rt. 5, Murray. They
plan a trip to Hawaii in
February.

•

it was more than 99 perMs. Matthews. 37.
cent certain that he was says she lived with
the father. He is also Thomas from 1982 until
seeking custody.
July 1986.

IT'S BEGINNING TO fl
LOOK A LOT LIKE

50°A
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SALE

Murray Store Only
In Stock Merchandise
Sale Starts Dec. 15th thru 2-4th

La Diamondnique
above English Sole
Downtown Ct. Square

-59-45-3

NARFE plans meeting
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday, Dec. 12, at 11:30 a.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. A musical program will be
presented by Dr. Bobby Malone, Nell Earwood
and Allene Knight. An installation of officers will
be conducted. All members and any federal
employees, retired or planning to retire soon, are
Invited to attend, a chapter spokesman said.

eW
Kenlake's
New.. Year's Eve
Bash
New Year Eve Package
—1 Night stay at the beautiful Kenlake
Lodge
—Candlelight steak & lobster dinner for 2
—Admission into dance where you will be
partying with Z100 Jam Factory(a sound
& light show)
—Hats & fun makers will be provided.

$70 Per Couple

Silver Plated

Sterli ng Silver
Ball Earrings

Rope 30

Chain

Reg $1

Small

Bow Earrings

Reg $40 Sale
Combination Heart & Bow
Reg $28 Sale
Earrings
Selection of Sterling Silver

Bracelets

Bracelet

Reg $1

Large

Bow Earrings

$20"
40°
1
/
2 price

Beads
V-Wires &
U Wires

Puffed Hearts

Limited Quantities
Downtown
Murray

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

STAlt
RESORT PARK

-kEN LAKE

Aurora

Reg $5 Sale $250

24 Graduated

474-2211 -

Hwy. 94E

Reg $16 Sale

7' Herringbone

Limited space available so make
your reservations now

we,

Mrs. Darnell is a 1983
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
is employed as a
secretary at Southern
Optical.
Mr. Darnell is a 1981
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
is co-owner. of Darnell
Marine Sales.

474-2211

P

Downtown
Murray
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Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 191
flidt
What to keep to yourself and what
to reveal alit OW a personal matter
seems unclear now, but your intuitnin
is on the money regarding career
interests.
TAURUS
Apr 20 to May 201
Yliu may wrestle v4.1th problems
V. ithout cohung up with the answers
for the first pan of the day Put aside
loge and trust your instincts
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
You'll lia‘e to keep your personal
lift' separate from business tealay or
mailing may be accomplished t
t44r peace and quiet tonight
CANCER
June 21 to ,luly 221
Idtas are tossed around in bus1
ness. but don't expect too much from
144day's discussions Social life is a
plea_sant diversion for you
the late
Aherne k011
LEO
.11.113, 23 to Aug. 224
Plans involving SI R • htliiing or tra% el
are subject to change
though it s
smooth sailing for you in business .A
child may be at odds w itti4 a teacher

ter

Fraaces Drake
DECEMBER II 192iti

VIRGO
Aug 2:1 to Sept 221
$4Aliere the use of credit is 1 • 1(il
erhed your attitude may be triton
sistent Visas with grandchildren are
a plus now Erkioy leisure pursuits
tonight
LIBRA
Sept 2:1 tot let 22)
Though it doesn't reach the argu
ment stage, you may not see eye to
eye with a partner Evening activities
should center on he
and family
SCORPIO
ict 23 to Ntiv 211
Worrying and goofing off are the
pitfalls to he faced 4411 the Job today
Sharing Ii might with a close tie both
inspires and comforts yOU
SAG ITTARIUS
iNox 221° lieu 211
How to spend your leisure tune is
usually not a difficult question for
you. but today you're split in two
direetions We irk, though, is rewarding
CAPRICORN
ii let 22 to.lan 19)
family member doesn't exactly
ctimprehend you. Nothing serio ius.
but full support is Probably lacking.
Evening hours are meant ft or relaxing

if#a
A

and pictures. By my
teenage years, we had
learned that standing
under a .sprig of
mistletoe, one's
boyfriend could kiss us.
Hunting for mistletoe
was special. There were
three holly trees that we
knew of in the Penny
vicinity. Their owners
allowed us to take limbs
for decorative use
We decided to play
Santa Claus for our little
one. She soon caught on.
When Grace dressed up
and played Santa at our
house, she observed
Grace's feet and exclaimed — "Santa's
wearing Grace's
shoes." From the beginning, she knew about
Santa and enjoys the
festivities.
As a teacher, I've
observed the pre-season
with the students who
loved to decorate the
classroom and draw
names to exchange
gifts. From experience,
I knew to have some extra gifts in my desk to
give to someone whose
name was not called.
Nearly always there
would be a student who
forgot to bring a present
for the name he drew. I
was prepared to find a
gift that, supposedly,
had not been found
under the tree.
When our little one's
name was not called by
Santa at the church
Christmas party, she

observations

pursuits
AQUARIUS
4.1an 20 to Feb 15
Impulse buy mg could lead to
lo‘to rsiwnding A friend is
not on the
Is Christmas worth the fire and told that
same wit% elength ['time life will
pro% e inore relaxing than social life the activities preceding Santa Claus would not
It? Activities and come until we were
tonight
preparation for the asleep. We pretended to
PISCES
miss. event depend
IFeb III ttp Mar 201
on where sleep but kept alert to
maht
It's probably not a good time to one is and age. Although peep and see the placediscuss !money with higher-ups Per- my memory is not so ment of our presents.
sonal spending tends to get out of good, I do recall the Don't remember what
be'WAS iii iV1
Christmas season by my gift was. Usually
i jo is friendly- compan
eras. Barely do I that was an occasion to
onship atter dark
remember two things. get clothes that we needIF lit /RN TI II
you are some- At my three-year-old ed. Stick
candy, an
what nemous anti high-strung but stage, Mother rolled
my orange, some nuts and
determined to get ahead. However, hair in sugar water
to an apple were sure
the slick business deal is not for you. make it curly and
stay stocking stuffers.
Always remain true to your ideals and put for Mr. Love
to
We weren't taught
deal with larger concerns rather than photograph me.
Another about Santa Claus. We
IlkikIng out fin- number one. You recall is helping Mother
were told that
usually have talent along musical plant nasturtiums
in a Christmas was an occalines and aki I may have an interest in window box early
in the sion to honor the birth of
pi letry In business. you must guard spring
and watching Jesus. So there was no
against expediency, though you can them grow.
let down about learning
sue-coed in fast moving businesses
In my sixth year of about Santa Claus. But
brokering and merchandizing. age in Haskell
, Okla. I we exchanged gifts —
Birthday. of. Brenda Lee, singer;
woke on Christmas mor- most of them handmade
Alfred de Musset. writer, and Gilbert
ning and found a bisque because there were no
flohnid. actor
— open-shut eyes with glaring stores in the
real hair doll. Another country to tempt us.
Yule season we spent
Then there came
with Aunt Mollie and Christmas when we had
Uncle Virgil Gingles —
to decide about telling
that was about 1910. Our our little girl about Sanfamily of four and their ta Claus. There has been
seven made a crowd. a Christmas tree in our
Two fireplaces kept us home since we married.
warm.
Before, when I lived in
LOS ANGELES (AP)
That was my first ex- the country, our decora— "Dynasty" star Joan
Collins says she believes perience at looking for tions consisted of placin marriage even Santa. We were put to ing cedar twigs on the
though she filed for bed on pallets in front of mantle and over doors
divorce from her fourth
husband, former
Swedish rock star Peter
Holm, 13 months after
they were married.
Opening the holiday Schempp and Erika Gresham,
Greg
"I got married season at
Murray Johnson, dancers; and Knedler, Beverly Young
because I truly believed Woman's
Club was the Adam Seiber, Amy and Jenny Young.
that this was a relation- annual musica
l pro- Travis and Kelly Travis
The First United
ship that was .going to gram present
ed under as children.
Methodist Church Bell
last," Ms. Collins, 53, the directi
on of the
Nell Earwood and Ringers with B.J.
said in a statement Music Department
of Kathy Mowery were McGibney as director
released by ,her at- the Murray
Woman's soloists for We selec- played "Angels We
torney, Marvin Club on Sunday
, Dec. 14, tion, "Christmas Have HeaPd on High"
Mitchelson.
at 2 p.m. at the club Hymn," sung by the and ''Aw
ay in a
"I believe in marriage house.
Chorus.
Manger." Choir
— old-fashioned marRandy Johnson was
Soloists for "Little members were Andrea
riage. it makes me very choral directo
r with Christopher" by the DeBoer, Jennifer Dye.
sad and regretful that Carol Trevat
han at Chorus were Barbara Rena Hodges, Kristen
this did not work out at piano, Chuck
Simons on Peiper, Nancy Schempp Hohman, April Lane,
this time in my life, but drums, Kathy
Mowery and Barbara Jewell. Tricia Maxey and Janet
our differences are playing flute,
Anisa Also the Chorus sang Whaley.
irreconcilable."
Mahfoud playing guitar "Christmas Dance of
The program was
Mitchelson said he and Francie
Vanarsdel the Shepherds" and closed with an audience
has asked either for a playing tambou
rine.
"Sing A Round for sing-along led by Mrs.
divorce or an annulment
The program with Christmas."
Johnson, Marge Hatton,
for Ms. Collins, who Margaret Hunt
reading
The Memorial Baptist artist, prepared the
plays the scheming "A Christmas
Medley" Church Puppeteers with programs.
Alexis Carrington Colby by Harriet Whippl
e.
Dsrne Cathey and Rick
Members of the Music
on ABC-TV's prime"Suzy Snowflake" N afus presented Chorus include
Neva
time soap, "Dynasty."
was the opening number several special selec- Grey Allbritten,
Kim
by the Music Depart- tions. Puppeteers were Black, Martha Crafton
,
ment Chorus with Kim Jason Farley, Benji Wanda Dick, Rebecc
a
Black as soloist; Alexia Gresham, Jonathan Dublin, Nell Earwoo
d,

tsA

by lochie hart

Joan Collins
and Holm
to divorce

\'our

Christmas Bag with Bargains
at

ENGLISH SOLE
40%

Savings Fall Shoes

Bandolmo • Joan & David • Liz • Gloria • Bernardo
CIO
also sec...English Sole's newest feature •

Chinese Laundry — The Buckler Flat

I

studded open shoe with
a western helthuckle
silver in tan or silver on black.

... C,LTS;t"
;.ne. •

,P. 0

At

4200

— The Bugaboot
Blak O`r sand suede, scalloped
tt ps braided heel with tringe

Make Your
Appointment
NOT!
Beauti-Control
Cosmetics
by
Lucy Shirley,
- have a
personal coler
consultation
FREE
Mon.. Dec. 8
Mon., Dec. 15
Mon.. Dec. 22
9 a.m. til 5 p.m

$5500
at
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(,ire Something For the
Home this Christmas

Clayton-Marcus
Sofas & Chairs
1

Christmas Day is
special for another
reason than it being
Christ's birthday. My
child was born that day.
The date has a deep
meaning to her. Already
we are )4decorated with
her decorations and
mine, of the past. I'm
holding out on the tree
being put up. I want it
fresh and good-smelling
for Christmas Day.
Is Christmas season
preparation worth the
effort? Yes. We forget
unpleasant happenings.
We reach out and touch
loved ones and friends,
and give thanks to Him
for the season. But I'm
not cooking'

Musical program given on Sunday

4
4
4

New Shipment
Sz•

kept looking at Santa
With expectant eyes.
Her daddy knew what
had happened and gave
money to one of the Sunday School boys near us.
Told him to go to the
corner drug store and
get a gift "quickly".
"Look folks, I overlooked this present." She
never knew that her
name had not been
Included.
Now I'm approaching
another Christmas.
There are grandchildren and greatgrandchildren. When I
announced in the past,
"No tree this year,"
there was opposition
and as usual the custom
was exercised — not by
me but by the family.

c-

4
4

Marge Hatton, Barbara
Jewell, Anisa Mahfoud,
Kathy Mowery, Joan
Niffenegger, Edith Noffsinger, Eddie Mae
Outland, Barbara
Peiper, Glenda Roos,
Doris • Rose, Nancy
Schempp, Pat Seiber,
Mary Shipley, Barbara
Simons, Francie
Vanarsdel, Marilyn
Walker, Bobbie
Weatherly and Patricia
Weatherly.
Refreshments were
served in the basement
by members of the 10
departments of the club
— Creative Arts,
chairmen, Alpha, Delta.
Garden, home, Kappa,
Music, Sigma. Theta
and Zeta. The club
house had been
decorated by members
of Garden and Zeta
Departments

P.E.O. Chapter meets at Clark home
A Christmas creche band, retired professor
eluding a Gaelic
scene filled with Hum- of voice from Murray
number: "Twas The
mel figurines State University
, Night Before
highlighted the seasonal presented a concert
per- Christmas:" and among
decorations in the home formance of Christ
mas others, familiar carols
of Mrs. Larrie Clark on Music.
In which the audience
Monday evening, Dec. 1,
From a Christmas was invited to
sing
when she was hostess to Triptich two numbers
along.
members of Chapter M were sung, including
a
Mrs. Harry Sparks,
of the P.E.O. poem by Christina
vice president, conSisterhood.
Rossetti set to music, ducted the meeting
with
The hostess, Mrs. "In The Bleak
devotions led by Mrs.
Clark, a celebrated December:" a group of
Harlan Hodges who
pianist, and her hus- lesser known carols inread from Psalm 91.

Mrs. Gary Flickinger
was accepted into
membership, transferring from her Ccapter in
northern Illinois. A
guest was Mrs. Stephen
Way.
Reports were given by
chairmen of the four
large educational projects of the Sisterhood.
Announcement was
(Cont'd on page tA)
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F.)t-t. look' at T:x r:itterri-march in tile labrk . It
should be
Perfe(t from the back, through the cushions, and
down to the
-•;t III

ItSHOWliefirm, yet orri.fortable.
Then itsk a few questions. Does it have eight-way,
hand -tied
springs? Is the frame made of L;Sui, oak! Are the
wrner blocks
glued and screwed for extra strength:. Art' the joint
,
douHe-doweled?
If the answer to these questions is "yes," you've
found quality
furniture. You've found Clayton Mart us.

4

It .

p,
Clayton Marcus
alf/ilifffIlY/A/~Pak;

\oi/or Christmas
Bank Financing —
- 11asterCard

4
4

4
r
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Arad 4/4 buwiture
414 N. MARKET STREET

COUPON

4

4

Regular
Roast
Beef

Best Breast
of Chicken

4
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Coming community events listed
Wednesday,Dec. 10
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Anna
Wright.
---Madrigal dinner will
begin at 6:45 p.m. in
Grand Ballroom of Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Murray State University Lady Racer basketball team will play Indiana State at 7:30 p.m.
in Racer Arena.
---Christmas Craft
Bazaar will be from 2 to
7 p.m. in Hart Hall Coffeehouse, Murray State
University. This is sponsored by Housing Programming Council.
--- Ladies and Men of
Eagles Lodge will meet
at 7:30 p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will
include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
and Youth Club at 5 p.m.
---Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet as follows: Ruth
Wilson and Wesleyan
with Barbara Erwin at
6:30 p.m.; Hannah with
Paula Hulick at 7:30
p.m.
----

IL?

Events at First Baptist Church will include
Fellowsupper at 5:30
p.m.; Children's Choirs
Christmas program at
6:30 p.m.; Youth
Fellowship at 6:45 p.m.;
Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at First
Presbyterian Church
will include 'Choir
rehearsal at 6:30 p.m.
and Session meeting at
7:30 p.m.
--Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church will meet at 6:30
p.m. at church
parsonage.
-- - Events at Memorial
Baptist Church will in:
dude Agape Ringers at
7 p.m.. business
meeting, Youth prayer
meeting, GAs, RAs and
Mission Friends at 7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir
at 8 p.m.
---Thursday, Dec. 11
Harris Grove
Homemakers Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Golden Corral
Restaurant. Members
note change in date.
---Dorcas Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will have its
Christmas dinner at
6:30 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
---Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at 10 a.m.
at Dexter Community
Center for gift exchange
and then will go to Country Crossroads at Hardin for lunch.
--- Jackson Purchase
Section of American
Society for Quality Control will meet at 6 p.m.
at Holiday Inn.
Mayfield. For information call 1-247-6730.
- --"The Nutcracker"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7

Thursday, Dec. 11
Thursday, Dec. 11
p.m. in third floor
Brooks Chapel United
classroom of Educa- Methodist Church
tional Building, First Women will have their
United Methodist Christmas party at 7
Church. For informa- p.m. at parsonage, 808
tion call Dick at 436-2174 Broad St., Extended.
or Martha at 759-4940
Murray.
---Free bingo will be
Friday, Dec. 12
played from 6:30 to 8
Kentucky Lake
p.m. with prizes to be
given away at Kenlake Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Hotel.
Employees will
Federal
---Health Express of meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway Coun- Seven Seas Restaurant.
---ty Hospital will give
Lodge No. 831
Hazel
screening for blood
pressure, diabetes and Free and Accepted
anemia from 1 to 3 p.m. Masons will meet at 7:30
at Olympic Plaza, p.m. at lodge hall.
---Murray.
Hazel and Douglas
---Murray Women of the Centers will be open
Moose will have a from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Christmas party at 7:30 for activities by senior
citizens.
p.m. at lodge hall.
---- - -Front Porch Swing
Mothers' Morning Out
will rehearse at 7 p.m. will be at 9 a.m. at First
in library of First Chris- Christian Church.
tian Church.
------Round and square
Calloway County dancing with music by
Adult Basic Education Sharecropper will be
Classes Will meet from 6 from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
to 9 p.m. at Calloway Lynn Grove Roller
County High School. For Rink.
Information call 753-5479
or 753-8141.
---A Christmas Craft
Bazzar, sponsored by
Housing Programming
Council, will be from 2
to 7 p.m. in Hart Hall
Coffeehouse, Murray
State University.
By Mn. Henry McKenzie.
club reporter
---Final examinations
Members of Murray
for 1986 fall semster at
Magazine Club were
Murray State Universiespecially favored at
ty will be given.
their November
meeting with a recital
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at by two of Murray's best
known and best loved
8 p.m. at First Christian
musicians.
Church, Benton. Far inMurray State Univerformation call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or sity faculty members,
Mrs. Kay Gardner
753-7663.
Bates and Mrs. Marie
---Calloway County La Taylor, who spent the
Leche League will meet past summer at a
at 7 p.m. at home of musical institute in
Pam Jetton. Farm- Austria, told of parington. For information ticipating while there in
call Chris Harrison, a program of music
from American
759-1647.
musicales which are
---popular
in Austria.
Events at First United
Mrs. Bates traced the
Methodist Church will
include Rainbow origin of our presentRingers at 5:30 p.m. and day musicales from earChancel Choir Rehear- ly Italian opera.
Describing the transisal at 7 p.m.
tion from sacred music
---Mothers' Day Out will to secular, she mentionbe at 9 a.m. at First ed the early acting out
of Bible stories, follow Baptist Church.

F'
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MICHELSON JEWELERS

Friday, Dec. 12
Final examinations
for 1986 fall semester at
Murray State University will be given.
---Open Horse Show,
sponsored by New Providence Riding Club,
will start at 7 p.m. at
Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Admission is $2.

atiltISTM4

8

DS
DIAMOND SOLITAIRES

---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Singles of First Baptist Church will have a
fellowship at home of
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
White at 7:30 p.m

1/4 Carat

$399
,
$777
/2 Carat

---Young Adults of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will
have its Christmas party at Golden Corral
Restaurant.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

.02 Carat*
Buttercup

Kay Bates and Marie Taylor
perform for Magazine Club

---Choir of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will
meet at 5 p.m. to go
caroling and will return
to church at 8:30 p.m.
for finger foods.
---Children's Choirs of
Memorial Baptist
Church will have its
"mad money" shopping
spree and Christmas
party at 3:30 p.m.
---Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters are scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Masonic Temple.
---Senior citizens' activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

3. (3) "Cheers," NBC,
28.4, 24.8 million homes.
4. (6) "Night Court,"
NBC, 26.1, 22.8 million
homes.
5. (4) "Murder She
Wrote," CBS, 24.8, 21.7
million homes.
6. (5) "Golden Girls,"
NBC, 23.6, 20.6 million
homes.

P

.E.0...

talks about
a new show
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Country-music
singer Barbara Mandrell may join the ranks
of television talk show
hosts Phil Donahue and
Oprah Winfrey.
Miss Mandrell says
she may be the host of a
syndicated show that
would originate in
Nashville, and that a
decision on whether to
go ahead with the program likely will be
made early next year.
She said in an interview that the idea came
from producer Dick
Clark, who also is host
of the "American Bandstand" show.
Miss Mandrell's hits
include "I Was Country
When Country Wasn't
Cool" and "Sleeping
Single in a Double Bed."
She and her two sisters
formerly starred in an
NBC variety show,
"Barbara Mandrell and
the Mandrel' Sisters.

7. (7) "60 Minutes,"
CBS, 22.8, 19.9 million
homes.
8. (Xi "Barbara
Walters Special," ABC,
22.2. 19.4 million homes.
9. (9) "Dallas," CBS,
21.9, 19.1 million homes.
10. (13) "Newhart,"
CBS, 21.2, 18.5 million
homes.

(Cont'd from page Sot)

made of plans for Kentucky members of the
Sisterhood to Agit Cottey College via bus tour
in April. The P.E.O.
owned school is in
Nevada, Mo.
Mrs. George Hart
assisted Mrs. Clark in

ed by the acting out of
folk music, and finally
the growth of music in
the form of opera.
Typical of this early
period, the guest artists
presented early 16th
Century love songs:
English, German,
Italian and French.
The speaker spoke of
other transitions, the
division between serious
and comic opera and
how it occurred, the
development of
recitative and aria portions of the opera, and
the differences between
classical singing and
more popular types
resulting in emphasis on
the music itself or on the
message the lyrics
convey.
More than generous
were the presentations
of various types of songs
of different periods, concluding with selections
from the operas Carmen
and II Trovatore, and
several songs from

B. Mandrel]

The Cosby Show' continues at the top
NEW YORK (AP) Here are the prime-time
television ratings as
compiled by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. for the week
of December 1-7.
The listings include
the week's ranking, with
season-to-date ranking
In parentheses, rating
for the week, and total
homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes one-timeonly presentation.
A rating measures the
percentage of the nation's 87.4 million TV
homes.
1. (1) "The Cosby
Show,', NBC, 38.6
rating, 33.7 million
homes.
2. (2) "Family Ties,"
NBC, 36.4. 31.8 million
homes.

Friday, Dec. 12
Events at Murray
Moose Lodg"e for
members only will be
steak supper from 5 to 8
p.m. and entertainment
by Reaction from 8 p.m.
to midnight.
---Third annual
memorial service
honoring hospice patients and their families
will be from noon to
12: 30 p.m. in third floor
classroom of MurrayCal/oway County
Hospital.
---"The Nutcracker"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Lakeland Wesley Villge
from abo 11 a.m. and at
Cedar Hill Grocery at
Moor's Resort Area
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---Murray High J. V . and
Varsity Boys will play
Marshall County High
School at 6 p.m. at Murray gym. MHS Pep
Band will play

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, MN

serving a Christmas
plate of ginger bread
and,rhulied cider from a
table centered with a
Christmas centerpiece.
The next meeting of
Chapter M, in January,
will be in the home of
Mrs. A.C. La Follette.

American musicale
productions
Mrs. C.C. Lowry was
hostess for this event
which was held in the
Annex Building of the
Calloway County Public
Library. She, served
refreshments of pumpkin .ice cream with
spicy cheese and coffee.
Mrs. Dorothy Rowlett
was a guest from
Florida.
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
president, presided and
the p,rogram was introduced by Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger.
Devotions were led by
Mrs. A.C. La Follette,
using the Thanksgiving
theme.
Invitations were extended to new members
and a nominating committee was appointed,
with election to follow at
the December meeting
which will be held in the
home of Mrs. James
Garrison on Friday.
Dec. 19.

Organizations
planned, Profile
The Murray Ledger & Times staff is beginning
preparation for the 1987 Profile section to be
published in February.
Profile will include the regular sections: Industry and Agriculture; Recreation and
Lifestyles; Education and Government and local
businesses.
This year, theegaff
-1
would also like to include
social, civic and professional clubs and organizations in the Profile of the Murray-Calloway County community.
Organizations desiring to be included may pick
up a form from the Murray Ledger & Times
office.
The form will include topic suggestions for the
articles. Staff members will not be contacting individual organizations to be included in the Profile section. Only those articles submitted to the
Ledger will be included.
The completed articles should be delivered to
the Ledger office located on Whitnell before Friday, Dec. 12.
For more information on the articles or adverUsing for the section contact the Ledger & Times
at 753-1916.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

rt- TJ

The "ORIGINAL"
California Concept
"Exercise Tables"
A New Approach
to Exercise
For INFO. Call
Anytime
(606) 439-1246
or
(606) 436-6915

1 /2 Carat*

•

GENTS DIAMONDS

;
e

DOORBUSTER
OVER 1 CARAT
GEM WEIGHT
DIAMONDS
& RUBIES
$99

CHAINS & BRACELETS
ALL 14k. GOLD CHAINS
& BRACELETS AT LEAST

EXTRA-SPECIAL
18" TRIPLE
HERRINGBONE

4 WAYS TO PAY
•LZ PAY CHARGE *BANK CARD•LAWAWAY•CASH

MICHELSONS
•-dniit 11.11, Shopping Center
*LOT AL WI IGHT-AL. , WEIGHT APPROXIMATE,

THE MlURILAY =DOER I 2731E8
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

WHERE LOW
PRICES ORIGINATE

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

NIIIIIPPERN CASH
"A MONEY SAVING PROGRAM FOR YOU!"
PRICES GOOD WED., DEC. 10TH THRU TUES., DEC. 16TH

KRAFT
PHILADELPHIA BRAND

S15.00 PURCHASE REQUIRED
NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A LARGE

CREAM CHEESE

EGGS

OIL
38 OZ.

8 OZ. PKG.

2 69
DOZ. FOR

78

PHILADELPHIA

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH S15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

$1 69

CREAM CHEESE

TOM'S
COUNTRY STYLE

8 PK. 16 OZ.

COKE, SPRITE, TAB PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
OR MELLO YELLO 7UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,

POTATO
CHIPS

BOW WOW

DOGLBBG
FOOD.

OR CRUSH FLAVORS

2 LITER PLASTIC

9

69.
• PLUS DEPOSIT

.

61
/
2 OZ. BAG

WESSON
PURE VEGETABLE

$299

— LIMIT TWO PLEASE —
t.

CHARMIN

t

BATHROOM
TIS
SUE
4 ROLL PKG.

ur
11W
reL

IMPERIAL

GOLDEN ROD

MARGARINE

SOUR CREAM
80Z.

1 LB. QUARTERS

49;

2/84r

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER CASH CARD

ALL JERSEY

SCOT LAD

COTTAGE CHEESE

VEGETABLES

6a;

8 OZ.

BARBARA DEE

CHRISTMAS COOKIES

3 11

ir

1 LB. BOX

59

KRAFT

MARSHMALLOW CREME

tial

1 LB. BAG

CORN, PEAS, REEN BEANS

POWDERED SUGAR

a:A

9

16 OZ.

DOMINO

1‘11A

13 OZ.

NESTLE'S SEMI-SWEET

BAKER'S

CHOCOLATE MORSELS

CHOCOLATE FLAVORED CHIPS

25' OFF LABEL
BAKER'S

COCONUT

ftle 41
:
1 12 OZ. BAG

29

120L BAG $2

$ 1 19

$ 1 09

1401. BAG

$

'1 29

SHOPPERS CASH SPECIALS

FROZEN FOODS

r-

Th

CHARMIN

MARDI GRAS

PAPER TOWELS

TOMBSTONE

PIZZA'S

12 INCH $2
99
HAMBURGER, SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI

19r

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

NABISCO
PREMIUM SALTINE

BATHROOM
TISSUE

CRACKERS

4 ROLL POK.

1 LB. BOX

494

:44
'

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

0/10,

494

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

CARNATION

BON BONS

9011 69

DEL MONTE

KRAFT

CATSUP

GRAPE
JELLY

32 OZ.

BANQUET

POT PIES...8 0.279'
TURKEY, BEEF, CHICKEN

69c

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

•

19 OZ.

29c j

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

CHUNK
STAR-KIST

TUNA

/
2 OZ.
Star-Kist. IN OIL61
011 WATER

191

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

THE MURRAY LEDGER it TIMES

OPEN 8 A.M. TO
11 P.M. D ILY

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

-7.1.71
/1
- .̀PORK
CHOPS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

GRADE 'A'
HYDE PARK

RIB EYE
STEAKS
$n99
mir. LB.

TURKEYS

SWIFT BONELESS

TURKEY BREAST
$ 11 00
OFF
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

REELFOOT
REG. OR OLD FASHION

WIENERS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

K.C. STEAK

COUNTRY STYLE RIBS OR
LB.

$399 BACK BONE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

LB. $ 1 39

FRESH

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST..LB. $219
LOIN END

L.B. $ 1 39

BOLOGNA

L.B. $169 HEN TURKEYS

R.B. RICE

PORK CUTLETS

LB. $

SLAB BACON

LB.

$ 1 69

HYDE PARK
LB. $ 1 39

LB.

88'

U3.

$299

FIELD BONELESS

1 69 CHILI

FAMILY PACK SLICED

PORK ROAST

,4
HYDE PARK 10 TO 16 LBS.

REELFOOT

KENTUCKIAN HAM.
FIELD FINEST

TURKEY BREAST.. . LB. $219 BAKED HAM

LB. $439

PRODUCE
Nali0;;
FLORIDA JUICE

ORANGES
FLORIDA
$1
9
10 LB 11;:i*,
EMPEROR RED

GRAPES

TANGELOS
PINK OR WHITE

GRAPEFRUIT
FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOLI
FRESH GREEN

CABBAGE
LOOSE YELLOW

ONIONS

CASH POT

7/$1
6/$1
4/$1
89r
294
254

DELI DEPARTMENT

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
mi.LBS./
FRESH CRISP

/
i r Vit.)

CARROTS

-s

1 LB. BAG

9ICA.
3

BAKERY

THIS WEEK

WHITE BREAD

160z.694

KNOTT'S

LAST WEEKS NAME:
DEBBIE ERNSTBERGER
CARD NOT PUNCHED

FRUIT PIES

4/$ 11

DANISH SNAILS

EA 2
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Marshall Co. beats
Calloway. Co. 65-54

Staff photo ki Kent Brown.

Nunty's Fred Jones goes up for two of his team-high

minutes left in the game. Corey Wells scored 14 points for the
17 points Tuesday night at Marshall County High School. The Lakers, while Scott Nix added 11. Calloway County hosts
Marshals handed the Lakers their first loss of the season, Hiekman t-irity Friday night. The Falcons are 6-0.
65 54. CCHS trailed by just the points with a little under three

ICHO,thePowerfu/Pro-OrtalityAfternative

7/ECM
Fist from the start

SPECIACULIO
Via Chain Saw

'tigers rally,
then lose by 9
HICKMAN - Murray High rallied from a
nine-point halftime
deficit to take a fivepoint lead in the fourth
quarter, only to lose
53-44 to Hickman
County.
"The score isn't an
indication of how close
the game was, MI-IS

coach Cary Miller
said. "They led by only
three points with about
a minute and a half
left.
"We missed some
shots we should have
hit in the fourth
quarter and let them
(Cont'd on page 13)

DRAFFENVILLE Marshall County seized
the lead for good midway through the first
quarter, but was unable
to shake Calloway County until the final minutes
of the game, winning
65-54.
The Lakers (2-1) trailed by just five points
(57-52) with a little
under three minutes
remaining.
"I thought we showed
a lot of guts and composure for two-thirds of
the game," CCHS coach
Jack Pack said. "We
had a lapse in the first
half, though, where our
youth showed up and we
lost our poise."
Scott Nix gave CCHS
its last lead of the game
with a short jump shot
with 4:11 left in the first
quarter. The Marshals
outscored the Lakers 9-3
over the remainder of
the quarter.
Four times in the second quarter, Calloway
County
cut Marshall
County's advantage to
four points, the last time
at 24-20.
Three quick baskets
by the Marshals made
the score 30-20 with 1.35
left in the half.
A 17-foot jumper just
before the buzzer by
CCHS's Chad Stubblefield brought the
Lakers to within eight
points ( 32-24
at
halftime.
Marshall County went
ahead 49-38 late in the
third quarter, but Corey
Wells scored twice over
the final minute, making the score 49-42 enter
tag the final period.
The Lakers' Fred
Jones twice had baskets
disallowed in the fourth
quarter on charging
calls. Each time, CCHS
could have cut the lead
to four points had the
call gone the other way,
giving Jones a chance at
a three-point play.
"Those were two big
calls," Pack said. "We
ended up with turnovers
instead of possible
three-point plays."
Jones fed the Lakers
with 17 pofnts. Wells
contributed 14 points.
Scott Nix had 11. Stubblefield finished with

eight, four more than
Jeff White.
Mitch Cothran scored
21 points for the Marshals. John Soloman
and Terry Birdsong
tallied 16.
"Soloman hurt us in
the first half, but we did
a pretty good job
against him in the second," Pack said..
"Cothran shot the ball
better than we thought
he could. We wanted to
let him shoot ffom the
outside."
Calloway County hit
19 of 39 shots (48.7 percent) and 8 of 19 free
throws. Marshall Coun
ty hit 28 of 48 (58.3 percent) and 7 of 11 free
throws.
With Soloman pulling
down 10. the Marshals
outrebounded the
!Akers 31-90

tc•••••,ina

White both had six rebounds for CCHS.
"I was real disappointed they beat us on
the boards like they
did." Pack said. "They
got 14 offensive rebounds. We felt we had
to hold them to under 10
to beat them."
Pack noted that playing tough opponents like
Marshall County will
help his young players
improve and get them
ready for tournament
play.
"Nobody's head and
shoulders above anyone
else in the district,"
Pack said. "It's going to
come down to who's
ready in March. It's going to be a dogfight."
The Lakers host
Hickman County Friday
night.

Tigers defeat
Racers by 31
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - Marvin Alexander
and Sylvester Gray tossed in 15 points each as
Memphis State snapped a three-game losing
streak and defeated Murray State 78-47 in nonconference college basketball Tuesday.
The Tigers"improved to 3-3 while Murray State
dropped to 2-4.
Memphis State extended a 38-25 halftime lead
to 66-30, their largest of the game, with 13:30
remaining.

Alter Murray State's Craig Eversoll connected
on a three-point shot at the opening of the second
half, the Tigers reeled oft-21 consecutive points
to lead 59-30.'The. Racers could only manage
three field goals and a pair of free throws in the
first 10 minutes of the half.
Memphis State never trailed in the game as
they jumped off to an 8-0 lead and had a 38-19
lead late in the first half.
Vincent Askew and Dwight Boyd had 13 points
each for Memphis State.
Jeff Martin led Murray State with 12 points
while Eversoll and George Kimbrough had eight
apiece.
The Tigers' John Wilfong had seven steals, all
in the second half. and Murray State was guilty
of 27 turnovers in the game.
MURRAY ST.(47)
Martin 5-15 2 3 12, Ogden 11 2 0-0 2, McClatchey 1-3 0-0 2. Everson 3-400
A. Mann 14 2 2 5. Gold 1 2 2 2 4. Tiller 2-4 0-0 4, Jackson 00 0-0 0. Flowers
1 ,30-0 2. Kimbrough 3-4 2-2 14, M•Quary 0-0 0-00 Totals 18-43 8 9 47
MEMPHIS ST. (711)
Askew 6-12 1-2 13. Gray 6-9 3-3 15, Alexander 7-8 1-1 15, Boyd 5-7 3-3 13,
Wilfong 44 1-2 9. Moody 2-5 0-0 4. Douglas 2-5 0-04. Bailey 0-3 3-4 3. Adkins
4 0-0 0. Robinson 1-4 0-0 2. Totals 3343 12-16 78.
Halftime-Memphis St. $8. Murray St. 25. Three-point goals-Murray
St. 3-SI Martin 0-1, Everson 2-2, Mann 1-51, Memphis St. 01 (Moody 0-11
Fouled out -None. Rebounds-Murray St. 29 (Martin. McClatchey,
Flowers. Kimbrough. McQuary 41. Memphis St 30 Gray. Douglas So
Arodsts-Murrny St 11 (Mann 7) Memphis St 27 tWilfung till Total
fouls Murray St 14. Memphis St 12 A -- 10.117
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Carlisle Co 70. Ballard Mem. 51
Carroll Co. 87, Anderson Co. 74
Casey Co. 50, Mercer Co 47
Cawood 50, Cumberland 41
Central City 74, Drakesboro 59
Cloverport 68. Fordsville 62
Corbin 83. Pulaski Co. 78
Coy. Conner 45. Simon Kenton 42
Coy. Holy Cross U. BeeaLlwo4x1 45
Coy. Holmes 77, Newport 58
Danville 06. 11 .1nco4n Co 59
Dayton 49, Ludlow 46
Dile* Combs 54, Knott Co Cent 52
E. Carter M. Greenup Co 46
Edmonson Co 58, Logan Co. 50
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IJoyd 52 Coy. Catholic 45
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Green 59
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Lex Lafayette 75, Russell Co 114
Lax Sayre 73, Deming in
Lone Oak 81, Fulton Co 56
Lou Ballard 72, Lou Atherton 71
Lou Butler 54, Lou Central 52
Lou Doss 38 Lou Male 66
Lou Evangel so. Ninth k 0 43
FairdaM 75 Lou Holy ernes 56
Logi' Moore M. Lou Manual 49
Lou PRP 68 Lou Iroquois 52
LAU Seneca M. Lou ,Waggener 71
Lou*Southern 07, Lou Shaw-n.4 14
Lyon Co 87, St Mary 78.
Madisonville id. Dawson Spring. 31
Madison Cent 89, Berea 411
Marion Co MI, Bard; Bethlehem 41
Marshall Co as, Calloway On 54
Mason Co 76, Nicholas tb 41
Mayfield 79 Fulton City 40
Maysville To Harrison Co 62

((ont'd on purr 13)
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Murray hits 2 of 11
during 4th quarter
((Wird from page 12)
get some crucial offensive rebounds We are
still making too many
fundamental
mistakes. We're not
blocking out like we
should be, we're standing around too much
on offense and we're
missing too many easy
shots."
The Tigers 12.3t
erased the Falcons'
25-16 halftime lead by
hitting 7 of 10 shots in
the third quarter and
by applying more
pressure defensively.
Murray led 35-32 going into the fourth
quarter, but made only
2 of 11 shots and 5 of 10
free throws over the
final eight minutes.
"As hot as we were
in the third quarter, we
were as void in the

Mark West tallied 16
points for MHS. Mark
Miller added 13.
Rodney Skinner had
eight, while James
Payne had six and Jim
Hornbuckle had one.
Mark Whitaker and
Michael Fulton played
but didn't score.
Hornbuckle grabbed
11 rebounds. West and
Payne pulled down
seven. Hickman County outrebounded Murray 32-29.
Murray was 14 of 21

from the charity
stripe. Hickman County was 9 of 15.
"We need to do a better job of putting the
ball in the basket both
from the field and
from the free throw
line," Miller said
-Once we start
shooting better and
start being mentally
tougher, we are going
to be a good team."
The Tigers host Marshall County Friday
night.
--Murray's junior varsity team defeated
Hickman County 45-28,
raising its record to
3-1.
Jason Hunt scored 20
points for the Tigers.
Chris Jackson had
nine.

SCOREBOARD

titaft photo bs Kt nt Bro.

Marshall County's Mary Taylor comes down with a rebound
during the Lady Marshals' 49-44 win over Calloway CountyCCHS's Christy Anderson reaches for the ball. The Lady

fourth quarter," Miller
said. "In fact, we
didn't should very well
except for the third
quarter."
The Tigers hit 15 of
40 shots (37.5 percent).
The Falcons (6-0) connected on 22 of 49 shots
444.9 percent).

Lakers (2-1) outrebounded the taller Lady Marshals 32-20,
with Connie Ross pulling down 11.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Calloway girls nearly upset Marshall
DRAFFENVILLE Maybe next time.
The Calloway County
Lady Lakers nearly
pulled off the biggest
upset of the young
season Tuesday night,
but felP49-46 to Marshall
County, the No. 1 ranked
girls' team in the state.
CCHS missed three
close-in shots With about
20 seconds left in the
game that would have
given it a 48-47 lead.
"Those were as good
of shots as you could
hope to get in that situation," CCHS coach Rose
Ross said. "We had
three good opportunities, but our shots
wouldn't fall. That's just
the breaks of the
game."
Marshall County

901 SYCAMORE
never led by more than Stephanie Walker and
six points in the second Darnell exchanged
half.
baskets, before MarCalloway County shall County took the
scored the first seven lead for good on
points of the fourth Gossom's two free
quarter to go ahead throws.
36-33, its biggest lead:
The Lady Marshals
Erica Muskgrew tied
the score at 33-33 with a led 47-41 before the Lady
jumper in the lane, then Lake w went on a 5-0
Christy Darnell gave tear.
"We have a lot of
the Lakers the lead with
quickness, and I thought
a three-point play.
MCHS's Miss Basket- we used it well," Ross
ball candidate, Mary said. "We bothered
Taylor, scored five
points and Stephanie
Gossom scored two to
put the Lady Marshals
back ahead, 38-36.
Christy Anderson's
three-point play then
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
gave the Lady Lakers
(AP) - Vanderbilt
the lead again.
wanted to prove its
Lady Marshal
basketball program is
on the upswing. The
Commodores used
second-ranked Indiana
to make their point.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
GIRLS
"We proved to
Ballard Mem 47, Carlisle Co 39
everybody
that we are
Bath Co 55, Bourbon Co. 47
Boyd Co, 62, Rowan Co, 52
for real," said 7-foot
Buckhorn 63, Riverside Chr. 31
center Will Perdue.
Central City 47, Owens_ Cath. 44
"Coming into this game,
Ellzabethtovm 51; N. Hardin 34
Fleming Co. 46, Montgomery Co, 38
a lot of people didn't
Holy Rosary 5$, Lou. Valley 37
think we had a chance,
Jeffersontown 69. Lou. Eastern 52
Ky Country Day 84, Lou. Christian
but we proved a lot of
16
people wrong."
Perdue scored 15
Lou Assumption 71. Fern Creek 20
Lou Ballard 71. Lou Atherton 28
points, grabbed nine reLou Central 48, Lou Butler 27
bounds and handed out
Lou Fairdale 49. Lou Holy Cross 48
Lou Iroquois 56. Lou PRP 38
five assists as the ComLou Manual 67. Lou Moore 49
modores raised their
Lou Seneca 56, Lou.Waggener 40
Lou Southern 72. Lou Shawnee 43
record to 4-1 by upsetLou Western 49. Lou Presentation
ting the No. 2 Hoosiers
41
79-75.
Madisonville 66, Dawson Springs 28
In the only other game
Marshall Co 49. Calloway Co 443
Mayfield 72, Fulton City 44
involving a Top-20 team
McCreary Cent M. Wayne Co 30
Tuesday night, No. 4
Ohio Co 64. Daviess Co 37
Oneida Baptist 92, Mtn Chris 6
Iowa downed Brigham
Owensboro 45, Apollo 27
Young 86-75.
Prestonsburg 56, McDowell 43
SW Christian 30, Highview Baptist 17
Vanderbilt trailed
Webster Co 65, Union Co 95
41-32 with 19:44 to play
Whitley Co 61. Lynn Camp 14

MctAean tu 62. Whites Trtn 32
Meade Co 69. W Hardin 57
Metcalfe Co 40, Caverna 31
Monroe Co 52. Glasgow 51
Morgan Co 64, Elliott Co. 63
MuNenberg Cent 44. Graham 61
N Bullitt 66. W Anderson 51
N Hardin 71. Elizabethtown 52
Newport Cent. Cath. 58, Campbell
Co. 57
Ohio Co. 68. Devices Co. 58
Oneida Bap 114. Mtn. Chrbilian 28
Owen Co 51, Williamstown 47
Owensboro 59. Apollo 47
Chvaley Co 65. Powell Co 53
Paint/vine 56, Johnson Cent 52
Pendleton Co. 67. Scott Co 66
Prestonsburg 57, McDowell 53
Raceland 70. Lawrence Co 69
Richmond Model N. PAM] 54
nockcastle Co. 51. Jackson Co. 49
Russell 71, Portsmouth, Ohio. 68
SW Christian 52. Lou. Western 41
Silver Grove 50, Coy. Latin 48
Somerset 71, Garrard Co. 43
St. Henry 79, Bishop Brosaart 61
Todd Co. Cent 70. Butler Co 59
Trigg Co. 75. Liv. Cent. 67
Union Co. 106, Webster Co 71
Virg* 80. Millard 57
Warren East 59, Warren Cent 55
Washington Co. 84. Taylor Co 68
Wayne Co. 53. McCreary Cent 48
Western Hills 55. Frankfort 51
Whitley Co. 35, Lynn Camp 34
Williamsburg 58, Barbourvtlle 57
Wolfe Co. 78. Jessamine Co 70
Three Rivers Conference
Ruckhorn 102, Riverside Chr 62

them quite a bit with our
pressure.
"Before the game
started, there were 15
people who thought the
game was going to be
close - our players and
coaches. I couldn't be
prouder in the way we
played. I'm real pleased
that we outrebounded
them, which we knew
we had to do to have a
chance."
Calloway County connected on 15 of 43 shots

Goheen leads Vandy
by Indiana 79-75

High School Scores
(Cont'd from page 12)

Lee's Classic
Lax Henry Clay 64, Leslie Co 52
MC Napier 64, Breathitt Co 53

before sophomore guard
Barry Goheen led a
comeback by scoring 20
of his 26 points.
Perdue's three-point
play with 10:38 left gave
Vanderbilt the lead. Indiana, 3-1, pulled even
at 64-64 with 8:34 remaining before a free
throw by Frank Kornet
12 seconds later put the
Commodores ahead to
stay.
"This should give us
some national exposure," Goheen said
after the game. "This is
why Coach (C.M. I
Newton schedules
teams like Indiana. To
be recognized HS a good
team, you have to play
good teams."
It's the biggest win for
Vanderbilt since a
1978-79 upset of then-No.
5 Louisiana State.
Indiana Coach Bobby
Knight said his Hoosiers
just didn't play well
enough to win.
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
Quarterbacks
Alt Corn Yds TO 1st
Kramer Minn
359 305 2953 2'
Kemp S F
199 119 1554
Montana S F
246 154 1796 t
Lomax, St L
363 201 V86 13 9
Hippie lot
306 192 1919 9 11
--Rushers
Alt Yds Avg Lg Td
Dickerson Rams
351. 1629 46 42 9
Riggs. AU
319 4.252 3.0 31 8
Mayes, N 0
13 50 7
243 1241 .5.
Morris Giants
291 1222 42 52 10
F'ayton
289 1199 41
41 7
- -Receivers
No Ycts Avg 1,g Td
Klee S F
79 1464 IS 5 6614
55 7
Clark Wash
71 1266 17 1
J Smith. St 1.
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Craig, S F
71 500 70 42 0
Monk, Wash
63 900 14 3 89 3
balker Lail
63 637 101 69 1
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Blaze King is the first wood stove to
be .certified by the Oregon DEQ.
Our copy of the certificate shows
that the Blaze King Catalytic is a
very efficient and clean-burning
stove.

(35 percent). Marshall
County hit 20 of 30 (67
percent).
The Lady Lakers
grabbed 33 rebounds to
27 for - the Lady Marshals. Connie Ross had
11 rebounds for CCHS
Taylor led all scorers,
with 21 points.
•
"She's awfully tough
when she gets the ball
inside," Ross said.
"That's why we pressed
for nearly the whole
game; we couldn't let
them just set up and run
their offense, because
they would get the ball
to Taylor."
Anderson and Darnell
finished with 13 points.
Muskgrow added 10.
Ross and Joanna Gibbs
had four points. Tracy
Banks scored two.
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Ceremony marks
crash anniversary

Memory haunts president

Nixon reminds Reagan about Watergate
PARSIPPANY, N.J. (AP) —
Just when President Reagan
didn't need a reminder of
Watergate, along came Richard
M Nixon.
Despite periodic assertions
that Nixon has managed to overcome his Watergate legacy and

Garlands removed
after inspection
at state Capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
The grinch, in the form of the
state fire marshal, has stolen
part of Christmas from the
Capitol.
An inspection on Tuesday
revealed that long garlands of
pine boughs weaved with tiny
lights that graced the secondfloor staircases and rotunda
balconies of the Capitol were
drying out and becoming a fire
hazard.
According to gubernatorial
press secretary Barbara Hadley
Smith. the fire marshal's office
suggested rewiring the lighting,
but state officials decided instead to take down the
decorations.
Smith said said the decorations were put up for special
event during Thanksgiving and
were not intended to last the entire month of December_

they emerged they would face
questions about how the latest
crisis compares to Watergate.
For Republican politicians it
was not the best of
circumstances.
-The governors generally
handled it well. They praised the
former president's knowledge of
foreign policy and his insights
into Soviet-American relations
as well as the geopolitical importance of Iran.
And, yes, they conceded Nixon
did touch on the current controversy "in passing." They
said he VMS particularly concerned about the president being
weakened by the affair.
Reporters caught only fleeting
glimpses of Nixon. He was
spirited in and out of the hotel by
a back door.
It was left to Roger Stone, a
political consultant with long
ties to Nixon,'to brief reporters
on the closed session.
Stone was in his early 20s during Watergate and was identified as one of the practitioners
of political dirty tricks during
the 1972 campaign.
Stone quoted Nixon as saying
the current controversy "can be
viewed like a circus. We must
not look at the sideshow, we
must look instead at the main
ring which is the question of
Soviet-American relations and
peace in the world."

don the mantle of an elder
statesman, the former president
remains a symbol of how not to
handle a controversy like the
one troubling the Reagan
administration.
Nixon itiMaelf has described
the handling of Watergate as
"abysmal."
The memory of Watergate
clearly haunts Reagan and his
advisers as they struggled to
recover from the initial blow of
the disclosures of secret arms
sales to Iran and money being
slipped to the Contras.
Mitchell Daniels, Reagan's
assistant for political affairs,
made that clear when he spoke
to the annual meeting of the
Republican Governors Association Monday and conceded that
"many Americans are troubled
that we may relive the events of
1974."
But the Republican governors,
meeting a few miles from
Nixon's Saddle River, N.J.,
home, thought a private session
with the former president to
hear his views on foreign policy
would be a fascinating addition
to their conference agenda.
The timing couldn't have been
worse and they found
themselves unwitting players in
a bizarre piece of political
theater, closeted in a room at
the end of a long hotel corridor
with Nixon, aware that when

He also said Nixon told the
governors it was "time to get off
his (Reagan's) back."
Organizers of the governors
conference said the session with
Nixon was arranged long before
the disclosures that Reagan administration officials arranged
secret arms sales to Iran and
channeled money to the Contra
forces in Central America.
Those disclosures have confronted Reagan with the most
serious crisis of his presidency
and touched off investigations
by Congress and a request for an
independent counsel to determine if anyone ought to be
prosecuted.
The speculation about who
knew how much and when quickly became a Washington obsession during what is normally a
quiet holiday period.
Inevitably, there were comparisons to Watergate.
But, as Reagan has
demonstrated repeatedly during
his presidency, he has a keen
understanding of public
relations.
No one talked about
"stonewalling," a term made infamous by Nixon aides 12 years
ago.
Full disclosure was the word
of the hour. Just how full that
disclosure will eventually prove
to be is a matter for the several
investigations to make clear.
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"They still want to be such a
great part of the Army that they
don't want to insult the Army,"
Mrs. Manion said her critics.
Mrs. Parris said she and her
husband were "star-spangled
people." and even after the
crash, she holds no grudges
against the Army. She does
blame Arrow Air, however.
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— Emotional memorial
ceremonies have marked the
year since 248 soldiers of the
101st Airborne Division perished
In a plane crash in Newfoundland, but efforts by some
family members to change the
way the military transports
troops have strained feelings
among the survivors.
Almost all the families have
filed lawsuits against Arrow Air,
the Miami-based airline
operating the charter flight that
crashed Dec. 12, 1985, in Gander
on a flight home from a Middle
East peacekeeping mission.
Out-of-court settlements have
been reached in about 120 cases,
according to the airline's insurer, Associated Aviation
Underwriters.
But the aftermath of the
disaster touched this Army
base, and the survivors, in different ways. One widow, Melinda Parris, built the 6-foot-tall
Uncle Sam mailbox that she and
her husband, Capt. Rudy Parris,
had always wanted. A group of
widows ordered cornmemorative T-shirts imprinted
with 248 stars.
Others were outspoken in their
grief and anger.
Christine Manion, whose husband confided his fear of flying
on a plane he felt was overloaded and in poor mechanical condition in a phone call to her just
before boarding, led a group to
Washington in March and
demanded changes in the way
the government charters
military flights.
Lillian "Ann" Wright
'
is still
trying to meet with President
Reagan to discuss her son
John's death at age 23.
Some of the widows were not
pleased with such reform
efforts,,

70 Month Battery

4588
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40 Month Battery • $29.88
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Gasoline anti-freeze
Absorbs moisture.
12 oz.

THE BEST PARTS IN AUTO PARTS.

"Whoever in the Army contracted the company, I'm
assuming they contracted them
with good intentions," she said.
"Regardless of who Arrow Air is
flying, it's their responsibility to
see that the plane is airworthy."
The widows' group that formed several months after the
crash — called MFO-S248 for
Multinational Forces and
Observers-Survivors 248, combining the name of the Middle
East peacekeeping force with
the number of victims — wrote
letters to the Federal Aviation
Administration and to congressmen, asking for answers,
Mrs. Parris said.

•Mik.

Sale eit 2/7.56
Mail-In
Rebate
-3.00
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Duralast Starters and Alternators
Remanufactured for most domestic vehicles.
Price with exchange.
Prices exclude 70 and 80 amp systems.
Starters with attached solenoid-$44.95
Alternators with internal regulator-$49.95

FULL 3-YEAR
WARRANTY

3995

Remanufactured for most
domestic vehicles. Price
with exchange 1995
With attached
solenoid-$24.95

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

:
-

IRI

Prestone
Anti-Freeze

AFTER REBATE

1 gallon. Limit 2
Sale price $3.79

229

Reg price ”lereoller

15" 16" tires
One pair

549

Remanufactured for most
domestic vehicles. Price
with exchange
With internal
regulator-$24.95

95

FREE
GIFT WRAPPING
ALWAYS

.4111111Lc)

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

*DK
• -_---

iii

Valucraft Alternators
Emergency Strap-On
Tire Chains
FrIs 43- 14-

*

Mrs. Manion said she quickly
overcame her doubts and went
to Washington with other
widows and parents of soldiers
from all over the country. With
them they carried mor than
28,000 signatures on petitions
calling for changes in the way
military flights are chartered,
including closer checks on the
performance and finances of
charter airlines.
"We went to over 60 congressmen's offices in two days,"
Mrs. Manion said. "Some had
prepared speeches or were just
sounding off for the press to pick
up on."
Others, such as Rep. Charles
E. Bennett, D-Fla., initiated
legislation that became law, requiring the Defense Department
to inspect military charter aircraft, a job previously handled
by the FAA.
"We appreciate what the congressman did, but the bill that
passed has so many loopholes."
Mrs. Wright said. "We want the
planes to be inspected every 24
hours, not just periodically."
Mrs. Wright also complained
that a victims' fund created by
donations after the crash had
still not been divided among the
survivors. "Fqr , the young
mothers with children, a $50,00(i
life insurance policy does not go
far, especially after funeral expenses," she said.
Maj. Daniel Schmidt said last
week, however, that the money
would be disbursed among the
248 families by month's end. The
fund now totals $322,000,
depleted from its original
$431,000 by such expenses as flying relatives to the various
memorial services, Schmidt
said.
Mrs. Wright said she didn't
need the money but would continue her crusade "so we might
be able to save some other
soldiers. Right now, I feel like
my son was murdered because
somebody did not do their job."
Despite their anger toward the
Army, Mrs Wright and Mrs.
Manion have attended memorial
services for the soldiers at Fort
Campbell.
Immediately after the crash,
President Reagan attended a
service. And in September, a
park on the base and another in
nearby Hopkinsville, each
planted with 248 trees, were
dedicated.
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Valucraff Starters

• 7."-%

IrdrreNrole
ale

(41
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But unlike the group that went
the Washington, she said, "Our
design is to direct our anger in a
direction that will do some
good."

Mrs. Manion recalled one
briefing for widows at Fort
Campbell.
"I felt like I was being brainwashed. For three hours I was
surrounded by eight" fellow
widows,she said, but women she
described as wives of higher
ranking officers who were more
deeply invested in the Army.
"When I went back home, I
thought, 'My God, I'm going to
hurt my country by going to
Washington' because they said,
'Mrs. Manion, you don't want to
go to Washington. America has
egg on its face and you don't
want to make your country look
bad, do you?"

ew Water Pumps
or most vehicles
ncludes gaskets
rice with
h n e

Booster CablesAFTER REBATE

99

Ma-

8 gauge, 12 foot
copper cables
200 amp clamps
*C0812AS

6P iiimpoes.4
164

rU

AIETINO
DINE

%IA

Windshield
Washer Solvent
1 gallon Limit 2

59

Silicone High Energy
Ignition Wires
Custom tailored,

12 pz 'M1112
Limit 2
,/e
,he,e)

8mm
6 Cylinder $15.99
8 Cylinder $18.99

Murray
South.12tb Stmaet. iruSouthside Center .

•

Puncture
Seal

Ps good ewe Decembe. 14 10196 We mien* the eget to Ilmtt cm:mm.0,
'
,
Bt. Auto SPNacY

YOUR CHOICE

14 5 oz

•79

Starting Fluid
11 5 oz

.753-8971.

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
A

De-Icer

rrierorto

The Party Mart
PADUCAH S MOST INTERESTING STORE
5370#3fle Oak Rd
Hannon Shopping Plaza
OPEN 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. — Fri. & Sot. til 11 P.M.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights has adopted three
agreements that call for affirmative action plans
In employment for Shepherdville and Greenville
companies and in housing for a Henderson apartment complex.
Monarch Hardware Co. agreed to use a plan
designed to attract black applicants to settle a
racial discrimination claim brought by Clinton
Van Masden of Shepherdsville, who alleged the
company had a practice of refusing to hire
blacks.
Wettarau Food Services agreed to a plan to
recruit female employees to settle a sex
discrimination claim brought by Betty Nelson of
Greenville, who alleged the company refused to
hire her for its warehouse position because she is
a woman.
The agreements were reached Tuesday.
Both businesses denied that discrimination
had occurred, and the commission staff was
unable to find probable cause that there was
discrimination in the cases of the people who
brought the claims. However, the commission

reported that it did find probable cause to believe
such company practices did exist.
In the housing dispute, Fair Acres Apartments
agreed to a plan to recruit black tenants to settle
a racial discrirnation claim. Daisy James of
Owensboro, a former human rights commissioner, alleged the complex was in violation of an
earlier conciliation agreement made with the
commission regarding a racial discrimination
claim.
Fair Acres denied any violation, but the commission staff found probable cause that the
Henderson company had violated the earlier
agreement.
--- HENDERSON, Ky. (API - A controversial
PCB removal plant in Henderson probably will
not open until next year, an official at the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency said Tuesday.
Bob Cooper of the EPA's compliance section
said the agency is still reviewing the comments
it received at a public hearing last month.
Cooper said any decision on granting the plant
a final permit that would allow it to begin operation probably will be delayed until after the first
of the year.
UNISON Corp., a subsidiary of Union Carbide
Corp., had hoped to start operating the plant by
Saturday.
The plant is designed to remove toxic
OSLO, Norway (AP) tradition, Wiesel's teen- chemicals
called polychorinated biphenyls, or
- Nazi Holocaust sur- age son, Shlomo Elisha,
PCBs, from electrical transformers.
vivor Elie Wiesel was invited to join his
Area residents, who draw their drinking water
received the 1986 Nobel father on the podium for
from the nearby Ohio River, have opposed the
Peace Prize today in the awarding of the plant
on environmental grounds.
ceremonies marking his prize.
---"victory over the
Obviously moved,
BRADFORDSVILLE, Ky. (AP - A Marion
powers of death and Wiesel asked the king's County town that didn't know
it was "wet" has
degradation."
permission to say a voted itself "dry."
Norwegian Nobel brief blessing.
Marion County Clerk Philip Jarboe said voters
Committee Chairman
"Thank you oh Lord, In Bradfordsville rejected a measure Tuesday
to
Egil Aarvik gave for giving us this day," legalize the sale of alcoholic
beverages by a vote
Wiese], an American he said.
of 315-55.
writer and human rights
In an emotional acThe Bradfordsvllle area voted to remain dry in
advocate, the gold ceptance speech, Wiesel 1959 when the rest of Marion County voted to
medal and diploma of described himself as a legalize the sale of liquor, and residents had
the Peace Prize at the "Jew profoundly rooted always assumed that legal liquor sales in the
ceremonies in Oslo in my people's memory town were prohibited. They found out differently
University's Aula and tradition" who earlier this year when a store applied for a
Festival Hall. Among belonged to "a license to sell beer.
those at the ceremonies traumatized
Jarboe said then that state law says a separate
were King Olav V. generation."
vote was needed if a town in a wet county wanted
government_ leaders,
Aarvik noted it has to legally proclaim itself dry.
Parliament members, 'been 50 years since the
diplomats and the Nobel Peace Prize was
laureate's family and awarded to Carl von
friends. The awards Ossietzky, the German
PARIS (API - between police and
were announced in pacifist who warned of Volunteers
we aring demonstrators Wednesthe Nazi threat to white
October.
badges and day to try- to avert
In a departure from democracy.
helmets plan to stand violence at a student-led
protest march across
Paris.
BOBBY WOLFF
The group of doctors,
lawyers and civil servants, calling itself
"White Helmets," said
In a statement Tuesday
'We only consult the ear because
NORTH
12-10
its volunteers would
the heart is wanting.•Q 102
deploy during the
--- Pascal.
KJ87
march, which will be led
•10 3
by the student move+A K J 7
ment that forced conserThe defense needed a heart ruff WEST
EAST
vative Premier Jacques
to beat today's game. East diag- •K 7 4
+53
Chirac to abandon a bill
nosed this correctly. but he messed •92
•A 6 5 3
changing regulations
up in his timing. Instead of acting •K 9 7 5 2
•8 6 4
for French universities.
upon what he saw at trick one, he +543
4 Q 10 9 6
After the government
should have remembered what he
SOUTH
announced Monday it
had heard during the bidding.
4A J 986
was withdrawing its
When declarer played a deceptive
V Q 104
proposal, the student
heart jack from dummy at trick
•AQJ
leaders decided to go
one. East stopped to think. Was it
482
ahead with plans for
best to take the ace and return the
Vulnerable: Both
Wednesday's march, to
suit, or should he wait one round? It
Dealer: South
be conducted in silence
was unlikely that West had led from The bidding:
and dedicated to victims
the Q-10-9,so West's nine was either South
West
North
East
of last week's violence.
a singleton or doubleton.
1.
Pass
2+
Pass
A controversy has
Impulsively. East took his ace 2 NT
Pass
3+
Pass
grown up over charges
and returned the suit, and South 4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
that authorities failed to
won. He crossed to dummy's club
Opening lead Heart nine
do enough to stop
ace to try the trump finesse, and
violence by a few highly
BID WITH THE ACES
West won. Since there was no way
visible
troublemakers.
12 10
back to East's hand for a heart ruff,
Some reports alleged
South holds
the defense was held to only three
that police may have
•K74
tricks.
participated in the burn•9 2
Instead of wondering what South
ing of cars and
•K 9 7 5 2
was up to in the play, East should
smashing of shop
#5 4 3
have remembered what South had North South
windows.
said during the bidding. Had West's 1.
The students con2+
heart nine been a singleton. South 34
ducted peaceful marwould have started with a four-card
ches Thursday and
Saturday. But after
heart suit. And since South had re- ANSWER: Three spades. Sign off in
most protesters dispersbid two no-trump instead of two spades. Do not bid three diamonds.
ed, scattered violence
hearts, clearly he didn't have a four- because doing so would imply
and fighting with police
card heart suit.
greater
strength
and
game
broke out, causing more
After East plays his heart six at acceptance.
than 200 injuries, intrick one, the defense is easy. When
bridge questions to The Aces. Pt) Box
cluding eight people not
West wins his trump trick, he leads Send
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed
yet released from
his last heart, and the timely de- stamped envelope for reply
hospitals.
Copyright 1966 United Feature Syndicate
fense nets one down.

Peace Prize given to survivor
of Holocaust Elie Wiesel

French hoping to curb violence

THE ACES'

wife. Mrs
Essie
Sizemore Settle, one
daughter, Mrs. Emma
Jane Poling, Erwin,
Tenn • three sons.
William R. (Bill, Settle
and wife, Debbie, Murray. Cecil Wayne Settle.
Raleigh. N.C., and
James Neil Settle,
Dover; 11 grandchildren including
Jeremy. Bryan and
Catherine Settle of Murray, two greatgrandchildren.

Walter Frank Settle
Walter Frank Settle,
76, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.,
father of William R. Settle of Murray, died Monday at 1 p.m. at Henry
County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
A retired carpenter
and farmer, he was a
member of Standing
Rock United Methodist

Church and Moriah
Grove Lodge No, 301
Free and Accepted
Masons at Dover.
Born July 10, 1910, in
Stewart County, Term.,
he was the son of the
late Walter K. Settle and
Ada Mary McHood
Settle.
lie is survived by his

Names In The News
LOS ANGELES (API
- A vehicular
manslaughter charge
against singer Luther
Vandross was dropped
in exchange for a nocontest plea to reckless
driving and his agreement to hold a benefit
concert.
The 35-year -old
rhythm-and-blues
singer, whose latest
album is No. 2 on the
soul charts, agreed to
stage a concert in New
York or Los Angeles
within 12 months to
benefit a scholarship
fund named for
Lawrence Salvemini.
Salvemini, 27, was
killed and another
passenger in Vandross'
car was injured when
the vehicle went out of
control and smashed into oncoming traffic Jan.
12. Three people in two
other vehicles also were
injured.
In dismissing the
misdemeanor
manslaughter charge,
Municipal Court Judge
Aviva K. Robb on Tuesday placed Vandross on
summary probation for
12 months, ordered him
to pay restitution to the
victims, any civil
judgments stemming
from the case and hold
the concert.
The proceeds must be
no less than $2,000, the
amount of the maximum fine.
Vandross' current
album is titled "Give
Me the Reason."

S.T. Etheridge

opera "Days of Our
Lives" was voted a
special award before
the ceremony, at which
the presenters included
Cybill Shepherd, Norman Lear, Patty Duke,
Bea Arthur and Mike
Farrell.
The second annual
Nancy Susan Reynolds
Awards for Sexual
Responsibility were
sponsored by the Center
for Population Options.
They were established
to encourage and
reward sexual responsibility in the media.
ESCONDIDO, Calif.
(API - Cartoonist Brad
Anderson has gotten a
real Great Dane, after
32 years of drawing the
exploits of the fictional
"Marmaduke."
Anderson, whose comic is syndicated to 600
newspapers, said he got
his pup Marmaladee
two months ago.
"For a long time,
we've been thinking
about getting a Great
Dane," said Anderson,
who lives in this San
Diego suburb. "I guess
it was just time."
Marmaladee weighs
70 pounds and was part
of a litter barn six months ago to a Great Dane
named Marmaduchess,
owned by Anderson's
daughter in Houston.
Marmaladee has'
found her way into some
of the mischief that has
made Marmaduke
famous. She especially
likes digging holes.

JUNEAU, Alaska
TROY, N.Y. (AP) (AP)- Full-time live-in Pulitzer Prize-winning
child care provider author William Kenneeded. Background in nedy is upset about the
early childhood develop- Troy Library's "Golden
ment, infant care, and- Turkey Awards," in
or nursing helpful. which borrowers
Please provide resume selected his novel
and references.
among their leastThat's the description favorite famous books.
for Alaska's "First
Kennedy's award Nanny."
winning "Ironweed,"
New Gov. Steve set in nearby Albany,
Cowper has been runn- -won" the runner-up
ing classified ads this Silver Turkey award.
week to find someone to Philip Roth's "Porthelp keep his family's noy's Complaint," got
personal quarters in the the Golden Turkey.
executive mansion
In a letter published in
clean, and to watch Tuesday's Albany
Cowper's 3-month-old Times Union, Kennedy
son, Wade.
said the awards, conThe job will pay $10.71 ducted before
an hour.
Thanksgiving, were
BEVERLY HILLS, based on "a poll of book
Calif. (AP) - Episodes borrowers of all ages
of CBS-TV's "Cagney & and mentalities."
"This, I think, has the
Lacey" and NBC's "The
Cosby Show" won potential for being
awards for sexual seasonal - the Rotten
responsibility on Egg award at Easter,
for instance, for the
television.
Also honored Tuesday most foul-mouthed
were NBC's movie "An author of the year; at
Early Frost" about midsummer, the OverAIDS and the CBS ripe Tomato Award for.
School Break Special, the most excessive
"Babies Having feminist novel; and say,
how about an Up-TheBabies."
Al Rabin, executive Chimney Christmas
roducer of the soap Party?" he wrote.

The funeral is today at
2 p m in the Memorial
Chapel of Anglir
Funeral Home. Dover
The Rev Fred Swiss
and the Rev Roy Poling
are officiating
Pallbearers are Don
nie Morgan, David Poi
ing, Dean Poling. Jim
my Settle. Robert Settie
and Richard Settle
Burial will follow
Taylor s Chap .Cemetery of, Pt
2
Dover

S.T. Etheridge. 66, of
Hardin died Tuesday at
10:10 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired
drywall finisher and a
member of Union Hill
Church of Christ.
Born Sept. 7, 1920, he
was the son of the late
Rufus E. Etheridge and
Stella Starks Etheridge.
One brother, Toy
Etheridge, preceded
him in death.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. 'Margie
Reeves Etheridge. and
one daughter, Miss
Melody Etheridge. Hardin; four sisters. Mrs
Floy Vick and Mrs.

LAweda SalN..•ers, Hardin
Mrs. Chime Newton Pr.
8, Benton. and Mr s
June F:dwards. Pt'
Hardin
two brother<
Orville Etheridge
Willie Etheridge Pt '
Benton
The funeral will r.t.
Thursday at 1 p m
the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home Bent,
Bill Phillip, and o
M( Ken (1 r
officiate
Burial will 11)11' (',k
Pace Ce m eter
Hardin
Friends may r.•o.
the funeral home t•
p
m
1Wednesday

Mrs. Patricia Ann Scott
Services .for Mrs.
Patricia Ann Scott will
be Thursday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home.
Officiating will be the
Rev. Roy Gibson and
the Rev. Charles Anderson. Music will be by
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Choir with Anna
Requarth as soloist.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home
Mrs. Scott, 47, of Rt. 8,
Murray, died Monday at
1105.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.

She is survived
husband, Paul E Scott
one daughter Mrs in'
I Laura Ann
Stock
Highland. III.: two son Richard Alan S(
Murray. and Bn„i,
Wilson Scott. Pt I I )*-%
ter: one sister
MrJohn Paul 101ean Ho'
terworth. Indian Harbcr
Beach. Fla
n (brother. Johnny
Wilson. Rt. 2. Murra:,
Eight surviv !r.•
grandchildren are
Shandela Stock
Stock. Justin Stock
Jessica Nicole sp..
Troy Scott
Heat ,-.,,,
Scatt, Paul Scott II ,tn,i
Jessica Payne Si uti

John Talmadge BIB.%
Final rites for John
Talmadge Bucy are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. George
White is officiating and
The King's Sons are providing music.
Pallbearers are
Wendell Allbritten. I.B
Allbritten, Max Allbritten. Hal Allbritten, Ike
Allbritten and Shea
Sykes.
Entombment will

Hog market
Federsi•State Market Sews ser
vice December 10, 1906
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act, 1005 Est. 500 Bar
rows & GUIs .30 lower Sows tastier 500
lbs. steady over 500 lbs. 1.50 Weser
US I-2 rte-taa lbs.
$52.75-53.09
few 53.26
L'S 1-2 200-320 lbs.
$50.75-52.75
L'S 2-3 220-350 lbs.
$62.25-52.75
US 5-4 260270 lbs
$61.26-52.26
Sows
L'S 1 2 270-350 Ibis
05-41.00
L'S 1.3 500-450 lbs
530.60-41.60
I.'S 1-3 480-510 lbs.
$41.00-42.00
1.14 1-5 Over MO lbs.
$42.00-44.50
US is 3110-500 lbs
133.00-30.00
Boars $32.00-34.60

follow tn M u r ra
Memorial Gardens
Mr Bucy. 70. of 70:
Earl Ct . Murray. died
Monday at 4.50 a rn af
Henry County Medica'
Center, Paris Tenn
He is survived
w if e. Mrs
Pcr
Allbritten
daughters. Mrs
Roberts and Mrs
McClard. Pt i,
ray. (inc brothe!
Thomas A. Bucy,
ing Green
grandchildren

NOTICE
We Haul White
Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24- Deep
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr.
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UNCLE

if.

JEFF'S
DISCOUNT

Fresh

X-mas Trees

ROPER
Ranges &Refrigerators

Flocked & Green Trees
and Wreaths-(Stands, pans and hags available)

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Sun. 1-6

SCOTT'S
X-MAS
TREES.
Call 753-4389
70! S. 12th St..
(Across from
Sirloin Stockade)

f
=
- PHARMACY
%alter sletir
Pharmacist 11%ner
A Retirement Home of Distinction

Ship
all your
I packages
UPS
here,
and
'Save up to

FERN TERRACE LODGE
Model 2424

111111111111111
4081.

door

Starting
At

$289
•90 Days Same As Cash
•Layaway For Christmas
'Up to 24 Months Financing
•

Hwy 641 N.
at% WEST KINUICRY
Murray
AM
APPLIANCE
753-4478

1505 Stadium View Drive

Phone 753 7109
Murray KY 420 7 1
YOU DESERVE TO RELAX AND ENJOY THE GOOD
LIFE FOR LESS THAN $16.00 PER DAY WE CAN
FREE YOU FROM HOUSEKEEPING. MAINTENANCE
AND YARD WORK. ALSO PROVIDED
1 Three balanced meals prepared daily and served
family style
2 Safe and secure environment, 24 hour super
vision,
3 Unit dose medication system for safety and cost
reduction
4 Wide Screen TV
5 Totally air conditioned for your comfort
6 Your choice of physicians
7 Space for your own vehicle
8 Private and semi-private rooms with phone and
cable hook •ups available
9 Planned act4vities and entertainment
10 Lpts of TIC from a considerate and courteous
. .
Staff
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
'LICENSED NURSE ON STAFF
ADULT DAY CARE PROGRAM AVAILABLE
For More Information Call (502) 753 7109
Marla Hayden GosneII, L P N Administrator
Cindy MOIDS. L S W -Asst Administrator

77,

40%!
—

lid MN

U PS

PACKAGE EXPRESS CENTER INC.

=

try

tt-iCLE 'JEFF

4415I-V. -

we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
4

phone 753-7688
hcirie
759-4703

WALTER MEHR
1-. r
c
t C.aairicer
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TVA planning ad campaign on nuclear program
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
( AP ) — The Tennessee
Valley Authority is plan-

Ask About our

Risque'
Gag
Gifts
.rMEMORIES

fling letters and fullpage newspaper advertisements to explain to
TVA customers how the
federal agency is handling its problem-ridden
nuclear program, an official says.
Other topics in the
public relations blitz are
the federal utility's success stories, such as the
ability of TVA's coalfired plants to take up
the slack left by the
atomic power program,
TVA spokesman Craven
Crowell said Tuesday.

"In no way does this
lessen our intent to be
open with the media,"
Crowell said. ''This just
represents some additional methods for providing information to
the public."
The agency plans to
spend about $100,000 to
mall 350,000 letters to
TVA customers and
$40,000 on newspaper
ads in the seven-state
service area, he said.
TVA serves 2.8 million
customers in Tennessee
and parts of Virginia,

North Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi and
Kentucky.
The letter we
aieproposing will talk
about what we are doing
in the nuclear program
and why, such as hiring
outside consultants,'•
840.Crove1.1..
It will also address
some programs TVA is
doing extremely well.
For example, the lights
are still on. obviously,
and that's the result of
tremendous effort in the

A date to begin the
media campaign has not
been set, and the board
still must approve the
plan, Crowell said.
In a four-page draft of
the letter, the TVA
board says the coat of
hiring outside nuclear
advisers represents only about one-tenth of one
percent on an electric
bill — 10 cents on a $100
monthly bill.
TVA critics have said
the utility's multimillion
dollar contracts with
private companies are
excessive and the
money could be spent
elsewhere, such as in

fossil and hydroelectric
power programs," he
said.
The full -page
newspaper ads will be
"sort of an open letter
from the board, a condensation of what the
(350,000) letters say,"
he said.
°"We are making progress, but because
we're not running any
nuclear units, there's an
assumption that we're
not making as much
progress as we are," he
said.

refining new, cleaner
methods of burning
high-sulphur coal.
Critics have suggested that TVA abandon efforts to get the
five licensed reactors
back on line or scale
back the nuclear power
program.
However, in the draft
letter, which is subject
to change, board
members Charles H.
Dean Jr. and John B.
Waters Jr. said dropping the $14 billion
nuclear program
"would create a different set of problems.
Crowell said.

"We would have t.
look at other step-, to
make sure of adeq)1, t,,
power supplies to
the region's needs ,e),
the longer term, and
eventually could N.
much more expens1'.
than resuming nuctc ti
operations," the letter
said.
Two reactors at
TVA's Sequoylh
Nuclear Plant non.r
Chattanooga and three
at the Browns Ferry
plant in northern
Alabama are shut down
because of safety
concerns.
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good MIMS
at better prices
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ARKER
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Prices Good Noon
Wed., Dec. 10 thru
Noon Wed., Dec. 17

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A' Large
Bounty

Towels

794::

9Doz.

We Reserve The Right
TA Limit Ouantities!

16 Oz, 8 Bottle Carton w/Bottle or Deposit

2/89f
3/89f

Vienna Sausage
Armour 3 Oz, Can

Potted Meat

Ronco 76 Oz. Pkg.

69'

Spaghetti
Hawaiian Red

1
- 1
7)
46 Oz Ca •

Lucky Leaf Cherry
21 Oz Con

$119

Flo v-0-Rich /
1
2 Gal. Carton

Musslemon's

Detergent

42 Oz. Box

9

Grape Jelly

Dishwashing Liquid

89'

Stew Vegetables

Grade A Fresh
Grade A Fresh Cut Chicken

Legs or Thighs

Lb. $ 1 49
•

Lb.

Fresh

Chicken Livers
Family Pock

Lb

99
89

5
6/69'
lb

Grapefruit..4/$1
Medium Loose Yellow

Onions

ib.29c

ORDER YOUR HOLIDAY
FRUIT BASKETS TODAY!

••,Y;;Pt

MEATS

79'
49c

Lb $ 1 39

Red Emperor

76 Oz. Bog

Kentuckian Ham

Reelfoot Old Fashion
Christmas Gift Box

$ 1299
/
1
2
1 — 2 -3 lb. Sweetenda Ham, 1 — 1 lb. Pkg.
Reelfoot Old Fashion Bacon, 1 — 1 lb. Reelfoot Mild
29 t Sausage.
jet!'
;:sc,4 A: *, ....et* Sit 1,5.V *-24•
ler

Field's Half

Pork Steak

Cabbage

New Crop Pink

•

Fryer Breast

PRODUCE

New Crop Florida

5 Oz. Pk

Hyde Park

3/99'
3/$709

6 Oz, Pkg.

Tangerines

Doughnuts or Honey Buns.

Lux 22 Oz

Cornbread Mix

Grapes

Everfresh 72 Ct. Box Jelly
45 Oz. Con-Eac

Martha White Cotton-Pidcin

New Green

Kraft 18 Oz. Jar

Burritos

Pillsbury Buttermilk or Homestyle

Rice Krispies

99

Old El Paso Hot or Mild

Orange Juice

Igel's. .

Kellogg's 13 Oz. Box

Northern Beans

320

Tide Regular or Unscented Laundry

FROZENS FOODS

Prairie Farms /
1
2 Gal. Carton

Coffee

Bush's 15 Oz, Great

Apple Juice

Light Milk

_ lir us/a, epos,

89

Armour 5 Oz. Can

R.C. Cola, Diet Rite, RC 100,
Sundrop & Cherry RC

Grinds
Folger's

7 Lb. Can

With $13.00 or more additi
onal
purchase excluding dairy,
tobacco & drinks on special.

Biscuits

Listen to
WSJP for our
daily specials.

We Accept Food Stomps
And WIC Vouchers

R.C. Colo, Diet Rite
RC 100, Sundrop
& Cherry RC

Jumbo Roll

Pie Filling

[31

2 Liter Bottle

Eggs

Punch

ODD

Lb

•

"".1141111....11.1110.1.6

DELI
Government Inspected

Whole
Fryers

"49Lb.
Limit 3 Please

-••
"

Fresh Baked

Turkey Breast
Porker's Finest

Baked Ham

Lb $499

$199
Lb

gler

Pride of Wisconsin Holiday Cheese Layer Cake
Original-

Shorp.Cheddar, Swiss & Almonds

Ground Beef
3 Lbs.
or More

$‘229

Lb. ‘1,

Supreme- Pistachio, White Cheddar & Almonds

Lb.

Neopolitan Loaves-

Lb.

Pistachio, Swiss & Almonds

100% Pure Fresh

$129

$279

9Lb.
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First national cease-fire
experienced in Philippines
MANILA, Philippines
(AP) — The first national cease-fire of the
17-year Communist
rebellion began on
schedule today, despite
continuing differences
between the two sides on
a weapons dispute
which had threatened
the accord.
Government
negotiator Teofisto Guingona, appearing with
a rebel counterpart,
declared the 60-day
truce in force at noon.
He called on both parties "to exercise the utmost restraint and good
faith" in the mutual
search for peace.
President Corazon
Aquino, who made
peace with the Communists a cornerstone
of her national reconciliation policy, expressedjhope the cease-fire
would produce a
"longer and honorable
peace to which we look
with all our hope and
prayers."
The cease-fire agreement, signed Nov. 27,
provides for second
stage talks to begin
within 30 days on issues
such as land reform,
political change and the
status of U.S. bases in
hopes of ending Asia's
last major Communist
insurgency.
There were no reports
of clashes as the ceasefire began.
The army said one
soldier and three
paramilitary civilian

volunteers were wounded in a late night clash
with rebels Tuesday in
Davao City, 610 miles
southeast of Manila.
But rebel officials expressed concern over
the future of the agreement and said they had
been pressured by the
government into going
ahead with today's starting time before adequate security
mechanisms were in
place.
Guingorta swore in the
five-member national
cease-fire monitoring
committee and said the
group would begin work
immediately on
guidelines and procedures for ensuring
compliance.
The truce began more
than 12 hours after the
two - sides announced,
agreement on a compromise between the
military's right to patrol
and seize illegal
weapons and the rebels'
insistence on retaining
their weapons.
Negotiators from the
government and the
rebel National
Democratic Front said
armed guerrillas would
stay out of "population
centers" during the
cease-fire period.
They said the military
could continue patrols
against criminals but
would not seize weapons
from the rebel New People's Army, the two
sides said.

Investigation shows
tickets sold to two
office employees
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A report of an
internal investigation
has confirmed that
tickets to a political
fund-raiser were sold at
the Cabinet for Human
Resources office in
Somerset to at least two
office employees, a
spokesman said.
The report issued
Monday by the cabinet's
inspector general also
said there is a perception that politics was involved in the office's administration, but no
evidence of it was given
investigators,
spokesman Brad
Hughes said Tuesday.
Human Resources
Secretary Al Austin and
cabinet Inspector
General William Gardner would meet to
decide whether the
ticket-selling should be
referred to the attorney
general, Hughes said.
The inspector
general's report said
Bruce Wright, head of
the Pulaski County
unemployment insurance office, and two
office workers confirmed that tickets to a local
Democratic Party picnic were sold.
But ticket buyers
Mike Phelps and
Eugene Wiles "emphasized they were not
coerced or intimidated"
and "said Mr. Wright
casually mentioned the
availability of the

Search made
for escapees
from Sing Sing
OSSINING, N.Y.
(AP) — Police officers
and dogs were posted at
commuter railroad stations along the Hudson
River today, searching
for two murderers who
created a smokescreen,
then climbed a bootlace
ladder out of Sing Sing
Prison.
Another inmate who
escaped with the others
Tuesday was captured
about five hours later
along railroad tracks
400 yards south of the
prison, which also is
along the river about 30
miles north of Manhattan, authorities said.
As many as 75 officers
continued searching for
the other two, who
escaped in prison-issue
work clothes, said state
police Sgt. Dennis Cody.

tickets," the report
said.
Phelps and Wiles said
they "felt no partisan
political pressure on
their jobs," the report
said.
The investigation
arose from an appeal to
the state Personnel
Board by Odessa
Douglass, who alleged
she was denied promotion to a supervisory job
because of the
Democratic patronage
system.
In her appeal, which
is pending, she also
alleged that Wright
solicited political contributions from office
workers and allowed a
candidate for state
Supreme Court — Morris Butler of Greensburg
— to campaign in the
building.
Wright told a Personnel Board hearing officer that he made the
picnic tickets available
and accepted contributions for them, but did
not solicit.
Hughes said the
agency's local offices
are public property and
candidates cannot be
barred.

r

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Vein blockage
affects skin
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I've been hospitalized with a disease called venostasis, or stasis dermatitis, but do not
understand it. Can you help?
DEAR READER -- Venostasis is a
$64 word that means sluggish bloodflow in the veins, usually of the legs.
This can result from varicose veins or
any factor that produces an obstruction to the venous blood as it returns
to the heart. When blood pools in the
leg veins, it affects the nutrition of

Four saved by
the family cat
GRANTHAM, N.C.
(AP) — Morris, a family cat who died of smoke
Inhalation in a fire, has
been credited with saving the lives of four
people.
The fire was
discovered early Tuesday when Morris woke
up Jim and Jennifer Cox
and their two daughters,
the Wayne County fire
marshal's office said.
"He just started
meowing real loud and
everyone got up to find
out what was going on,"
Mrs. Cox said. "We
realized there was a
fire, and we left the
house. We tried to call
him, but we didn't have
much time.
"He was a real nice
cat and he loved us and
We loved him."
The family was
treated at Wayne
Memorial Hospital for
smoke inhalation, and
released. The cat died of
smoke inhalation,
authorities said.

Employees
hand-print
newspaper
BRUSSELS, Belgium
(AP) — The daily De
Morgen appeared today
in a most unusual way.
Due to a computer
failure, its journalists
and editors hand-wrote
all their articles filling
the tabloid's 32 pages.
The paper, which is
suffering from serious
financial problems and
looking for fresh
capital, said on the front
page:
"If a potential new
owner had checked out
the paper yesterday, heshe would have seen
high technology at its
very best.
"Early in the morning
the central computer
conked out. But you
know us. For you we go
through fire and concrete walls. The pencils
were quickly handed
out, the fingers and
scissors were
sharpened."

;Save Up to $5.001
*

When you buy any 3 rolls I
or discs of Kodak Color Film (While supplies lost)

ASA 100
i ASA 400

overlying skin. A form of skin inflammation, called stasis dermatitis. results. The skin affliction will remain a
problem until proper circulation is
restored.
You can help the situation by elevating your legs whenever possible.
using elastic support stockings to-help
venous -emptying and applying lotion
to the dermatitis to prevent the skin
from drying,cracking, breaking down
and becoming infected. Surgery to
open the'veins or remove them (venous stripping) may be necessary_ if
Simple mediCSI management is
ineffective.
DEAR DR. GOTT — In my teens. I
developed the senseless habit of
knuckle-cracking. Now the Joints of
my fingers are enlarged. which I understand is due to the accumulation of
calcium deposits caused by the cracking. Can anything be done to treat this
condition?
DEAR READER — The swelling
around the joints in knuckle-crackers
is more likely to be due .to tissue
swelling than to calcium deposits.
Calcium deposits are common in arthritis patients and can be surgically

removed if they interfere with normal motion. The soft-tissue swelling
from knuckle-cracking is unusual and
probably will recede When the habit is
discontinued.
To give you more information, I'm
sending you a free copy of.my Health
Report. UNDERSTANDING OSTE0ARTHRITIS Others who would like a
copy should send $1 and their name
and address to P 0 Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be sure to mention the title.
DAR DR.. GOTT — I.am concerned about a numbness, tingling
and grabbing sensation that starts in
my left shoulder and goes to my wrist
My doctor is not concerned. He hasn't
taken a cardiogram I'm 56. weigh
150. and my blood pressure is 140 90.
DEAR READER — The sensations
you describe may be due to inflammation around i or swelling of)a nerve
in your neck or shoulder. A neurologist should be able to identify the
cause of your symptoms. As part of
your, e:;agutiation. a cardiogram or
Stress test would help rule out the unlikely possibility of heart disease.
©19a6 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I.B.M. ,
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Ti
-ans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

581/2

ACROSS

.40/
1
2 + 1/11
487
/a -Vs
11 unc
5.19

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

40 Female sheep
42 Change the
color of
44 Wheel teeth
46 Note of scale
48 Make
complicated
50 Squander
53 An Evans
54 Moccasin
55 Babylonian
deity
57 Individual
61 Picnic pest
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62 Great Lake
64 "Growing
Pains.'star
65 Legal matters
66 Rip
67 Old musical
instrument

4 Own

1 Mountain
pass
2'Frothy brew
3 Inlet
5

4

6

7

7

8

9

16

13UUU
17

19
24

20

25
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26

28

35

40

41
46
51
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•

49
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57

58

63

59

60

64

66
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24 Bow of vessel
25 Hebrew letter
26 Pigeon pea
30 Feast
sumptously
32 Actor
Holliman
33 Ascend
36 Hurricane
center
38 Army officer
41 Chooses
43 Goal
45 Silver symbol
47 "— American
in Paris"
49 Bound
50 Mast
51 Sheet of
glass
52 "The —
Hunter"
56 Land
measure
58 Crafty
59 Paddle
60 Compass
point
63 At home

Pizza inn
Plate Full Pull

$3.29

Buffet Hours: Sunday thru Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Tuesday Evening Buffet 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
11

Medium Thin
2-Ingredient Pizza

$6.50

1

- -$1.Mtsre Peri:teeth:nth
Not/Valid with Any Other Coupon
Delivery or Pickup Only

Otter

Olympic Plaza

I

u

Saturday Special

i

1
1
I
I

3-Ingredient Mini Pizza
& Salad Bar

I
1
1

9 _ .1
1 Not,...„.„ $2.4
other Ooupon Offer I'
I
I
Eat-In Only
With Any

I

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pay,
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mirrray Ledger & Times

4yeitg mem.,siwif,tgat
On All Our

NEW INVENTORY
•Wicker 'Local Handmade Crafts
•Many X-mos Items-Perfect Gifts
'Register to win a ''Make-It, Take-it Class-

Discount Wicker and Plaster Crafts
(Inside Uncle Jeff's)
Hwy. 641 South Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

New
Looks for the New Year

1
t

With Electrolysis
Permanent Hair Removal
Call
Patricia Mullins C.E.
753-8856
By Appointment

Your
One-Stop
neighborhood
shopping
center for all
the Holidays!

Buffet

*Limit one coupon pair customer and one
coupon per roll with this •d.
Expires Dec IS, MA

Olympic Plaxa, Murray
739-9347
Open Mon.-Sat.•e.m.-6 p.m.
INN MB BIB NM NB Ill NM Ms

•

20 Damp

27

29

34

54

22 Concerning
23 Pain

14

15

50

Bustling
excitement
Want

8
9 Blemishes

12

23

distance
measure

10 Pile
11 Organs of
hearing
16 Exalted in
spirit

5 Artist's stand
6 Chinese

DOWN

35 Diocese
37 Limb
39 Three-toed
sloth
1

melt
PAUL

+i/

192/4B 197/8A
... 47% -1A
30% -1
/
2
.....43% ... 1/8
78% -21/8
• - 333/s- • Vs
. .$41/s +1/2
.... 42/
1
2 -%
34/
1
4 .4.1.4

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING

KANA D YChJ
COM( SACK
10.
0ORROW,

127/
1
2 +%

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

($2.00 Mall-in Rebate)
PLUS
Receive 3 Discount Coupons
For Processing — A $3 Value

Snap Shot
Photo

And for two excruciating months, he was
simply known as "Skinhead of the Jungle."

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

1 Cavil
5 Verve
9 Haggard
heroine
12 Mixture
13 Assistant
i4 Oolong _
15 Contracts
17 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
18 Swiss river
19 Killed
21 Falls in drops
23 Begged
27 Printer's
measure
28 -Falcon —"
29 Sailor: colloq.
31 Sun. speech
34 Singer Don
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Go ahead. Pull out a plate and pile it full of pizza,
salad and pasta. All you want. As often as you like
at the Pizza Inn Buffet.

.11795
(3
,Z11095
7 (3

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 19841

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
No Coupon Necessary

I

753-0900

Storey's
Pier 1 Imports
Bel-Air Laundry Murray Insurance
Revco
Deep Tan
Overby Honda
Murray Florist
Keel's Vacuum
Memories
Sears
ASCS
Judy & Shere's
Merle Norman
Cablevision
Sirloin Stockade
Bel-Air Decor
Artcraft
Unique Body Fitness Center
Murray Sewing Center
Treas Do-It Center
14 Kt. Solid Gold Jewelers

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Hwy. 641
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

egal

Legal

1

1
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1

Werray Ledger 8r Times
Legal

1

Legal

Legal

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR KENTUCKY POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (KPDES) PERMIT ISSUANCE
The Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection, Division of Water, proposes to issue the ICPDES permit
for the facility described below:
ANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORPORATION, Route 2, Box 54, Murray, Kentucky. NPDES No. KY0003433. This

permit action involves existing process wastewater, cooling water, sanitary, and storm water runoff discharges
from a manufacturer of speciality organic chemicals that enter East Fork Clarks River at mile 57.4 in Calloway

County. Permit Writer: R. Bruce Scott.
Persons wishing to comment upon or object to the proposed action or the proposed permit conditions are invited
to submit comments in writing to the Division of Water at the above address. The comments must be received
by January 6, 1987. The applicant's name and NPDES number should be included in the first page of comments.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION
By: Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent

Interested persons may also request in writing that the Director of the Division hold a public hearing on any application. The request must be filed within the comment period and must indicate the interest of the party filing
it and the reasons why a hearing is warranted. When there is significant public interest, the Director will hold
a public hearing, pursuant to 401 KAR 5:075, Section 7. After consideration of comments submitted during the
comment period, the hearing record, if any, and the requirements of the Federal and State Acts and appropriate
regulations, the Director of the Division will make a determination regarding final permit action.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
OWNER:
LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
ARCHITECT:
PECK FLANNERY GREAM WARREN INC.
101 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
P.O. Box 510
-PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42002-0610
PROJECT:
HVAC RETROFIT
CALLO WAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
BID DOCUMENTS:
Obtainable from Architect's office, a $25.00
refundable deposit is required for each set.
Documents will be available on or after
December 5, 1986. Partial plan sets and specifications will not be available.
BID DATE:
December 23, 1986, 2:00 p.m. at the library
CONDITIONS OF BID:
1. Bidder to furnish Bid Bond for 5% of bid.
2. Bid to be valid for 45 days after bid date.
3. Successful bidders will furnish and pay for
a Labor and Material Payment Bond.
4. Owner reserves the right to waive any informalities and to reject any or all bids.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Project consists
of replacing rooftop HVAC Units and modifications to the distribution system.
Margaret Trevathan
Librarian
LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
710 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
December 5, 1986

Permit applications, draft permits, fact sheets or statement of basis, and additional information are available
by writing or visiting the Division of Water. Business hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except holidays. A copying machine Ts available for public use at 10 cents per page.
Please bring the preceding to the attention of persons whom you know will be interested.
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NO
CREDIT?
GOOD
JOB?
LOT
FINANCING
RIDE TODAY
CALL SAMMY
753-6448

Every chid's dream
come true! Santa is
available to visit
children in your
home from 6-9 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri. & all day
on Saturday.
Call:
WE TAKE THE CAKE
509 N. 7th St.
753-9280

WE TAKE'THE CAKE
509 N. 7th St.
753-9280
Come by to see our:
Unique Christmas arrangements; 4' balloon
wreaths; fruit, juice &
tea baskets and
decorating for holiday
parties. We have the
most delicious cakes.
Mon.-Fri. 9-5.

w4'.

I

tt't'''n
'Eugene Collins

Notice
:1. ', ,Thr.stmas idea,
rt your old home
mr:v7eY to video tape
service
Re-.,!..aoie rates Call
F,..-752; or 753-8363
.aner 8p.m. #

Hey, Hey,
Hey!
WILLARD
DUNCAN
is 65 today!
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

•

JJE HA:,A SRELL.N6
TEST AT SCHOOL TODAY
ANDI 60T A
PERFECT SCORE.

SHE AZKED ME TO
FiLL OUT AN
ACCIDENT REPORT:
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NOT ONLY 114AT,
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WELL, GARFIELP,
WHAT DO YOU
"THINK OF MY
PARTY OUTFIT?

is still time
before Christmas to
have copies of your old
family pictures made
for Xmas presents.
Carter Studio, 3rd &
Main, 753-8298.
GLASS work and odd
job service. Auto glass
installed, plate glass,
alum. doors, closers
and hinges repaired
Also, storm doors, windows & screens repaired. Glass table tops
& mirrors cut to size &
shape. Insulated glass,
patio door glass, plus
some types of odd job
serivce- all at M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center, 753-0180 or
753-2798.

Bits & Pieces
ILLBET YOU

lJEVER Kt:JEV./
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WHAT I WANT TO
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Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at the
office of the Board, College Farm Road,
Calloway County, Kentucky, until 1:30 P.M.
C.S.T., Thursday, December 18, for the furnishing of all labor, materials, services and
equipment required to complete Storage
Building Relocation for Calloway County
Schools, Calloway County, Kentucky. At the
appointed time and place all proposals will
be publicly opened and read.
Specifications may be obtained from
Calloway County Schools, College Farm
Road, Calloway County, Kentucky.
Any bid received after the time set for opening bids will be returned, unopened, to the
bidder.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.

Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
Division of Water
Permit Review Branch
18 Reilly Read
Frankfort, Kentucky 40001
(502) 564-3410
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS

PUBLIC NOTICE

Jo of August 19, 1986, 1
dl S orced
fromagie
Mize Collins
no A Margie Mize), and
th,--efore, I am not
re.pnnsible for her

1

Open
Dec. 6, 1986
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Homemade items,
made by your
hometown people.
Crafts, Ceramics,
Quilt Tops, etc.
1607 W Olive
753-7359
/k/k1TA 71aus suit
rental- Mr. Tuxedo
759-4473 Ask about New
1;
!rk.
ar;
Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold. 14kt. gold chains.
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

Notice

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100°. of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20°.). We
even pay on office
calls and other out
of hospital expenses. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"
it-IE 1-loliday season is
almost here & at Pam's
Cake Hut we want to
dress up your dinner
table with a delicious
homemade cake. How
about a fresh coconut,
carrot, Italian cream,
German chocolate,
pecan pie or pumpkin.
We use only the best of
products & family recipes for our homemade
cakes So let us ease the
holiday work load- just
call 759-4492 or come by
410 Main St.. Pam's
Cake Hut

2
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Sure-Flame
Outside Wood
Burning Furnaces
$500 Off During
December
Also FREE
Brass Trim On All
Appalachian Wood
Stoves and Inserts
Good selection
of used stoves.

OZARK
LOG HOMES
& STOVE
SHOP
121 Bypass
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-3

He's 29 and
plays
still
with toys.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
G.M.C.

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur
Weddings and
Special
Occasions

Purdom
Motors,Inc.
753-5315

FIARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY. 753-6001.
monogramed
PRE
name on all appliques
done at Faye's, next to
Pagliai's, 753-7743.
Open daily till 6p.m.

NEED INSURANCE?

Tri Chem
Christmas

....Get The Best....
*$1,000,000 Major Medical
-For Individuals
*Preferred Rates on Medicare
Supplement
*Excellent Cancer Plus
*Personalized Life Insurance
(Term-Business Ins.-Universal LifeIRA-Annuities — We Have It All)
*Group Insurance...Cur Specialty
*Temporary Major. Medical

Open House

Call-Bennett & Associates
753-7273
305 N. 4th Murray

Dec. 12th
1 p.m.-8 p.m.
Share Contest

(bring your best
pointed items)
•Prizes •Sales
*Christmas Displays
Come and
bring a Friend
On the Backer:hue-OW,
1
2 miles west
No. 164, 2/
of Kirksey

For information cal
Gracie EnvIn
489-2174

2 .Notice
000011101015000

REGISTER

TO WIN
THE

GRAND
PRIZE
In

ArkiMai
'
l0
leum.
GO
SWEEPSTAKES
Your Choice of
VCR, 19" TV or
Executive Inn
Weekend For 2
Sign up in Cheri
Theatre Lobby
Drawing Dec. 22

1:=EL
Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
5. Lost and Found
LOST dog- white &
grey, mixed, female, 1'
tall, dark eyes, short
hair, "Missy" Family
pet. Reward. 762.4213.

6. Help Wanted
EXCELLENT income
for home assembly
work. For info call
504-646-1700. Dept.
P-821.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
816.040-159.230; yr. Now
hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-8155 for current
federal list.
LADY to live-in with
invalid lady. Board &
salary. Call 759-1661.
INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
,
s,;
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AS S T`i
Ot4
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Call Toll Free Anytime

1-8

34-1203

NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
If:
1 lyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, 21 you
have been out of school
9 months or more, i3
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:00 5 days a week_
SITTER: sitter wanted
nights for 2 children, in
my house. Must have
references. P.0 Box
1071, Murray. Ky.
Refinery Corp.
offers pleanty of money
plus cash bonuses,
fringe benefits to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of experience. write
J.D. Byers, Texas Refinery Corp., Box 711,
Fort Worth, Texas
76101.
TYPIST- $500 weekly at
home. Information send
self addressed stamped
envelope to R. Renfroe,
Rt. 5 Box 561-A,
Murray, Ky.

TrXAS

Steel
Building
Dealership with
Major Manufacturer - Sales &
Engineering support. Starter ads
furnished. Some
areas taken. Call
(303) 759-3200
Ext. 2401.
9. Situation

Wanted

rp

you have odd jobs
that need hired doneplease call the PACA
Office & register them.
We have fathers that
are unemployed & need
to pay their support to
their children. Christmas is here & there are
special Christmas expenses & winter clothing needed for their
children. Please help
them with this problem.

489-2576, 753-3824."
kP Duty:ereeed professional Relp cleaning
the house for the
holidays? By the hour,
day, week, or month.
Reasonable rates,
maximum productivity.
Call 435-4421.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
9

Situation

Wanted

WILL do babysitting
anytime in my home on
Hwy. 94 E. Call 753-61586.
WILL do sewing In my
home, ladies and
childrens clothes. Call
492-8204.
10. Business Opportunity
.EACH for the
Opportunity- A world of
opportunity and Independence awaits you
with the most exciting
new high profit printing
franchise. Our national
headquarters is in Columbus. Ohio, with 33
independently owned
stores nationwide. Our
current network of
stores stretches from
Ohio to sunny Florida
and we are now En a
position to open a new
location in the Murray
area. The Ink Well
offers the most complete, most competitively priced opportunity in the, Industry.
Our classroom and
handson training
makes this high demand business easy to
learn. Plus, we provide
ongoing support in
marketing, operations
and advertising.
Financial assistance
available to qualified
individuals. If you have
management skills, can
communicate effectively. and have *25-140.
-000 to invest in you
future call
1-800-235.2221 For further info
and
brochures- The Ink
Well, Corporate Offices,
2323 Lake Club Dr.,
Columbus. Ohio 43232.
14

Want to Buy

15. Articles for Sale
1986 SEWING machine,
zig-zags, monograms,
makes button holes,
even sews on buttons &
designs- all without
attachments. Less than
3 months old. Sold new
for over $300, pay
balance of $90 or as
sume payment of $15
per month. Phone 753
3316.
16. Home Furnishings
GOOD wood dining
table, 6 chairs and
buffet, chrome table's &
chairs. Coffee tables &
end tables. Refrigerator. Bedroom & living
room furniture. Lots of
other items. See at 512
South llth St.
MATCHING sofa, love
seat and chair, rust and
brown, $150. Free standing Franklin stove and
some pipe, $75. Figidaire stove, brown, .30"
self cleaning oven. $25.
753-7792.
PLAID couch & matching love seat, $150. Call
753-7187 after 4p.m.
PRE -Christmas sale.
Drastic savings store
wide!!! Specials on all
recliners & swivel
rockers starting at
$89.95. Curio & gun
cabinets, cedar chests
all reduced for Christmas. See us before you
buy. Carraway Furniture, 106N. 3rd St.
ROUND oak table & 6
chairs with china
cabinet, antique solid
wood. Will accept best
offer. Call 753-9930.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

24. Miscellaneous
COMPLETE- $685
wardrobe, large
womens sizes- 48-60.
Lost weight, destroyed
invoices, cannot return.
Sell together or
seratel . 437-4439.
Fir-FI stereo with record & tape player. Call
436-2611 after 4p.m.
FIREWOOD for sale$25 a rick delivered,
$27.50 stacked. Phone
436-5430.
1974 EDITION of Encyclopaedia Britannica,
1 vol. missing. Call
753-6886.
JUST arrived- new
shipment of Lawn
Sweepers- Stokes
Equipment Co. 753-1319,
Industrial Rd.
JUST in time for
Christmas- Go-carts.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree P.ortable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
LEAVES. LEAVES.
pickup those leaves
with a new Lawn
Sweeper from Stokes
Equipment Co. 753-1319,
Industrial Rd.
NEW gun cabinet,
crafted, $200. Call 1-502492-8358, Hazel.
OAK firewood. Also,
have slab wood. Phone
753-5476.
O AK & hickory
firewood for sale. Call
436-2587.
O AK & hickory
firewood, $20 a rick, you
haul. Call 437-4829.
SEASONED oak slab
wood. $15 rick you haul.
437-4829.
W ANTED: Men,
women, boys and girls,
of all ages, to attend
Bible classes at the
lAke-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Sundays at 10a.m. and
6p.m. If you need a ride
call 759-1602.
WEST KENTUCKY
HARDWOOD KILN 3955900.
W HIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool.
753-0595.
WOOD $22.50 a rick
delivered. Call 436-2206.
WOOD- you haul, $20.
Call 436-5633.

Miirray Ledger & Times

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1984 WILLOW Creek
14x60, 2 BR, 1 bath,
refrigerator & stove.
Like new. $9800. Call
489-2868 after 5:30p.m.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
1 BR trailer. 4 miles ouf
east 94. Call 753-8438.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
CE 2 BR trailer. near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
29. Heating and Cooling
TM have ,several used
electric heaters for
sale. Also, air compressors, new & used
electric motors, battery
chargers & electric
buffers. Dill Electric
759-1577.
30. Business Rentals
Office space for rent
on Court Square.
$150 a month
Month-to-month
Rental.
Call 753-1916
ext. 41
LARGE officesp
T5
-E
professional building.
Private bath. Reasonable rent. call 753*695 Mon. -Fri.
8a.m.-5p.m.
SMALL building at 15th
& Olive, 500 sq ft Call
753-2967
32. Apts for

Rent

32. Apts for Rent
ONE bedroom Duplex
near hospital downtown
Deposit required. Call
436-5356.
STUDENT wanted to
share house with another Nice place. furnished. A minute from
campus. 753-4101, 7535350.

Chain Saw
Sharpened

Anv

46

Homes for Sale

49.Used Cars
53.Services Offered
11081 DODGE Mirada
fully loaded, 64,000 Al QUALITY Plumbmiles, moon roof. ing. Repair- remodel.
sharp Call 753-4834 or Work Guaranteed.
Phone 492-8846
759-9988
1982 ESCORT $1995
APPLIANCE repair
Call 753-9767 after 6p m
washers dryers
1985 MAEDA 626, 4 door, refrigerators ranges
cruist & air. silver, air cond George Hodge
5-speed. Local. 1 owner
& Son, 10 Dixieland
$7300 Call 753-0563
Shopping Center 753
78 280ZX, silver with 4669.
black interior, $3600 '82 APPLIANCE REPAIR
Mercury Cougar. 4 Factory authorized for
door. $2950 Call after • Tappan, Kelvinator and
4p m 759-1059
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
50 Used Trucks
microwaves, di s
1978 GMC pickup, long Ii washers. r e
bed, 69.000 miles Call frigerators, etc
Earl
753-0123 or 436-5433
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
1980 DATSUN King Cab, 5341
5-speed with air. ExcelIrrigation -Residential
lent condition See at 1104
South 1 6th or call
CAMPBELL WELL
753-8124.
DRILLING
1980 FORD F.100. 12
McKenzie Tri
ton pickup 1 owner
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
Call 753-0521 or 436-2165
901 352 5704
aft0' 5p.m

2 BR. 1 bath, remodeled
home with seperate
garage apt & outbuilding. Located on 3 acre
lot. 3 1/2 ml N.W. of
Murray
Appointment
only call after 5p.m
753.7224. $45,000.
3 BR brick house, real
nice family room & carport
Located in
FOR RENT
Lynnwood Estates Must
2
BR
apt
ref .
sell. 753-3975.
dishw•sh•r.
stov•,
DELUXE 3 bedroom, 2
carpeting, water furnished
bath rick home on 15
in Northwood. C•ntral
acres_ 7 miles east of
hest. low utilities $235
Murray. 2 car attached
per month.
garage, fireplace, patio
759-44013
& deck
Will reduce
$10,000 to $69.900 if
closing completed by
34. Houses for Rent
12/29/86. Phone. 4362 BEDROOM house for 5574.
rent. Partially fur- FOR sale by
owner nished. $225 per month dream cottage
in Hazel.
plus deposit. Call 753- Suitable for couple
& 1
4070 or 753-6780.
child. 821.000. Phone
2 BR. 2 bath, partially 502-492-8378.
furnished house. No FOR sale or lease
pets. $200 per month corner lot, 1316 Vine,
2
plus 8200 deposit. Re- BR, bath, utility,
living
ferences required. 753- room
large kitchen
9213.
front porch, window air
2 BR house, near Un- conditioning, gas heat.
iversity, gas heat. Call good shape. 900 sq ft.
489-2244.
living area. 2 yr rent
2 BR house in country. lease or sale deposit &
Rent reasonable. Call references required.
753-7671.
753-9400 after 6:30p.m.
HOUSE for rent, lovely Available Feb. 1st.
country setting, MOVING, must sell
screened patio. Located now! Three bedroom, I
in Buchanan area. Call bath. North edge of city
901-247-5335.
limits. 1/2 acre lot, full
NOUSE for rent in Lynn basement, approx. 2000
Grove, $200 a Month. square feet. wood stove.
Reduced to $33.000. Call
Call 436-5579.
TWO bedroom house, § 753-9553.
miles north of town. MUST sell- house on lot.
Rent 8165/ month plus Will trade for truck or
deposit. Call 753-4073 car. Cheap. Negotiable.
Call night 437-4214,
after 6p.m.
morning 753-3172.
36. For Rent or Lease

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts. OFFICE
building for sale
near downtown Murray. or lease.
MG's for part. Any
2000 sq ft on
Call 753-4109, 762-6650
shape. Call 753-8087 and droom suite with full
Court Square in Benton
size Sealy mattress &
leave message.
1 BR apt., central heat Ky. Call 527-0916 8am & air. washer & dryer 4.30 pm.
NEED CASH We are box springs. Also.
hook-up, low utilities.
buying trustees & mor- maple students desk.
No pets. Call 753-3949.
tgages Do yourself a Call 753-1796 after 5p.m.37. Livestock-Supplies
favor & call or write us:
1 BR furnished apt $100 MEAT hogs,
250-280 lbs.
20.
Sports
Equipment
Rush Financial Service,
a month. 'No pets Call Delivered to slaughter
RI 1 Box 174-B, Good combination hurl.
753-3139.
house 7 cents a lb.
Puryear. Tn. 38251 or ting/fishing boat, 14 ft.
1 BR furnished apt., above market price.
(901)247-5777.
• Dura-Craft with 25hp
near dbwntown. Deposit 753-0672 after 5p.m.
WANT to buy raw furs
elec. start Evinrude,
required. Now availa- SIMMEN AL
and
Stanley Owen Mc- pedestal seats, carpet, 2
ble. Phone 436-2755.
Simbrah _bulls. PerClellan, Pulaski, Ill. batteries, Minn-kota
1 BR furnished apt. formance & semen
trolling motor. 753-8987
Phone 615-342-6316
near downtown. Deposit tested. Excellent qualWANT., to. buy 4anding ater 5 .m.
required. Now availa- ity. $650 & up. Cadiz.
hardwood saw timber. TRI LINE exercise
ble. No children or pets. Ky. 522-8794.
Call John Hover at bicycle, excellent conAdults preferred. Phone
dition. Call 753-1681.
753-0338
38. Pets-Supplies
436-2755.
2 BEDROOM apt. 901 4 YEAR old good hun15 Articles for Sale
2 2 . Musical
Sunny Lane, located 2 ter. 2- 8 mo. old just
blocks west of Big starting. $125 for all
1081 ATV 110 3 wheeler. NEW piano with bench.
Johns. Unfurnished. Call 7534975
Also, utitity rack for purchased in '79. Ex$225 rent & deposit. Call
pickup. • All priced to cellent condition. Must
753-3415. after 5p.m. AKC puppies ready fOr
sell Call 753 0953
see to appreciate. 753Christmas! Toy
753-7123.
1981
110 3-wheeler. 9514 or after 5p.m.
Poodles, Boston
2 BR, 2 bath apt. Low
Also, utility rack for 753-8288.
terriers, Blue-heelers, 1
utilities. No pets. Call
pickup. All priced to PIANO. Spinet, excelNow Concord Aroa
male Chihuahua 522
753-3949.
lent condition, perfect
sell. Call 753 0953
7631 (Cadiz).
10-12 Inch 2
BR
apt.
near
Health
student
piano. $995. Call
JO An's Varieties has a
AKC small Toy Poodle
14-16 inch Center, funished $280 a
variety of items to suit after 5p.m. 753-8824.
puppies, 2- 8 weeks, 2 4
month)
or
unfurnished
436-2878
PIANO for sale.
any ladies taste in
weeks. Great Christmas
112601 includes water &
eluding. Holiday Wanted: responsible
gift. 753-0499 if no
ffas
heat.
759-4923.
dresses,• casual dresses, party to assume small 26. TV -Radio
answer 753-2771.
2 BR duplex. 2 BR
denim skirts & shirts, monthly payments on
CHRISTMA
S puppies
MAGNAVO
furnished
console
X
apt. Lease &
gasoline jeans, piano. See locally. Call
AKC male Peekigneese,
sweaters, lingerie, and credit manager 1-800- color TV.. only $7 per deposit. No pets. 753- $200. AKC tiny male
&
week. Rudolph 9208 after 4p.m.
accessories including 447-4266.
female Chihuhua, $175the now popular gold & PLAYER piano, plays Goodyear- Whirlpool, 2 BR, unfurnished apt. $200. Peekapoos,
$100.
1417 Hillwood Dr. $275.
silver all at discounted well, $1900. Call 753-0696.
Deposit. References. Shots and wormed.
prices Remember, every 437-4432
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
753-8787 before 4:30, 1-502 879 8532 Horse
day's a sale day at
Branch
12x70, 1079, 2 BR, 2 bath. after 4:30 753-6078.
Jo An's, Court Square, 24. Miscellaneous
POODLE puppies,
extra
nice,
furnished
ALMOST
new
2
bcirm.
Murray 753 9569.
riED mats for all makes
AKC, males, 5 months,
energy efficient brick
kENMORE electric & models of pick-up Call 759-1091
$100. Call 7534106.
duplex
in
CARROUg
1977
Northwood
EL,
range, baby bed & trucks! Tool boxes for
Heat pump and TVA 'REGISTERED r a f
playpen, etc Call 492
compact trucks. Stokes 14x70, 3 BR, 2 bath.
deck, central heat & air, insulation- requirement terrier puppies, small
8680 after 6p.m.
Tractor 753-1319.
for low heat bills. type. Paul Bailey 753$7500. Call 759-4754
WHIRLPOOL re
CAMOUFLAGE Army
Appliances furnished. 3723.
frigerator, only $8 per field jackets & boots. 1986 WILLOW Creek On
quiet dead-end
UKC registered Raf
14x80,
3
BR,
2
bath,
week
Rudolph Jerry's Sporting Goods,
street. No pets. Deposit Terrior puppies. Loyd
partially
furnished.
Goodyear Whirlpool, 6th & Walnut, Mayfield,
Smith, Benton, KY.
Central air unit. 10x9 required. Call 753-7185.
753 0595
Ky. 1-247-4704.
storage building in • FICIENCY apt. 502-527-7908.
cluded. All must be furnished, 1-2 blocks
41.Public Sales
moved or make ar- from University. $165 a
rangements with park month includes utilities.
owner. $17,000 or take 753-3536 or ask for
Marlene 753-2633.
over payments with
small down payment. FOR rent- 1 bedroom
Fri. & Sat.
Call 753-6110 or 437 4679 efficiency apt. 1602
Dec.
12 & 13
Miller
Ave.West
side.
after 5p.m.
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
FOR sale or rent 12x63 Come by.
mobile home, 3 BR. FOR rent- duplex apt.. 1
Candlelite Estates
Set up on wooded lot block from MSU camin
Almo 2nd house
pus.
$165
per
month.
near Ky. Lake, 502-443Call 753-1914 or 753-2649.
on right.
2693.
HOLLYPARK 1978, li'UKNISHED 2 BR apt..
Double bed, 3 dressers,
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. Dec. 11-13
14x70, 2 BR, central gas some utilities paid, near
1 maple dining room
900 Coldwater Road
heat/air. 2 acres University. Deposit retable & 6 chairs, new
quired. $165. Call 753759-4577 CASH SALES ONLY
wooded lot
N. 121,
G.E.microwave, 2
4012, 753-8756.
753-1953 or 489 2854.
recliners, Frigidaire
LARGE, extra nice.
refrigerator, other misc.
furnished apt.. utilities
paid, near hospital &
University. No pets or
••••••('
-Y8411
children. Deposit re- 43 Real Estate
quried. $235 per month. kOPPERUD Realty
Days 753-3415 or night offers a complete range
753-8756.
of Real Estate services
HITACHI TM( 30211
MUR-Cal apts. Nor- with a wide selection of
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. quality homes in the
Now renting. Equal city & in the county. All
Housing Opportunity. price ranges. Phone
759-4984.
753-1222 for courteous,
NEW 2 BR apt. No pets competent Real Estate
please. Call 753-9475 or service. We make buy
•125 watts per channel integrated empitfier
ing & selling Real
•Quartz digital tuner w ,16 preset stations •Duel
753-0521.
well cassette deck veDalby B •Lineer tracking
Estate easy for you.
NEW 3 BR duplex
direct drive turntable wecart •12'' 3 way speaker
double carport, apsystem •Rack w Mess top IL doors
44
Lots for Sale
pliances furnished
central heat & air. Close 16 ADJOINING lotsFull Featured Compact Disc wIth Remote
Sugg Retail $329 96
to campus. 753-5114 or New Concord area. All
753-7947.
for $1200. Phone
NICE 1 BR apt., stove. 436-5574.
refrigerator, water
furnished. Completely 45 Farms for Sale
carpeted, low heat, also 3 EXTRA good farms
carport. In the county. 246 acres (good 7 room
•LCD Reed Out with Quartz Clock •Auto Reverse
DX
Call 753-5410 or 753-6458.
•1101119
modern house. 2
Tape Deck •Preset Tuning 16FMAIAM)telgt Dec
Compact
Disc
Digital Audio Meyer
Ironic Sun •Fecker. Loudness and Segersts
NICE efficiency apt., tobacco barns, stable,
BessiTrebis Controls •OXitocal and Marso/lislono
furnished, some utilities tool shed, plenty water
Switches •Locking Feet-fortver0Mewinel •Pourer
paid, near Hospital & now rocks. 124 acrs. big
Antenna Lead •MounIng Kit tor Most Cars
University. No pets or barn, stable, fenced,
children. Deposit re- water. 75 acres real
quired. $1615 per month. good. lots of grass,
Days 753-3415, nights water, all on black top
753-8756.
road, lot of frontage
ROW renting 1 & 2 EIR Call 502-885-5812. Only
apts. at Embassy. Car- serious inquiries All
dinal & College Farm good crop base.
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
46. Homes for Sale
tAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent TWO,sl.ory house, new
Subsidised apt. 1. 2 or 3 roof, new wiring, gas
BR. Apply Hilldale heat, sits on large lot at
Apts., Hardin, Ky
1105 W
Main Call
MC-VISA
Financing Available
E qual Housing 753-3642 days, 753-5738
Opportunity.
nights

WHITE Provincial
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Free Estimates

53

Services Offered

Repair and refinish
furniture
Qualified & experienced
Have choice
Antique Furniture

Motorcycles

53 Services Offered
LEE'S CARPE1
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & uphoist
ery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED Electrician
for residential ano
commercial
Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753 7203
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, hurricane
straps 759 4850
NEED work on your
trees' We can beautify
your yard by toping
shaping, dead wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees
For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service
753 0338 The compel
lion knows us
you
should too

Hubert Coles
Antiques

1984 V.65 MAGNA. 2000
miles, brand new. $2500
Call 753-8555 after 5p.m
641 South
CHRIS'S Motorcycle
492-8714
Salvage & Repair Call
474-2313.
2 MEN want to do yard
work Tree trimming,
49. Used Cars
removal cif unwanted
trees 41 shrubbery.
1970 OLDS Delta 88
hauling & wood for sale
Cheap reliable trans_.portation. $400 Call No job to big or small
Free sistimates.. Reafter 5p.m 753-9940
ferences,_ experience.
1977 GRAND Prix SJ. Call
7 5 3 - 06 80 good condition, 8800. or 759-1683.
Call 753-7173 after 4p.m
1977 MERCURY Bob
Cat Wagon, new motor,
power & air cond. New
tires Clean. Call 7532706 before 5p.m 7535120 after 5p.m.
Make your old
1978 CH
ROLET
Caprice. 305 engine, ps.
cabinets look like
pb, ac. Great shape.
new with wood groin
Very clean, runs good.
B estoffer
laminated plastic
1901 i247-5330
new doors hardware
1978 MERC
R7
and counter tops.
Marquis. new tires,
good battery, needs Many styles and colors.
work. $225
Call
Free estimates.
753-3802.
436-5560
1980 CUTLASS Olds
Supreme. good shape ALL type masonry
but needs motor. Best work, block, brick,
offer. Call 436-5462.
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE Kenmore.
Mile
Westinghouse.
Rent From Gene At
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
• Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872. 4365848 i home

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

CARPET installation,
professional service
Also repairs •Satisfac
tier guaranteed Glenn
Bebber 759 1247.
CONTRACTOR
car
pentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates
489-2663.
D&G Builders Experienced builders of
houses, garages &
storage buildings. Call
474- 8000.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked or graveled
Also, top soil. Call
753-1537.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Dwain Taylor

Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

753-9224
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it You
buy, I install
You
break, I fix Call 434
2868 evenings.
PAINTING- Paper
hanging. commerical or
residential, Free es
timates, References 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759 1987
SEWING Mackine Re
All makes anti
pair
models. Home & In
dustrial Bag closing'
machines Also scissor
sharimning 40 yrs
experience All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill. 753 2674.
Stella, Ky.
TREE WORK
Corn
plete removal, topping,
trimming, stumps
mechanically removea
Experienced
Larry
Wood 753 9596
WET BASEMENT 1 We
make wet basemen's
dry
Work cornpi-etei.v •
guaranteea
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2 Box
409A
Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

..yr

Aluminum and vinyl
siding Custom trim
work. References
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years ex
perience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & out
door. Odd' jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops sinks
panels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 753
9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
7 5 3 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate.

SMALL
CARPENTRY

A-1 Fireplace and
Gas Repair, Chimney
Cleaning, Masonary
Work, Damper. Hood
and Firebox Repair.

Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?
14 Per Day
14' Per

REX CAMP
Backhoe and trenching service, in
stalling city sewer,
water lines, septic
tank, lateral lines,
master plumber 30 years.

753-0953

753-9440

NOTICE- formerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service
14 years experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Corn
plete tree care. Owner:
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
for free estimate.

56 . Free Column
FREE kittens. 1 month
old, just in time for
Xmas Call 435.4265
after 5p.m

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!

In-Store Sale

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

MOVING SALE

25% off all clothes and shoes
10% off toys
Hanger Items - $2 each
3 for $5.00, 7 for $10.00
504 table items

World of Sound
Xmas Specials

mom

-4111IP

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

5.39

OVER

5.39
.05

20

YEARS

EXPERIENCE

of:'
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 02071
753 7113
We blev Gold. Silver 6 010"100th
We loan money on anything of value
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday

•
•

sOLID WOOD CABINETS
RAISED PANt'
13,r rl • Oalk • A,
GUNCASES • MANTLES •
KITCHEN CABINET TORS • VANITIE,
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE eic ,Ivisi-wyk•
COMnfritivt PRIM Drop Iv & Se• 0,Display

• 409 Sunbury

753-5940.

Circle

•

FASHIONABLE LADIES RINGS

Makeup & Order Only
L-243
ise,t9,
..kor.•
.60 Ct.
4146411180 T.G.W.

1-320
•
.75 Ct.
it
zir. T.G.W.
Sapphire & Diamond

•

L-261
Ap .60 Ct.
T.G.W.

•

Sapphire & Diamond

Sapphire & Diamond

$ 1799°

'1499°

L-273
.75 Ct.
T.G.W.

.

1-321
1.25 Ct.
T.G.W.
". 41.

44-1
Ruby & Diamond

Ruby & Diamond

1299°
....,_,_,

1-113
Also, W/G
Jade Plain

4.'U'i
-__ ,

L-244
1.25 Ct.
T G.W.

$9990

,

$849°

Two Weeks Only

L-323
1.40 Ct.
T.G.W.

4

Ruby & Diamond

Ruby

L-1 1 1
Also, W/G
Jade Plain

seti
•

$5990

Sapphire & Diamond

81399°

-

L-131
1.20 Ct.
T.G.W.

.

Diamond

$1599°
-

YA

er
Onyx & Diamond

Onyx & Diamond

1- 1 10
Also, W/G
Plain

Onyx & Diamond

95990
$4990

.

Many others to choose from, overstocked on
some models, our loss is your gain.

"We Service What We Sell"
222 S. 12th
753-5865

Onuty-s

Complimi•nrs

813995

Items Prkbd too low to mention!
Stop by. Save! Save! Save!

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

Gold
Closed
Yesterday
390.50
Opened
387.10
Today
Down
3.40

.

..

100 pts. = 1 Ct .50 Ct. = /
1
2 Ct.
L-634-14K
, 1
1 Ct Waterfall T.W.
vs&

L-633-14K
'h

7
$4999°

A

I.,

1-635-I4K 2 Ct. Waterfall T.W.
2 Ct.' Diamond

Ct vyaterfall T.W.

'3499°

1-632-14K /
1
4 Ct. Waterfall T.W.

C799"

/
1
4 Ct. Diamond

"
6 189

14 Kt. Solid Gold Jewelers
Murray, Ky.

Bel-Air Center

753-1293 ,

•

'
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Budget cuts to cause delays at UK
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — A budget cut of
$5.5 million will cause
delays in hiring, equipment purchases and
maintenance and
renovation projects, according to University of
Kentucly President
Otis Singletary.
The reductions follow
the announcement last
week of state cutbacks
because of a revenue
shortfall. All eight state
universities were asked
to cut their state funding
by about 2 percent.
, 0 n Tuesday,
singletary told the
Board of Trustees that
$1 7 million will be cut
irom operating contingencies; $43,700 from

a salary incentive
reserve; $2.8 million
from the Lexington
campus, medical center
and community colleges; and $1.1 million
from debt service.
The salary fund
money is used for
negotiating purposes
when professors are,beEng recruited by other
schools.
The debt service
reduction will not delay
plans to add fire safety
equipment in campus
buildings, Singletary
said.
In other action, the
trustees:
— Accepted from
Owensboro and Daviess
County the deed to the

105-acre tract for a community college, the 14th
in the system. The
board also named
James H. McDannel,
the college's acting
director, as the first
director.
McDannel had served
as associate director of
the Madisonville Community College. The
new college is scheduled
to open in 1988.
— Approved $58
million in revenue bonds
for new buildings on the
Lexington campus and
at the community
colleges.
— Named the UK arts
center after Singletary,
who is retiring.
- Eqtablished two en-

CORN-AUSTIN'S

dowed chairs at the
Albert B. Chandler
Medical Center, worth
$1.75 million. One for
diagnostic radiology
will be in honor of Dr.
Harold D. and Doris
Rosenbaum and the
other for surgery will be
in honor of Dr. Marius
E. Johnston and
Margaret Johnston
Wright.

WISH
UPON A
HRISTMA
SALE

— Established a
separate, but affiliated,
corporation to operate
the university hospital.
The corporation
replaces the former
Board of Supervisors
and will include five UK
board members On its
own board.

European, U.S. college costs compared
WASHINGTON (AP I
-- College students in
four West European
countries pay little or no
tuitions and fees compared to the amounts
paid by their American
counterparts, a study of
higher education costs
released today said.

•

The study by D. Bruce
Johnstone also found
- that of the five nations
examined, only in
Sweden are parents not
officially expected to
contribute to their
children's living expenses while they are in
college
The study. "Sharing
the Costs of Higher
Education.- published
by the College Entrance
Examination Board,
compared means of
'paying for higher education in the United States,
Great Britain. Sweden,
France and West
Germany.
Johnstone, president
of Buffalo State College
and an authority on
financial aid policy, said

parental contributions
in the United States are
very light at the low and
lower-middle income
levels. But he said they
become very substantial at upper-middle and
higher incomes for
families with children
attending expensive
private colleges.
''Part of this heavy
parental burden reflects
the higher cost of instruction at U.S. colleges, most of which
have more extensive
physical plants,
nonacademic student
support services and ad-

Christmas
Balloon
Bouquets

ministrative support allow much of higher
than do their European education to be operated
counterparts,'
and financed privately,
Johnstone said in the thus relieving the
study.
government and taxBut part of it stems payers of most of the
from a policy decision to cost, he said.

0

SAVE 20%-50%
THE BEST SELECTION
THE BEST FASHIONS

CD

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The GreaN.M Feeling 1iith Genuine GM Parts

MEN'S

SUITS &
BLAZERS

25%
1984 Mazda Pickup
-Speod Transmission, Louvars, 25,,XXX
Miles,
lue in Color.

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
753.2617

PURCHASE
AREA

sat S. marry,

DEALER

SALE STARTS
DEC. 10TH
SALE ENDS
DEC. 16TH

MEN'S

LARGE GROUP MEN'S

DRESS SHIRTS

SWEATSHIRTS

20%

OFF

OFF

LARGE GROUP

MEN'S

MEN S

MEN'S TOPS

SWEATERS

CASUAL PANTS

20%

$1 499
MEN S

•

SPORTSHIRTS

20%

OFF

20%

OFF

OFF

MEN S

JEANS

20%

OFF

UNION BAY

20%

OFF

Christmas

Friday, Dec. 12, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 13, 8 a.m.-12 noon
4003)

Register For Door Prizes

Grand Prize
A Microwave Oven
Specials Through The Store

TAPPAll. Microwaves

& Dishwashers

LADIES'

LADIES'

1 GROUP LADIES'

JEANS

PARTY WEAR

GENERRA

20%

Refreshments
Served

St
e0
eAl
1b
ri
tt
e
ttkit,
209 South 3rd St.
753-5341

20%

OFF

LADIES

LADIES' SEPERATE

COORDINATED
GROUP

BLOUSES &
SWEATERS

30%
Buy Now
For
Christmas

OFF

OFF

SWEATER COATS

25%

OFF

30%

OFF

50%

OFF

SELECTED
GROUPS

20%-50%

OFF

LADIES'

LARGE GROUP

PURSES

ESPRIT

20%

OFF

20%-50% OFF

SAVE UP TO 75% IN OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
OPEN 9:00-8:00 MON-SAT 1:00-5:00 SUNDAYS

CORN-AUSTIN

ON THE
SQUARE
MURRA1
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Circumstances of world's refugees resemble those in birth, life of Jesus
EDITOR'S NOTE —
This is the second installment of a three-part
Christmas series about
the world's refugees
whose circumstances
resemble those in the
birth and life of Jesus.
By George W.Cornell
AlSWUM Wilber
When the shadow fell
over them, they sensed
the creeping twinges of
anxiety. Then, as the
warning grew clear —
that they were marked
for killing — they ran
for their lives. 'z
That's how it Was for
Joseph and Mary in
Bethlehem, where he
had that dream of the
impending murder of
their child, and that's
how it is today for
countless refugees who
foresee approaching
forces of death.
They quit their countries, striking out into
uncertain futures in
foreign environments,
languages and ways.
For Luis Dominguez,
a Salvadoran of Hartsdale, N.Y., the threat
came in written form, a
note from a "death
squad" saying, "If you
don't like the way we
give away land, we're
going to give away your
family.
"You have five days
to leave the country."
Dominguez, 49, had
been a government
engineer, working for
an agrarian reform program, and he had talked
to a newspaper, critialing the program's
operation, saying it was
being used to eliminate
small farmers and
villages.
His complaint was not
against fairer apportionment of land, he

sayst,"but the main problem was in killing people," with the military
and its friends getting
the land.
When the note came,
he knew he had to leave
to live. He quickly obtained passports to
Costa Rica and with his
wile, Gladys, flew there
in September 1980, his
two children and a
brother soon following.
From there, they flew
to Mexico and eventually walked through the
border into the United
States, crossing the Rio
Grande by night.
Although he is a trained
engineer, obstacles such
as age deter his resuming the profession in this
country.
"I have to change my
work," he says. He now
drives a limousine taxi.
As for Mary and
Joseph, he had that
ominous dream after a
strange visit by noble
Magi to the small house
he had built in
Bethlehem. The regal
visitors adored the
child, Jesus. But that
night, God's warning
came in Joseph's sleep:
"Rise, and flee to
Egypt, and remain
there till I tell you; for
Herod is about to search
for the child, to destroy
him."
Joseph bolted from
the mat, roused Mary,
and while she assembled provisions, saddled
their pack burro. He
strapped on the supplies, with the child
cradled in a sack on the
side.
In pre-dawn darkness,
they hastened
southward down the
limestone ridge.
Such flight is a global
phenomenon these days,

with about 10 million
people, threatened and
harassed, in flight from
their homelands.
They've swarmed
across borders into
other countries.
"There is no way; the
way is made by walking," wrote the Spanish
poet Anthony Machado
of oppressions in .this
rankled world.
Eighty-six percent of
the refugees are women
and children, jammed
in tents or flimsy
shelters of camps or
held in other confinement as aliens, awaiting
admission to some permanent place to settle.
They've severed their
roots, often leaving with
only the clothes on their
backs, their accustomed
qurroundings gone,
homeless, facing clouded tomorrows.
„ "I crawl out," says
Nicauli Comfederat, a
Romanian youth of 18,
about his nighttime
escape across the heavily patrolled Romanian
border into Yugoslavia.
Twice before, he had
been caught trying to do
it, for which he served
20 days in prison. "For
me it was hard," he
says.
On his third try, risking a long prison term,
he made it, although at
one. point he had to remain hidden and motionless in some brush
for 23 hours straight.
He furtively made his
way through Yugoslavia
into Austria, where he
was in a refugee camp
for nine months.
Now living in Columbia, Conn., with a
church family that sponsored his admission last
May, he says of his
Communist homeland:

Potscrubber
Dishwasher
with Temperature
Sensor System

"You cannot speak of
religion. Sometimes,
there is policeman in
church."
Joseph and Mary slipped quietly through the
lower valley, keeping
out of sight in the
ravines and dry wadis
as the sun came up.
Behind them they
could hear the screams
of children and mothers
as Roman troops ravaged Bethlehem under the
king's orders, killing
every child under 2.
Those gasps and cries
of children, and wailing
of mothers, pierce
present-day refugee
camps where many die,
as well as along the
roads getting there.
"I was determined to
protect my children —
they're all I had," says
Tri Tran, 43, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., recalling
how children other than
her three fell into the
sea, swept away, as
refugee families in
small dinghies scrambled up ladders to a
rescue ship after the fall
of Saigon.
"We had lost
everything else."
Haibullah Amoni, 46,
an Afghan of Concord,
Calif., tells of the fear
and cries of his own four
children as they and his
wife, Nafisa, 35, fled
Afghanistan.
One daughter fainted,
"scared to death," he
says, when Russiah
tanks trained a searchlight across the Kuner
River where his family
lay hidden in the brush,
opening fire around
them.
Under the Soviet
crushing of their

homeland, he paid a
$1,000 bribe in 1982 for
passports to India, and
he, his wife and two
children flew to New
Delhi, but Afghan
authorities refused to let
their other two children
out.
"I could not go back
or they kill me," he
says. His wife returned
to Kabul to fetch the
pair, selling all their
possessions to pay a
guide to take the family
to Jalalabad near the
Pakistan border.
Covering 55 miles took
two nights, riding
donkeys and traveling
only in darkness
through jungles and
mountains, resting by
day in a livestock barn
Even in their covert
nighttime movement,

he says, Russian patrols
hunted them.
"When the children
nry, she (his wife)
would close their
mouths with her
hands," he says. "They
had no food, no water
and were drinking at
dirty pools and
sometimes eat leaves
like animals to survive.
"They have to climb
up mountains and down
mountains."
They crossed the
Kuner on an inflated
cowhide-rigged pontoon
and when the SoNiet
tank began firing* as
they crouched on the
other side, it was blown
up by a mine planted by
rebel forces.
"They got rid of that
tank," says Amoni proudly. Without donkeys

Hello,
stranger!

then, his family walked
barefoot another night
through rugged terrain
to Peshawar in
Pakistan.
After a month in a
refugee camp, they
were admitted to join
him in America Sept. 21,
1983.
Joseph and Mary also
avoided the main
routes, hiding by day,
watchful against pursuit, moving mostly at
night. The young Jesus
then was about 2.
Circling around
towns, they passed
Hebron, pushing

thrdugh the lonely
reaches of Beersheba
and across the Daroma
desert with no trees for
shade, where the wind
whipped sand beneath a
biting sun.
They camped by day
at Bedouin watering
places, crossing the
Sinai.
In Egypt, according to
ancient non-canonical
accounts, they were
harried from place to
place, once living in a
wattled lean-to by a
wall, another time
(C,ont'd on page 6B)

Christmas
Tree
Sale P15-,30

.

Searching for answers to all those who/
what/where questions about your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you get over the hurdles
of Ming a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. nmmunity info. Advice On reliable businesses
in your _nev neighborhood. And more.

—1`•
a

au/4;i

Optimist Club of
• Murray
Located Between
Arby's and
Boone's
Laundry on
U.S. 641 N.

OD

'• CALL
Hostess
Kathryn
Outland
753-3079

ekome

Asst. Hostess
//Ali
Ingeborg
King
!
U U/(
492-8348

WHY
PAY
MORE?

seekger
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Car Life Depends
on Car Care
take advantage of these Special Value
Coupons to get your car into tip-top
shape for fall & winter
fix it up before it lets you down

Use These Coupons the Entire Month of December

RUDOLPH-GOODYEAR-WHIRLPOOL
753-0595
721 S. 12th. Murray

FREEI

Safety Check! Air Pressure Checks!
Written Estimates! All Work Guaranteed in Writing

sommeememanu • I -'s
Mr-1mm

Nomemissu

FRONTEND
ALIGNMENTMPG

r--

improve Handling, Boost
Increase Tread Life

'41

•••••

OIL, LUSE d FILTER
$999

-4N,

Protects Moving Parts

• Inspect MI tires
• Conect au pressure
• Inspect steering and
i
A' $ il 599 suspension
i 41
• Set IlOIll wheel combo.,
caste' end Toe .^ To
,ail write emir
US MI 4 ."(16,IS we, imkurisbe misprisions kirluert'
;trope, alignment
Cleirriits IrvcirS & MI ',,,w',laIHINertor $1,111 COrrIttler[Oa

moo

COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86

sum

mmense.COUPON amaimmumg

mos COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86 "imI
mommagi.COUPON moommaim•

ENGINE TUNE-UP
10-YEAR
FULL
WARRANTY
ON
PERMATUf •
TUB AND cwoR
LINER
ASK FOR OETAUSI

Model GSD600G
• Temperature Sensor System automatically heats the water,
if needed, during the main wash cycle to get your dishes
sparkling clean, using inlet water temperatures as low as
120°F.
• 7-cycle selections including POTSCRUBBER cycle.
• No-heat energy saver drying option,
low energy convection drying.
• 2-level washing action.
• Reversible color panels.
• Sound insulated.

TIRE ROTATION
$400

...Save Gas All Year Long
139 4 Cl Electork Ignition System
6-cyl Addih000l ports ond services
See 8-cyl 'Oro ,f needed

Includes most
US
& light

cars. imports,
trucks
• Protect tires and improve

ELECTRONIC IGNITION Electronic check of staring
Charging & ignition Systems Install new snarl,
plugs •,•
rotor Set homing to recommended specs Lubnceie &
ediust choke Adrust cerhuretor
STANDARD IGNITION Add S8 foe wintered pcants.
Condense, & additional iepo,

vehicle

performance
1
9'
•

• Inspect and rotate 4 tires
• Check suspension & steering system,

Nog COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86 ...I
ammommecom COUPON •mmilomilimo

us COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86 mom.
mossessmaim COUPON memomil

BRAKESERVICE

\ COMPUTERIZED LIFETIME
\
WHEEL BALANCING

...Maintain Stopping Distance
2 WHEEL FRONT DISC Install now front brisk* Pads a

_4500,per

resurtece front rotors InsteR new front grease stivis
wheel bewings Inspect copses & twprephe
systems Add fluid Road test IDoes not include Mel
wheats)
OR
PliCk front

wheel

lining & rex.' dace drum. In. I
hydroulic system. Add fluid. Rood test. 111

'All ADJI,S •
des* oroar...si

111

'epee^ I.
r..."E•r.0

inston new broie

'49

Yost US cars
liorre rerporty

sped

Reduced vibration
Balanced wheels smooth your ride
help Promote long even tread wee,

Wow,NM 0r.tr
•••••• • model!

'
,PIM ba.en•-••J p long al • • • •.•• ,••^4,v•-• I. —
'Geed le. Me l,,p 01 'NO 100

GE. We bring good things to life.

Nom COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86
mod
mmosomom COUPON smaimum

EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Low Interest RatesIFree WarrantylLong Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service! Home Owned Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 fast Main Stri•ct
753 1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owncrs

Winterize Special

COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86 Ism
Mae
riensinapossom COUPON siommoweemum

Transmission Maintenanc:
rcatt:M

Drain & refill with permanent antifreeze
Also thorough check of belts & hoses
ems

COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86

ma

$2999

Recommended by auto manufacturers every 25,000 miles
We replace filter and pen gasket-clean per end add new fluid

Noe

COUPON EXPIRES 12/31/86

solm

I.
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Save an Ex

tra 50% on
all Toys with Green Tags
Here are just a few examples of the millions of dollars worth
of toys in our stores. Hurry in for these terrific values!

MOW Rainbow Bribe° 111* Patty O'Green Doll
90141.41011g. Price $19.72 Was $17.90

°195
IJNow

6:4;1

Mattel* Ur Rainbow Odle'Rag Doll.
7230MT Otig Price $19.72 Was $17.90

Mattel'
.Masters Of The Universe Roton*
Evil Assault Vehicle.
4892MT Oriq Pn,.:P $8 8.3 Was $7 90

Hasbro*filigfootn,4x4x4.
730PiF Orig. Price $14.97 Was $12.90

-1411,1 se

'495
%Pilaw
Mat$if'f4astsri Of The Universe
OragonwaBet Vehicle.
49021.11 Orig. Price $18.92 Was $13.80

•
Mattel* Wheeled Warriors",Beast Walker*.
9408141 Orig. Price $19.92 Was$16.90

4
9
Nw
0
0

•

295

%/Now
Evil Warriors
7892IATOnc

r, the -ruverse'
Lancl Sharl, " Vehicle

: -

35
7Now

•ilonka

Tortite Go8ots"'Thruster"'Enemy Headquarters.
7245TT Orig. Price $22.83 Was $14.70

95Now

liztrika

%/Now

Mattel' Masters Of The Universe'
Evil Warriors Spydor'" Vehicle
9055MT Cri-, P'
'

Tooke GoBots "Command Center.
7240-7.
4 Price $21 84 Was $1790

1990
Now

"Thintit

Tooke&Mote"'AasoMrsent I.

'TYCO

Tyco*TransFonnere'Electric Train A Battle Set.
74301YC Orig.Price$49.94 Was$39.80

725311Ong.Price $2.97 Was$1.90

.

No

MB

7
1 4°
Utiton Bradley*Stagetri.
4518MB Orig. Price 127.72 Was$14.80

A90
Playtime GoBots",Sports Car AM Radio.
012109PEA Orig. Price $19.92 Was $9.80

3"

(coLEco)

'V Now

Coleco Sectaurs The ttyve"'Action Playeet.
940KR Orig. Price $38.92 Was$14.80

(cot..Ecc3)

Coleco Societe* Damon"'& DraZop
901KR Orig. Price $19.92 Was$7.dc

50% OFF will be taken at the register.
Shop early...shop late!
See below for our extended
holiday shopping hours.

S..

Sale Ends December 31

While quantities last. No rain checks. Merchandise subject to prior sale and
may not be available in all stores.

The
1086-1987
General
Merchandise
Catalog Is
now available
In your store

CHRISTMAS SHOWROOM HOURS:
Mon. through Sat. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 121;30 to 6:30 p.m.

For extra savings every day, look for
green clearance tags In our stores.
All photographic, clerical, typographical and printing errors subject to correction
For the location of the store nearest you,call toll-fres 1-1100-SMCINFO(or 1-800 762 4636) Serving America in 36 states

Your store.
•

5101K Hinkleville Road
(Across from Kentucky Oaks Mall)
Phone (502) 442-4314

Apply for the new
Service credit card

actaiLl

a ma

•Serv.re 1.4ercnandlse Company. Inc

. 1968 NS"
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Publishing president portrayed

IMPORTANT
NEWS!

'Bob' Burton,'HSU graduate,
featured in New York Times
Robert G. "Bob" Burton, a
1962 MuTray „State University
graduate who is now president
of the ABC Publishing Division
of the Amercian Broadcasting
Companies, was featured in the
business section of a recent
issue of The New York Times.
Portrayed by writer David
Puller as a hard-nosed business
executive who makes decisions
based primarily on performance
and profit, Burton took his present position late in 1981, the
year that ABC Publishing had
revenues of $275.5 million and
profits of only ;4.4 million.
One of his first moves was to
dismiss 14 of 16 corporate vice
presidents. He instituted major
changes that pared the payroll
from 3,200 to 2,000 an substantially restructured the holdings
of ABC Publishing.
In 1982, his first full year as
president, revenues dropped to
$255.5 million — but profits
skyrocketed to $23.9 million, an
increase of 443 percent from the
previous year.
"Even last year (1985), when
the magazine industry suffered
a dramatic slump, ABC
Publishing fared well," Puller
wrote. It earned $35.5 million
on revenues of $322.6 million, a
profit margin of 11 percent."
He also cited predictions by industry analysts for 1986 that
ABC Publishing, which
publishes 90 trade and consumer
magazines and has 1,200 book
titles in print, will see revenues
up about 3 percent and profits up
about 7 percent.
ABC Publishing, which‘has its
headquarters in New York City,
is the publisher of such
magazines as Modern
Photography, High Fidelity and
McCall's Needlework and
Crafts.
According to Tuner, unlike
ABC's other corporate divisions,
the publishing unit "has been
left virutally untouched since
last year's takeover by Capital
Cities Communications Inc., the
communications giant renown-

ed for its cost-cutting
strategies.,"
He quoted Thomas Murphy,
chairman of Capital Cities, as
saying the corporation is "very
committed to the publishing
business, and Bob Burton is doing a first-rate job."
Burton has his critics too.
Some former employees contend that "he may well have
sacrificed the company's longterm future for short-term
gains." Another describes him
as very difficult to work for "if
you can't make your goals
because of problems arising
from market conditions."
However, the publisher of
Folio, a publishing industry
magazine, characterizes him as
"a bottom lirre-oriented
manager who looks to get value
in everything he spends." ,
Robert G. Burton
And the chairman of an investment banking firm for the communications industry is quoted
ABC Publishing has awarded
• grants to Murray State to be usby Puller as saying:
"He probably filled ABC's
ed for academic activities in the
wildest dreams of a person who
field of communications and
could come in, take over, make
sponsored internships for
sense of a host of unrelated enstudents on the campus.
tities, and set up budgets,
Burton, whose mother, Mrs.
managerial systems and
Earl Burton, continues to live in
strategic plans."
his hometown of West
Typical of comments from
Frankfort, Ill., served as direcpresent employees of ABC are:
tor of national marketing and
"He doesn't committee
sales at IBM and vice president
everything to death" and you
for operations at CBS before he
know exactly where he stands
joined ABC as a vice president
and what he expects."
in 1980.
Burton, who was a football
Tuller describes him as
player at Murray State and was
"relentlessly upbeat." He is also
drafted by the San Francisco
a man on the go who travels up
49ers of the NFL, has continued
to 40 percent of the time — a
to maintain his contacts on the
total of some 180,000 miles a
campus. He serves on the board
year Lately, he has been spenof trustess of the National
ding a great deal of time in
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
California establishing a city
America, which is located at 'magazine network in Los
Murray State, and is chairman
Angeles, San Diego and San
of the Dean's Advisory Council
Francisco.
in the College of Business and
Burton's goal for ABC
Public Affairs.
Publishing?
In 1984 he was named a
"I'd like to see it grow through
Distinguished Alumnus and was
acquisitions and expansion into
selected that same year as
a Si billion-a-year business that
grand marshal of the Homecomcontributes $100 million in
ing parade.
profits •

Republic Savings Bank can show you
how to save hundreds of tax dollars!
The 1986 Tax Reform Act eliminates the deduction of interest
for individuals on their tax returns, beginning January 2, 1987,
but allows individuals to deduct interest paid on certain
types of mortgage loans.
Republic Savings Bank has developed an Equity
Management Account (EMA) that permits you to continue
deducting interest that you pay on car loans, personal loans
and the like. Republic's EMA is a line of credit secured by
the equity in your residence.
The rate of interest for the entire first year is k. There
are NO CLOSING POINTS, NO ORIGINATION FEES, NO
PREPAYMENT PENALTIES and you only pay interest on the
outstanding balance.
Most individuals are restructuring their present loan arrangements and planning for 1987 in order to retain this valuable tax deduction. Call or stop by Republic Savings Bank.
We can assist you in your financial planning for 1987.
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1601 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001

1201 Main Street
N1 urrav, KY 42071
(502)759-1630

(502)442-9171

3240 Beltline
Paducah, KY 42002
(502)444-7233

VW(
•••••

507 Main Street
Benton, KY 4202;
(502)527-3193

REPUBLIC

LaCenter, KY -12(

SAVINGS BANK

(502)665-5165

in Se •

MS, 9:30-9
Sun. 124

*Free Gift Boxes With Purchase.

Reroff,

n..

*5.00 Will Hold Your Christmas Layaway.

Has After-Christmas Prices NOW!
Novelty
Shirts

Dress Sale
Take An Additional

20%
00'

Novelty
Sweatshirts

15.99

Off

Reg. To
26.99

Daytime,
'• Dale-time
k, or any occasion Dresses,
we have them
all now at an
additional 20%
savings. Hurry
in for the best
selection. Junior
Misses & Halfsizes.

Reg. To 32.99

0

Take An Additional

Sport &
Knee Socks
Take An Additional

20% Off

Winter
Gloves

Hanes
Hosieiy
Take An Additional

sweatshirts
in assorted
colors with
jewels, glitter &
appliques.S .L.

Coordinates
Sale
Take An
Additional

20% Off
*Alfred
Dunner
*Tom Boy
*Thackety
*Cos Cob
& Others!

Novelty Sweaters
in an array of
colors & styles.
Our best price
on our best
sweaters.
S ML.

25%Off
20% Off

_/

,Novelty
Shirts with
pearl &
'stone accents
S ML,

34.99

-

Fashion Pant,
from Smart
Vart & Hugo,
Fabulous
assortment
of styles &
colors. Junior
& Misses sizes.

/ Csaustesy&

Reg. To

Costume
Jewelry

y

19.99

Novelty
Sweaters
19.99
Elegant dressy
Blousesfor all
your Holiday
& dress-up
occasions.
Many styles
to choose
from. Junior
& Misses
sizes.

Haggar
Smart Part
Fashion
Pants

/

15.99Reg. 29.00
Levi's * Bonjour * Brittania
* Jeanjer ,* Palmetto's

Handbags
Take An
Additional

Choose from selected styles of novelty
jeans in canvas trims, Marilyn, yoked,
baggy's, pleats, stonewashed & dark
denim. Junior & Misses sizes.

25% Off
Central Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

411

20%
Winter Coats,
Jackets, Shirts,
.Sweaters,Pants,
Skirts & Lee &
Levi's Jeans.

Novelty Jeans

Take An
.4dditional

Take An
Additional

Off

unior &
Misses
Sizes. •

Belts

Entire
Plus Size
Department

Special
Gift Tables

2.00 To 10.00
Silver Plated Giftware, including butter
& candy dishes, vanity.mirrors,jewelry
& music boxes, ear muffs & many othrr
holiday giftsfor under 10.00.
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SALE GOOD THRU TUESDAY DEC. 16TH

MOST
STORES OPEN
NIGHTS AND
SUNDAY
AFTERNOON

1

I 4-FOOT SCOTCH PINE
CHRISTMAS TREE
FULLY ASSEMBLED. BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED
FLAME RETARDANT. USE YEAR AFTER YEAR

TIGRESS

$750

$1 987

REG. 610"

THE CLASSIC SET

CV

u1!9III

2

WITH DURABLE $
TRAVEL WALLET

WATT DELUXE

1 1 95

39

C91
/
4 FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE

5 OZ. GIFT BOXED
$

19

NO. HP161S

KODAK
TELE DISC CAMERA
NORMAL TELEPHOTO, MOTORIZED
FILM ADVANCE. BUILT-IN
ELECTRONIC FLASH $

KODAK VR35
35MM
CAMERA OUTFIT

583

MFG. REBATE $2.00

9
5

LIGHTED
•Multl-color$
•Cloar
110:1-10111
I

REPLACEMENT BULBS

MENNEN
SKIN BRACER
SHAVE

NORELCO
TRIPLE HEADER ELECTRIC
SHAVER

MORE LCD
SATIN COLLECTION
With afmor AKE FILTER t
HEAT SPEED SETTINGS "r

FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE
IF ONE BURNS OUT
35""ARRE
UGHTS
THE OTHERS REMAIN

COILE.B. I

1.5 OZ. COLOGNE
AND 2.5 OZ.STICK
DEODORANT

. OZ AFTER SHAVE AND
4 . OZ. COLOGNE

TURBO HAIR DRYER

35 MIN ATURE
LIGHT SET

FABERGE BRUT

OLD SPICE
GIFT SET

1500

ASSORTED COLORS
Mt" WIDE, 120 FT. TOTAL

FULLY ASSEMBLED
IN ONE PIECE

2 OZ. COLOGNE SPRAY

NO. 9696-003

CLEO 10 REEL
RIBBON

6-FOOT SCOTCH PINE

SAND & SABLE

2 OZ. SILKY BODY LOTION
REG. $9"
$ 97

*4" VALUE

$1 097

NO. 41401

SATINY SKIN SET
t/2 OZ. SPRAY COLOGNE AND

cIIO BAG-0-WRAP

G.E. SPACEMAKER KITCHEN COMPANION
FM/AM RADIO
'MOUNTS EASILY
UNDER CABINET

MOTORIZED FILM ADVANCE
AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE. FIXED
FOCUS LENS. BUILT-IN FLASH
BUILT4N LENS COVER

FRAZER MINTS
• Mint creams
• Peanut butter creams

MODEL K40

GRAND AWARD
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

51/2 OZ. BOX
DELICIOUS CANDY
(
scotch --Strapping
Tape

ASSORTED DESIGNS
BOX OF 13

SATHERS
IMPORTED WHOLE
PITTED DATES

liN10.(11E
7P111.1E •
SAFE
SYSTliM

$"
1
,ANO. 350G

LED DROUSE REPEAT ALARM
BATTERY BACK-UP $57
9
NO.. 22466

ARVIN ELECTRIC HEATER
1320 WATTS
FAN FORCED HEAT
AUTOMATIC THERMO'
SAFETY TIP-OVER
SWITCH
NO. 30H25-01

MAITRES PRESSURE COOKER
cAFETY FUSIBLE SEAL. HIGH
QUALITY ALUMINUM

WESTCLOX SOLID STATE
DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK

Chocolate Covered Thin Mints
7.5 Oz. Box

1288 $1697

GREAT GIFT IDEA

TIMEX
WATCHES' •--

BLACK & DECKER
HANDY OPENER
WHITE PRE-MIX
FOR MAKING CANDY
24 OZ.

CORDLESS RECHARGEABLE
MOUNTS ON WALL, FULLY
AUTOMATIC. 2 YEAR WARRANTY

LADIES, MEN
AND CHILDREN,
QUARTZ, ANALOG
DIGITAL. ETC.

MR. COFFEE
ULTRONIC SYSTEM
COFFEEMAKER
PRECISE TEMPERTURE CONTROL
AND BREWING TIME
10-CUP COFFEE MAKER

NO. KEC160

SATHERS SEMI-SWEET

ELECTRONIC TIMER
FOR PERFECT CURLS
EVERY TIME

CHOCOLATE CHIPS

mums
SEMI-SWEET

DURACELL!

REAL CHOCOLATE

Chocolate Chips

SHARP
10-DIGIT CALCULATOR

PAPER
MATE
PROFILE
PEN AND PENCIL
SET

SATHERS
FLAKE COCONUT

DESKTOP PRINT!DISPLAY
CALCULATOR WITH AC
ADAPTOR OR BATTERIES
MODEL EL-1192D

TENDER SWEETENED
120Z. BAG

$395

DURACELL
ALKALINE BATTERY
• SIZE D
N.. 13•01-2 PACK OF 2 $1
• SIZE C ouuciioia

58

No. 14001-2

ELMERS
GLUE-ALL
DRIES CLEAR
FAST, STRONG
40!. BOTTLE

394

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
DOWNTOWN PADUCAH Off-PRICE MALL KY. OAKS MALL
442-8281

442-6194

319 BROADWAY

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
TOBACCO
REGULAR
467.CAN

IN

$529

REDEEM '2•• OFF COUPON
TOOATS PADUCAH SUN WITH US

442-5001

PADUCAH MALL

LONE OAK
480
OAR RD.

KY. OAKS MALL

MIDTOWN

MURRAY

442-6813

753-2547

2232 BROADWAY

1205 CHESTNUT

PRINCETON

DOVE
THE RAINBOW
• BIBLE
FOR YOUNG PROM RED LETTER EDITION. FULL
COLOR COVER. GIFT BOXED
'9" VALUE
$596
NO. 603N

DISHWASHING
LIQUID
lz oz.

89c
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EDC president speaks to Rotarians
It takes far more than a cornfield to attract new industry to
a community, Buddy Buckingham, president of the local
Economic Development Corporation, which covers Murray
and Calloway County, told the
Murray Rotary Club last week
"Industrial prospects aren't
Interested in promises," he told
the Rotarians while reviewing
the corporation's history and
some of its most significant
achievements since its inception
In 1982.
"That is why it is so imperative that we develop the industrial park north of Murray on
041 to include sewer and water
lines," he said. Funds provided
through a $700,000 grant enabled
the corporation to install these
utility lines, he said.
The South Eastern Book Company, he noted, recently
relocated its operation in a

Buddy Buckingham addresses the Rotary Club.

Wilkinson names chairpersons
Democrat gubernatorial candidate Wallace Wilkinson has
named Mrs. Jackie Overbey and
George Ed "Pete" Waldrop to
serve as county chairpersons for
the Wilkinson for Governor
Campaign in Calloway County.
"We have succeeded in
building the finest organization
anyone has ever put together for
a political campaign in Kentucky," says Wilkinson. "With
Jackie Overbey and Pete
Waldrop, plus Youth Chairman
Chuck Williams, leading the
county, working with the strong
leadership we have in every
county and the thousands of enthusiastic volunteers in the
Wilkinson Campaign, I am more
confident than ever of success in
1987."
A Casey County native.
Wilkinson announced his formal
candidacy in September saying
that "Kentucky needs new
leadership to become competitive again. We are going to.
rediscover real Kentucky pride
by developing our educational
and economic potential."
Long before officially announcing his campaign, Wilkinson
traveled extensively throughout
Kentucky building support for
his new leadership theme. "For
A Better Future . . A Better
Way," say the Wilkinson supporters. County leaders and

their volunteers will be taking
that message to Kentucky
voters in the coming months.
George Ed "Pete" Waldrop,
,50, of Murray, is the son of the
late Burr Waldrop and Mrs.
Cardelle Waldrop. He is married
to Joy Stinnett Waldrop and has
two children. Mark is a student
at Murray State University and
Julie is a student at Calloway
County Middle School.
Mr. Waldrop is a graduate of
Murray Training School and
holds an MA degree from Murray State University. He is a
meber of the University Church
of Christ.
Waldrop was employed for
eight years by the Hopkins
County Board of Education. He
was director of ,,the Regional
Mental Health Center at
Madisonville for nine years. He
was employed by the Houston.
McDevitt Clinic as business
manager for six years. At the
present time he is co-owner of
Growers Loose Leaf Floor,
owner of Shroat-Waldrop Real
Estate, and co-owner of the Apple Tree School Day Care
Center.
"I am delighted to be
associated with the Wilkinson
Campaign," said Waldrop. "We
will wage an aggressive campaign in Calloway County."

Jackie (Mrs. Ed) Overbey,
also of Murray, graduated from
Liberty High School in Casey
County, Kentucky, with Wallace
and Martha Wilkinson. She attended the University of Kentucky and is employed by the
Murray State University Purchasing Department.
Mrs. Overbey's numerous
community activities include
the March of Dimes, Girl Scouts,
PTO, Senior Citizens, American
Cancer Society, and Murray
Civic Music Association.
The Overbeys have a
daughter, Kellie, who is an actress, and a son, David, attending Murray High School,
Youth Chairman Chuck
Williams is the son of Hilton and
Sybil Williams of Murray. He is
a 1979 graduate of Calloway
County High School and is currently concluding a BA degree in
communications at Murray
State University.
He is a tobacco farmer and apprentice auctioneer as well as
sales associate with ShroatWaldrop Real Estate.
Chuck is a member of the Executive Committee of the
Calloway County Democratic
Party and served as Youth
Chairman in Calloway County
for the 1986 Wendell Ford for
United States Senate re-election
campaign.

MSU offers spring evening classes
Among the evening courses
scheduled at Murray State
University during the spring
semester are several offered by
the College of Humanistic
Studies as a convenience to
students who cannot attend
daytime classes.
The courses are:
Mondays — English 101, Composition; Humanities 201,
Humanities in the Modern
World; and Psychology 180,

General Psychology.
Tuesdays — English 102, Composition and Research; Interdisciplinary 102, World Civilization; and History 222, The
American Experience Since
1865.
Wednesdays — Humanities
202, Humanities: The Perspective of the Past.
•
Thursdays — Another section
of Humanities 202.
Each of the courses is schedul

ed from 6 to 9 p.m. and carries
three semester hours of credit.
Additional information about
English and humanities courses
may be obtained by caling the
Department of English at (502)
762-2401, about the interdisciplinary or history course by
calling the Department of
History at.(502)762-2231 or about
the psychology course by calling
the Department of Psychology
at (502) 762-2851.

P,t,

tion is a tax-free organization,
created under legislated
provisions
Its membership totals approximately 25, Buckingham said,
adding that membership is a
"one-time proposition," and
anyone in Murray or Calloway
County is eligible to join.
In other business, the
Rotarians nominated their
1987-88 club officers: Jim Carlin,
president; Leroy Eldridge,
president-elect; Rick Jones,
vice-president: Tripp Thurman,
secretary: and Paul Dailey,
treasurer. Nominated as directors were Cedric Benson, Bill
Germann, Charles Olree and
Chuck Foster. Bob Billington,
the current president, also will
serve on the board of directors
as the past president once the
new club year starts next July 1

New university admission rules
vary at state public institutions
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The nearly 40,000 high school
seniors in Kentucky who will
graduate in the spring will find
that a diploma in hand may not
mean entrance into one of the
state's eight public universities
next fall.
Each university will require
its incoming freshmen to prove
they have completed three years
of math, four years of English,
two years of science, two years
of social studies and electives.
The state Council on Higher
Education laid down the basic
requirements, and some schools
have taken them a step further.
The University of Kentucky, for
example, requires freshmen to
have comp1ete4 algebra II.
The requirements mark a
dramatic shift from the days
when the state universities
would take almost anybody.
Still, there are some loopholes
available to those Who graduate.
Up to 20 percent of each
university's freshman class can
be students who have not completed the pre -college
curriculum.
State universities can also accept any Kentucky resident with
a high school diploma into a
community college program, including the 14 community colleges run by UK.
High school seniors who have
not completed the council's requirements but who have high
enough scores on entrance ex
aminations such as the
American College Test can also
be accepted.
"What we're finding out is
there are just so many doors to
each university that they may
just get in through another
door," said Peggy Bertelsman
of Fort Thomas, who heads the
higher education council's programs committee.

ONEY SAVING COUPONS
the Sunflower Group • 108qr, t

newly-constructed building in
the new industrial park from its
former location in the old Murray Wholesale Grocery building
on East Main Street.
That building, he said, has
been sold to Briggs & Stratton
for an expansion of its operation
in the former Tappan Company
building.
Buckingham went on to point
out that industry representations visiting Murray while considering it for a plant location
also are much impressed by the
availability of "so much level
land" in the new industrial park
"This is a big plus in our favor,"
he said, "as it is much more
economical for them to build on
level land than on hills or
mountains."
Formed primarily to develop
utilization of the T ppan property after the plant as moved to
Springfield, Tenn
e corpora-

Mrs. Bertelsman and other
council members have expressed concern that continued emphasis on test scores as an alternative admission standard could
hamper the effect of the curriculum guidelines.
The system, praised by high
school counselors, has also
created some problems.
"In a small school like Paintsville, it caused a lot of scheduling headaches," said Teresa
Petot, counselor to about 300
students at Paintsville High
School. Extra sections of
geometry and world civilization
were needed.
"I've had some seniors this
year who thought they were ex;mpt from the world civilization

requirement if they took civics,"
Mrs. Petot said. They weren't.
At Paul G. Blaztr High School
in Ashland, where about 55 percent of seniors go on to colleges,
parents are told about the requirements when their children
are about to become freshmen.
"At the eighth-grade level'
now, we ask parents and
students to make a commitment, to sign whether they want
pre-college curriculum or not,
said.gat McNeal, a counselor at

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

McNeal said.
Some universities have also
imposed their own stiffer standards on top of the council's
guidelines.
Murray State University will
admit freshmen who have com-

pleted the requirements only if
they rank in the upper half of
their graduating classes or
score at least 15 out of a high of
36 on the ACT.
Kentucky State University
will admit freshmen if they rank
in the upper half of their classes.
score 16 or higher on the ACT or

have a 2.75 grade-point average.
Kentucky State and UK are
also the enly state universities
not taking advantage of the
loophole that allows students
who have failed to meet the
minimum requirements constitute up to 20 percent of the
freshman class.
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Save$1.00on
the GreatTaste
ofField Hams
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Blazer for 20 years.
She said the requirements
have caused problems for what
she called "borderline" students
who wanted to go to college but
had trouble with grades.
"A lot of borderline students
are pressured" to take the precollege curriculum "and a lot of
them can't handle it," Mrs
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Maxwell House wants you to take home a free
Pillsbury Plus Cake Mix-up to a $1.19 right at the check-out
counter when you buy Maxwell House•Instant or Instant
Decaffeinated Coffee.'
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Maxwell House'

Field Hams are
lean hams. Tender
and delicious all the
way through. We put
all the care and quality of
3 generations into even' ham
that carries the Field name.
We hope you'll taste the difference
yourself.
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SPECIAL: Large Bar-B-Q Sandwich
& French Fries
Special good Dec 8-13

yf'
°-

Refugees...

'2.19

sleeping in an archway
or on steps with beggars
and waifs.
As refugees, they had
no friends nor acquaintance with customs or
language. Joseph frequented marketplaces
where contractors hired

Order Your Boston Butt, Pork
Shoulders & Bar -B-P Lbs. for
Christmas Now.

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut Street

Murray

753-0045

The
Dakot
a
-Where Quality Makes The Difference
Has Something Special For You
Monday Night...

$395

Hamburger Steak Special
,Salad Bar instead of Slaw add $1.00)

Tuesday Night...

$395

Fried Chicken Special

(Pressure-Fried, Tender & iik_oc* All White or AU Dark — No Extra Charge)

Wednesday Nights.

$495

Catfish Special
,Pond -Raised Filets Fried or Broiled)

Thursday Night...

$495

Shrimp Creole Special
i,Co l L,n Cooking At Its Best)

Friday Night...
Seafood Buffet (5 p.m.-9 p.m.)
te- s

Shr

C.:1;:l

Senior Citizens 59.95

Saturday Night...
$ 1095

Roast Prime Rib
!-;

"

.
•---:1',11;71

BC;r

Sunday Brunch(9 a.m.-2 p.m.)...
$49

All The Things You Like To Eat
• CI)...rte•

Senior Citizens $3.95

Country Ham Dinner

$695

Sunday Night...
,A Center Slice, Your Choice Of Trimmings, With Salad

Bar;

* Luncheon Specials Everyday *
Senior Citizens and M.S.U. Faculty and Students Ask for your discount!

The Dakota
"A Full Service Family Restaurant"

1510 Chestnut St.

759-9755

Murray

(cont'd from 1B)

-

labor crews, taking through stony, bushy
terrain, hiding by day,
backbreaking jobs.
The old accounts say with government bomb
they encountered strikes around them.
thieves, sorcerers and a
"They don't make any
mad woman and went to lights at night," Testa'
the aid of a woman at- relates. "They can hear
tacked by snakes..It was fighting all around.
a period of wandering They are hungry and
hardship. Scholars tired and scared." They
calculate it lasted about spent eight months in a
two years.
refugee camp before be"It is just wait and ing admitted to this
sadness and wait, country.
without knowing
"It was a bad time for
anything," says• her," says Testa', who
Amanuel Tesfai, 35, of now works in a grocery
Oakland. Calif., an store.
Ethiopian cut off for
Besides the bulk of
seven years from his refugees in camps in
wife and children by the Africa, the Middle East,
chaos of escapes from Mexico and Central
that Marxist-ruled land. America, others
They finally were clandestinely wander
reunited this year in cities unrecorded, lookAmerica after his wife, ing for menial work,
Aster Begne, 28, and fearful of arrest or
their _three young deportation.
This Is
daughters had endured
case for an
a long, harsh odyssey of estimated 750,800 Central Americans in the
flight, fear and camps.
After his earlier United States without
departure, she had been legal status from
imprisoned for eight fightingwracked El
months in Addis Ababa, Salvador -and
afterward taking her Guatemala. Several
children by bus 250 hundred are being promiles north to Asmara. vided church
Under accusations "sanctuary."
there, she escaped afoot
Only those who came
50 miles to the village of before 1982 could seek
resident status under
Keren.
From there, with a Immigration reform
camel and a group of legislation passed this
about 18 others, they fall.
began a harsh, 32-day
Nearly all previously
trip to Sudan, walking applying for U.S.
barefoot only at night asylum had been turned

VERSAILLES, Ky.
(AP) — Doctors have
told 87-year-old Mildred
"Mama" Chandler that,
because of early detection and treatment of
breast cancer, she has a
96 percent chance of
surviving the next five
years.
Mrs. Chandler, one of
about 1,600 Kentucky
women who learned this
year that they have

Sale Prices Good
Thru Dec. 24!

.

vo*
Sviiiu.„•- sNks..\\
vorsoti

s\/ioct,

Reg 9 87
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•

•

INFANTS, CHILDRENS AND
BIG BOYS WESTERN BOOT
Authentic western styling.
Fully lined shaft. Comfortable
tricot foam lined foot.
Infants Sizes 51
/
2-8. Reg. 12.73.
Childrens Sizes 8/
1
2-3. Reg. 14.73
Big Boy Sizes 3/
1
2-6. Reg. 17.73.

0

At length, Joseph
learned that King Herod
had died, the assurance
coming in another
dream, "Rise, take the
child and his mother,
and go to the land Of
Israel for those who
sought the child's life
are dead."
Legend says they
returned by ship, boarding at Alexandria.
They intended to return
to Bethlehem, but on
learning that Archelaus,
a murderous son of
Herod, now ruled there,
with thousands of Jews
slain, Joseph switched
course.
Out of their destitute,
homeless days in Egypt,
they traveled to the fertile valleys and hills of
Galilee, back to
Nazareth. Long before,
the prophet Hosea had
heralded that plan of
God:
"Out of Egypt I have
called my son."
TOMORROW: Their
might.

breast cancer, underwent a mastectomy
three months ago to
remove a tiny
cancerous lump.
And the wife of former
_Gov. A.B. "Happy"
Chandler says she is a
very lucky woman.
Recent events had
prompted her to ask her
doctor to order a mammogram to check her
breasts for cancer.
Her elder daughter,
Marcella Miller, had
had breast-cancer
surgery in May after a
mammogram, a lowradiation X-ray of
breast tissue, revealed a
largish lump.
But Mrs. Chandler
said "the thing that
really built a fire under
me was the article in the
Saturday Evening
Post" — an article that
urged women to have
periodic mammograms.
The warning was still
in her mind when her
physician, Dr. Ben
Roach, told her in
August to come in for
her annual checkup.
Roach gave her a
clean bill of health, but
the article nagged at
her. She had no warning
signs of breast cancer:
--no lump, no pain.
She remembered her
daughter's operation
and that her mother's
sister had had breast
cancer when in her 80s.
She asked Roach to send

her for a mammogram.
Asking for the test
:was quite a departure
for Mrs. Chandler, Stio
only examined her
breasts for lumps when
she happened to think of
It, not monthly, as the
American Cancer Society urges.
"I didn't pay too much
attention to it. Every
time that I thought
about it, I did," she said.
"I just didn't then and
don't now think much
about my general
health, because I've just
been accustomed to being healthy." In nearly
nine decades, she's had
only two operations.
And despite a case of
pneumonia in 1962 —
which prompted her to
quit smoking — and a
heart attack 11 years
ago, she said her energy
had always been
tremendous.
But as women age,
their risk of breast
cancer soars: 85 percent
of breast-cancer cases
In women occur after
age -45.
The American Cancer
Society estimates that
about 123,000 cases of
breast cancer will be
diagnosed this year and
40,000 women will die
from the disease. About
1,600 new cases — and
550 deaths — are expected in Kentucky
alone.
When Mrs. Chandler

had her mammogram,a
tiny dark spot set off
warning bells.
"Mine was so little
that ukt doctor out there
who did the mammogram suggested I
wait three months and
come back and have
anothr one — to see if it
grew or went away,"
she said.
But Roach wouldn't
hear of it, she said.
Within a week, she
underwent a biopsy that
confirmed the cancer
and then surgery to
remove her right breast
and lymph nodes.
A 2-centimeter malignant lump was found
deeply buried against
the chest wall. "Inside
that tiny little old thing
there were the cancer
cells," MrS. Chandler
said. The lymph nodes
showed no sign the
cancer had spread and
no chemotherapy or
radiation was
necessary.
But as is common
after lymph nodes are
removed, her right arm
Is swollen and she has to
use an extremity pump
to rid her arm of fluids
that accumulate. The
apparatus fits over her
arm like a blood pressure cuff, inflates
until it squeezes her
arm, deflates and
repeats. A twice-weekly
massage eases the
discomfort.

rore
been
never
lo,ser!
Ifs
a
be
to
fun

\

Ladies Dress Styles

2 classic designs
Smooth upper. Cushioned insole.
Medium or flat heel
Ladies Sizes 5-10

relief arm of the interProtestant National
Council of Churches,
and 85,000 by the
Lutheran Immigration
and Naturalization
Service.
"Send these, the
homeless, tempest-lost
to me," goes that poem
on America's Statue of
Liberty.

Chandler has breast cancer treatment

Hwy 641 North
Open M-S, 9-10: Sun 12-6

Reg. 10.87

down, Immigration and
Naturalization Service
statistics show, with only 1 percent of
Guatemalans and 3 percent of Salvadoran applicants accepted, in
contrast to 70 percent
generally.
The United States
claims they cannot
substantiate "wellfounded fear of persecution," although an
estimated 80,000
civilians have been killed in civil strife in those
countries since 1981.
Thousands of refugees
from there are arrested
annually in the United
States and deported,
with thousands of
others, along with
Cubans and Haitians,
held in an Atlanta
penitentiary and in
eight INS detention
facilities at El Centro,
Calif.; Los Fresnos and
El Paso, Texas;
Florence, Ariz.; Miami;
Oakdale, La., New York
and Boston.
However, the United
States has admitted a
million refugees for permanent residence in the
last 10 years, as many
as the rest of the world
combined.
Most have been resettled by church agencies,
339,000 by the U.S.
Catholic Conference Immigration and Refugee
Service, 128,099 through
Church World Service,

BR3NCO®
MENS
WESTERN
BOOT
Western styling.
Stitched medallion.
Made in U.S.A.
Longwearing sole.
Mens Sizes 61
/
2-12.
Reg. 21.88.

RICIIAKD
THE
SIMMONS StiO
i
;
weight
r
Lose
,
.
,00k beet
Feet gre° •

Howse/AOC — Vi.,..,. Ini•rtainerront •re 14•s

SAVE 5.88
SAVE 5.96
LADIES SUEDE CASUALS
Rust suede leather upper. Comfort
sole. Tricot lined. Great for casual
wear. Ladies Sizes5-10. Reg, 13.96.

*AL atAllt'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY —a e our ont•ntIon Is fteve every edvreeed R•rn Voce
pao..e•ee, e due Is
uneonitello Mellon ar advenreed woo n not meet** 10! Dowses. Wei MOO Pee deue
• Nero OHO,
nedueel to, Me ffeerchindlie 10 be purchased II int se* once whenever evelabie or vve
ONMINII new ar • converable rodutlsOn
SO MU
pyre VIPP 1leeree Ise rcht So war pereeres kentahona
vow, n Nee haewco

PUT
ONE MORE
GIFT
ON YOUR

Donate a new toy worth $5
or more to our "Toys for
Tot" project and we'll give
you a FREE CONNECTION
TO HBO, Cinemax or the
Disney Channel. You_savQ
$10.00. Bring your toy to our
office by December 22.

SHOPPING

° CABLE
VL-S1Fal

LIST

Bel-Air Center 753-5005
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Field's Nan

Sausage

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun.
1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

21b.

Reelfoot Smoked Picnics. Per Lb. 89*
Seitz Beef Bologna

16 Oz.

49

16 Oz. $1 49

59*

71
/
2 Os

Bon Ton Cheese Curls

12 Oz. 994

Bugles Snacks

6 Oz.

Popcorn

$1

16 O. $1 29

Potato Chips
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FOOD STORES

$289

Seitz Cheese Bologna

le, 111114

SAVE•A•LOT

FRESH HAM
SAUSAGE

Seitz Jumbo Franks

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER

32 Oz. Bag

99*
594

Turkey Franks

12 Oz

Kahns Sliced Ham

10 Oz.

Seitz Beef Wieners

12 Oz.

Chicken Franks

16 Oz

Mustard

59*
$259
89(
89*

59*
79*
89'
89*

20 Oz.

Fancy Tomato Ketchup

32 Os

Sweet Relish

22 Oz.

Hamburger Dill Slices

32 Oz.

Chunk Bologna

Pa( Lb

$1

99

54

Seitz Garlic Bologna

160L

Seitz Chopped Ham

8 Os $1 49

Hillshire Smoked Sausage

Evaporated Milk

1 49

Per Lb $1 99

39s
oz. 59s

12 Oz. Can

Marshmallow Creme
Corn Oil

480L

White Cake Mix

18 Oz

$159

59'

Seitz Variety Pack

160z.

Seitz Old Fashion

16 Os

Seitz Pickle Loaf

160z.

Kahns Meat Wieners

160z.

Frosting Mix

13 Oz.

Pound Cake

17 Oz

Brownie Mix

16 Oz

Brown Sugar

2 Lb

$149
a
$149

$149

$169

39s
69*
69s
994

Prairie Farms

Orange
Juice

_

Dixieland

Ice Milk

Y2 gallon

Cream Cheese

2 Lb

Bordem Am. Singles
Biscuits

12 Os

8 Oz

e

49*
69s
5299

$1 39
19*

Orange Juice

1201. Can

Chocolate Cream Pie
Corn

14 Os

16 Oz_ Bag

Jeno's Pizza Rolls

6 Os

Burrito's

5 Os

f

69s
89*
69*
99*
35*

t

10 lb. Navel

Oranges
I.

6 oz.

12 oz.

85.

12 Oz.

8 Os

Cheese Loaf

Chex
Cereal

/
1
2 gallon

29
Texas Buttermilk Biscuits

•

Pecan
Halves

$299

1

49

1

Baking Cocoa

8 Oz. $1 3$

Ready Crust

6 Os

Cherry Pie Filling

21 02_

Seedless Raisins
Pumpkin

2 pk

39

C stalk

•

Kellogg's All Bran

794

Frosted Flakes
Corn Flakes

15 Oz.

99*
99*

Quick Grits

16 Oz. Can

394

Old Fashioned Oats

Pie
Shells

Celery

59
'
129

130L

$169
07-

B

18 Oz_ 994

2,0z. 79*
$109

420z.

Whipped
Topping

59c
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y/\7America's Favorite Store

ite 444/4;f9Pkce

•

79

1 177:1.95

Our 2.15 Ea. Underalls nylon panty
hose in reinforced toe or sandal-foot
styles. Misses' sizes A—b, C-D or queen.

VCR Cabinet

Reg.

149.00 4.96
Black & White TV

Our 6.97 "Caprice" Blanket of
polyester. Twin/full. fond Colors

4.

9.94

155.97

•

Toilet Seats

Sharp Portable Eloctric TypewrItar.

K mart's LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE:
EVERYDAY PRICES

ADVERTISED PRICES:

•
•

AMP'

4.1411111130,

Welguarantee to have the lowest prices in town. We check prices in all
stores on a regular basis and lower ouraprices to be totally competitive
Should our prices on any product not be the lowest in-town, bring the
item to the service desk and We will meet any competitor's price.
-

WE S

•

Vte will honor any local competitor's current advertised prices! Simply bring
the competitor's ad, along with the item, directly to the checkout. Read all
the ads and then make alt your purchases at just ONE pkice. . .K mart.
*Limited to items currently on hand.

PLY WON'T BE UNDERSOLD

•

